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signs of the present ministry,

NOVEMBER

LORD OHESTERFIELD AS A PROHI~
BITIONIST.
BY rec, 7.8.
8. SEWALL,

“To most readers’ “Lord

present disposition of this nation “to “drunkennésy inclines us to believe that they will pay

more cheerfully for the undisturbed enjoyment

of distilled liquors than for any ‘other
neession that can be mnde by the government; “be

it enacted, by 1he King’s most excellentsMajesty that no man shall hereafter be denied the

right of being drunk, on the following condi‘| tions): This, my. lords,
to trifle no longer, is

17, 1880.

the proper preamble to this bill, . which

tains only the conditiongon which . the

is

conpeople

of this kingdom are to be allowed henceforward to riot in debauchery, in’ dvbauchery” }i-

censed by law and sountennced
Sere »
ps

Chesterfield

law, tolerably enforced |
diet: of experience’

‘his is the ver-:

‘rat east

one

New

‘There

So

is. a

and vice.

by

the mag-

differencee

batween

1t is. good

political

economy to levy upon Juxury the revenue

known as the wit, the diplomat, the court it can well aff rd topay.
official, the author of the

famous

Letters

I had not

shall fall away,” but is *‘and have fallén

ly once in the two weeks, except. in the
night when nobody eared), people and
things ‘quaint and foreign to. American
eyes, -and-- historical
associations, —all.
combined to awaken and sustain our interest. Ventnor, where we took Jap? our
abnde and whence we made excursions in
all directions, is’ apparently glued; « or
spiked, or otherwise securely fastened to
the Gt quite perpendicular edge of the
chalk cliffs on the southern coast.
Behind |
|
it rises the down of St. Boniface 800 fr.
above the sea. level. A down is a hill

The Church demands of young men
But no govera‘ment hagier-can have a right to support | intending to enter the ministry certain

illustrations are perhaps

enough to

and imagination in behalf of the people
. and against free rum, he is an ally to be
welcomed.
Speaking in such an age,and
from such an environment, his words are
all the more weighty ; and at some points
could hardly have been more upt to the
living issues of to-day it spoken on this
side of the Atlanti¢ or in the bieart of this
Af

nineteenth century:

In 1743 the ministry introduced into
. Parliament an Act to raise’
’rgvenue hy
lioensit 1¢ gin-shops. It was contested by the
opposition in a long and severe debate, jin
which Lord Chesterfield * ardently en-

breach

of

the

ten

is made knownin the ‘constitution of aan,

commandments?

Would not such a tax be wicked and scandaloux? because it would imply an indulgence to

and our nuoral instincts and intuitions add

all those who could pay thé tax, Is not this
a reproach most justly thrown by Protestants

system.

chief cause of the Reformation?
And will ‘you
follow a precedent which brought reproach

knowledge about Christianity.

upon the Churchof Rome!’

Was

and ruin upon those that introduced

is the very vase now
ing to lay a tax, and
sort of drunkenness;
produces’s breach of
mandments.”

a chapter of revelation to the Coristian

how

Some of higarguments

the

it?

legislation
.

:

looked tox this. sagacious ob-

server, nearly a century and

a half ago.

He was an orater ‘8Pzunusual brilliancy.
His eloquence was fluent, rapid, gracerul,

- lumhous. ** He reasuned best when he ap. peared most witty.” He bad great power
of surcasm, quaint and good-humored,

but shurp as steel.

Whoever wants 10 see

with what vivacious irony he eouid satirize
the sots and bloats and guzzlers who
frequented the wine-clubs of his day, may

|

read Chesterfield’s

contributions

This

The young man on whom

before us. You :are-goconsequently to indulge a
which almost necessarily
every ont of the ten com-

the full force of his logic,

sparizle of his wit.

1.

To license

gin would be to estab-

lish pauperism and death by Actof Purliament. The wholesale ruin to be expected from sach a measure grows under the
surface of the

reasoning,

and hore

and

here hurns through with a sort of lurid
gleam, like flashes from the pit. Take
© this as a sample from the second speech. ;
“ When I consider, my lords, the
of this bill, I find. it calculuted “only

ed

is most easily hindered by raising “its price,
and {ts price is to be raised by the irnpositiéh
of a duty.
This, my lords, which is I ~uppose
‘| the opinion of every man,of whatever degree
of experience or understanding, appears likewise to have been thought of by the authors of

the present lav ; and therefore they imagined

that they had effectually provided aguinst the
increase of drunkenness,by laying upon that liguor which should be retailed in small quiintities,
-a- duty which none of the inferior classes of

valids,

for

the’

«dustry, und the destruction of mankind. I
* find itthe most fatal engine that ever’ was
pointed &t a people;

sn engine by which those:

_ “This

bill,

therefore,

appears

to

be

de-

laws,

it

: 0

from ay enemy ; they have’ therefore opened
the fload-gutes of gin upon the nation, that
when it is less numerous it may be more. easily

. governed.”

2." To
“:

raise revenue

enough,

must be plénty of drunkards.
gin will produce

that

there:

To license

desirable

end; © It

confails:

laws

_xirtue or the lives of their fellow-citizens, it is
time to put an end to the bavoe, and to inter-

again,

pnssages

New

that

do

not

Tes

rative of the iracle at Bethesda, possibly all after the eighth verse in the last

* Besides,

version contains

readings

which, in some instances, reverse, and in

If their- liquors
to

ninistration

the ad-

of public afluirs, te rruisd th

§ by

favorite
Its

at six ‘thousand.

It seems that hundreds

|

of years ago, be

fore anybody ever came there to live history or to write lettdrs, the

inhabitants

for

seven miles along the southern coast (by
inhabitants are meant the hares, badgers,

otters, eagles, and their relations) became

land, and it was taking a tumultuous
promiscnous slide toward
performance,

or

perhaps

the

of

y
:

NEW HAMPSHIRE SUNDAY:
~ 80HOOL ASSOCIATION «
BY

:
on

REV. 6. CER
C.

‘The seventh annual meeting of this.
Association was held at ‘Manchester, beginning on Tuesday evening, Nov. 8, and
closing on Thursday eveding following. .
The first se-sion was devoted to .a Child-

ren’s meeting, conducted by Prof. W. F.
Sherwin, of Brooklyn, N.Y.,

and to a

Welcome Service tothe Association. The.
|
exercises werein eresting and appropriate. On Wednesday a prayer meeting.
at the

opening.

the Association was transacted. The- - i
Treasurer’s Report Tevealed the unwelcome fact that thereis a debt of more
than one hundred dollars on the Association. After the -business~ was finished.
Rev. Mr. Pelonbet, whose Question Booksand Lesson Helps are well known and.
widely used, conducted a Conference on.
‘the question, *‘ In what directions may.
we improve our Sunday-Schools?’ The
[importance of having our teachers better .
trained for their work was dwelt upon,
and especial emphasis Was put upon the
‘the congregation

attendance of all.

- in the

Sunday-school..

The peed of more definite Bible knowl

anid

sea.

" THE

need of securing the

suddenly aware that something was going
on. That something was their own native
This.

‘several . similar

edge was also insisted upon.

ones, scientifically accounted for by geolo| gists, resulted in the present. extremely re|! arkable and complicated arrangement of

Prof. Sher-

win then gave an admirable address
« The

Reading’ of

on

Scripture,” showing

clearly the iwportance of direct attention
to qmphasis, and delivery of sentences and
phrases in reading, and illustrating his:
thoughts by many passages in which the
rfeaning may be seriously affected by

real estate in Ventnor and vicinity. The

convulsed region takes the name of the
Undercliff It is about halt a mile in width.
¢¢ A line of cliffs ‘varying in "hight from
twenty to un hundred feet presents a barrier to the ocean.
Above, the land rises) in
a succession of rugged and’ irregular’ ter.

‘a

the reading.
Rev. C. E. Harrington, of
Cohcord, gave
a very excellent address -

:

on ‘Some Qualifications of a good Sunday-school Teacher.” The first exercise

of- the afternoon session

races broken by picturesque knolls and syl

van dells with huge masses of rock’ of the ‘Reading,

most fantastic’ forms starting from the
soil, till it reaches an elevation. of. about

was

a Bible

conducted -by Prof.

Sherwin,

entitled; + Bible Photographs of the Smnday-school teacher and his work.”

-Rev.

2,

Dr. Moredith
conducted
a Tengherg:
‘Meeting to illustrate his method in that’

lived

s+ gi

northern blasts, and sustains the’ lofty work. “He togk up tHe lesson for Nov.
hills of chalk above.” Thus writes one
14, dod made. the exercise deeply interIn cansequefice of tiresg oinig and’ .who saw it and knew. I did not understand,

for other

reasons

as

well,

gd

1

the

‘whole

that thednhabitants fear any more land-' esting and very, profitable. Rev. A. A.
slips, as the gregter part of the region has Waite, who is now attracting altention

question of inspiration is forced {aew en
the pulpit for discussion dnd defense,
‘The claims made for
now cross-examined

The proofs
distinctness
challenged.

by his masterly exposure of the tricks

been in a state of repose for centuries.

Se

of

so-called spiritual mediums, than gaw
Scriptures are} In the matter of scenery, the Undercliff
one
of his Chalk Talks,” which delightpresents
greater
attractions
than
any
othnever
before.
er
part
of
the
island.
Ventnor
ard
Boned
the
audience; and showed "tiow the
miracles and the
church are the towns situated here. - They | “ability to speak to the eye. may be effeet- -

the
as

of their
of their prophecies
The inf.llibility of

are
the

received text of our Scriptures is a

are near together.and one might

question.
Many Christian men want
answers for the skepticism which they |
meet in the shop, in the store, in. the
office; at places of summer resort, in

and wherever men éohversant

with

be

called

used to impress truth upon the
Rev. Mr. Peloubet addressed,
meeting vn the question, “How can Bus.

ively

a continuation of the other.
There are
many handsome villas and private resi-

vital

declamation, nor by fervor of spirit be set

aside, nor without thought; investigation
dud knowledge, intelligently answered.
Here are themes vitally connected with
our religion, that any young man called

Bible, and, as far

as practicable,

learn

the extent

and

dences;

one-in particular in the

midst

heart.

of

extensive and beautiful ‘grounds has the
style and name of a castle.
Steeghill Castle it is called, and its. two nob
‘towers
form a fine feature in the view from cer-

iness Men and Busy Women - prepare
their Lessons.” Rev. Mr. Dinsmore gave:
London

Centenary.

tain points.

At the evening session, Prof

Sherwin ali-

swered, in a very bappy and
way, a great many qisstiony

instructive
|on. pragth

a brief report of the

“Oue trial te the stranger is the fact. that
‘high stone walls sa frequently almoft en“tirely hide from his sightthe -mansiops
and parks of the gentry and nobility; nei-.

treasures

Te

fl

ver 4

.
-

Thursday, Rev. Mr. ‘Peloubet conducieddy

turved into an exhibition, for the

“delight of a sight-seeing public. One can
sympathize with them 10 a certain ex‘ent,
but it does sometimes

seem

that, a

Thanksgiving servicein which
number

little

lower wall would cause no har to the inmates and give a great deal of pleasure

the outsider.

It was stated

on

good

|

address

of all your

The John Smiths

and Mary Ano Jonses who write their distinguished names all over school-buildings
in their unwhipped youth, and damage un-

sandidates for her pulpit:
\

ed

and

attractive inducements

‘in

the

read

thas

the Isle of Wight may be said to contain,

Heb. 6: 4—6 especially a correct reading
makes one of the.five_ bricks of Calvinism
topple against its neighbor, bringing them
all to the ground, - ** It is impossible for

withinia small compass, all the most pleas-

ing and picturesque features of Great Britain; that in beautiful and sublime scenery,
much of it of a kind peculiar to itself, this
gem of the ocean is surpassed’ by few

spots on the globe; that it is the Garden
of England; and that it is {impossible
any other spot in Europe

can

that

concentrate

Amén. Modern prohibition dye the ‘again unto -repentance,” we now” read. within uch narrow bounds more of those
sanig:thing. In the long run a license § Argus-vyed Augustiniong say, “‘plense no- qualities which at once eharm’ the eye and’
law, howe
/
Juvimate the. soul L inte!

* Bible

Manners

and

The last exercise of the
sion was a very ibgenious,

Cus-

forenoon. ses- |
forciblé;” and:

stimulating address by Rev. J. S. Os-trander, of New York city, on" * Joshua us an lMustration

This

he Spirit of the True

‘from a tunnel and finds himself in a ‘kind

Teacher.”

was

Mr.

Ostrander's

slope. The effect at first sight is rather
imposing. Caves and caverns in the cliffs
are utilized as coal and wine cellars.
Lodgings can be obtained at any altitude
from the vicinity of the station to the

of the State. The afternoon
opened with ‘a Bible Reading

first appearance before a New Humpshire
cliff-walls.a great many feet high ott “three
convention and made a mest favorable
sides. Here is the station
where - the
impression. He will evidently be cod a
stone ends, the green grass of the downs
begins and rises also but wi
a Bleep ‘favorite with the Sunday-school workers
of oblong excavation

with

perpendicular

other, up ‘into his busement windows.
beach is very

flue.

“About

fifty

themselves as best, suits

ing, boating, fishing,

very instructive address on ** Bible Chronology,” illustrated by a chart of his own
construction | ov. 0. S. Baketel made

The

bathing.

each, with

riding,

walking,

bath

or

session ==
entitled
.

¢* Sowing and Reaping,” under the direetion of Prof. Sherwin, after whic’ Rev.
Mr. Ostrander gave an interesting and

‘beach.
Wherever you may be, it is very
-Mkely that on oné side you can look déwn
into your nejghbor’s chimney, and, on the

South, I postponed my projects for the|. houses which can be drawn up on wheels
pushed out as may be desirable,
give
North.
A short pause in Wiltshire, and ‘or
every. advantage to those’fond of a dip in
the sixth day after landing on British soil salt water.
An Esplanade, a few : feet
found me quietly established at ° Ventnor,
above the level of the beach, affords a very
Many hunIsle of Wiglit, with a fortnight of pleasur~- pleasing promenade or drive.
ing in prospect. I was disp8ed to enjoy dreds of men, women, and children amuse

I had

on

tractions in the Sunday-schoul.”

certainly, isag

&

«

ties. In the ab-ence of Mr. Waite, who
was to hdve given a Chalk Talk, - Prof.
Sherwin
spoke on ‘Attractions and Dis,
|

travel, to do just those things that result
in causing well-behaved and sensible travcation for ‘preaching the gospel which tho | elers to be debarred valuable privileges.
Church in our day may reasonably demand
"One entering Ventnor by rail, “emerges
ber removed ? This,

u. large
speaking:

toms,” illustrated by the use of a great °
‘variety of oriental costumes and ‘curiosi-

of damage to
choice
flowers,
fru
.::I'shrubs, etc.
The trouble probably ie

right there, after all,

of delegates took part,

of reasons wny they were thankful for
the Sunday-school. After this, Rev. J.
Durrell, of Rochester, gave an instructive

to

au-

proof of their inspira scrupulously any property that does not
tion, and how the difficulties ean Dest: happen to be theirs, are sure, if they ever

get any one teaching of our Lord: yet in

a The law before us, my lords, seems to be have renonciled their eountrymen to sickness those who were once enhghtened and’
“the effiet. of that praetice of whieh it is intend- and to ruin, und spread over the pitfalls of .de- have tasted of the heavenly gilt,.
ed likewise to be the cause, and to ‘be, dictated _bauchery such baits us can not be resisted; ud” .| if they shall fall awsy, to’ renew ‘them
Feoneelved, by any man intrusted with

but,, of “men ie

sion of the inspired - writer; and from
these readings
would
any preacher
‘willingly draw his doctrine? Fortunately |
sucn passages are not enough to eudan- everything I might find.

tribute my. interest for the reprieve of a mur-

are so delicious that the pegple ure tempted

present

others, Keep back the thought and expres-

derer because he has by long practice obtained

great dexterity in his: trade.

our

mistranslations and: erroneous

pose while it is yet.in our powerto stop the de-

. a new statute ought to be made to secure their own destrugtion,’ let uy at: length, my
* drunkards in the gratification of their Jords, secure them from these ‘fatal draughts
by bursting the vials thaj. cofitain them. Let
appetite 1”
ut crush at once these artists in slaughter, who

by the liquor of which it so effectually pro-{:
motes the use; for surely it néver béfore wus

work of Moses,

centuries after his day.

THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
;
chapter of Mark, » probably ‘the doxology
=
Nan 1 ; :
#8
L 9
Ha
% A !
at the cluse of the Lo¥d's Prayer, together
“BY MARY r B,B, PHILLIPS.
?
‘with other verses or parts of verses
scattered here and there in the gospels
; had proposed to.address yoi rst from
prohibition can ask for nothing pak hand epistles are entries on ‘the sacred | Scotland ; but letters received in Glasgow
sound and wholesome Abup this:
pages which the teacherof the New Tes- informed me that my friends ofer here
¢ It appear
pineyyy lords, that if so for- tament might well wish to know ** have ‘had made plans of their own including me,
midable a body
oonfederated ' against the crept in unawares. »
:
dy
and, in consideratidn of sundr§-unexpect-

prepure palatable poison; nor shall I ever con-

The real inquiry is,—¢ whether this
~universal thirst for poison ought, to be en‘couraged by the Legislature, and" 'whethur

speak. ol

them. Notably the story of the woman
taken in adultery, some parts of the oar-

struction. So fittle,my londs,am I affected with
the meritof the wonderfulskill which the distilltecting arm of law areund the gin-seller, ers are said: to have attained; that it is in my
ry and gin-drinker, and jealously guard the ‘opinion no faculty of great use to mankind to

“right of men to ruin one another.

revelator

written in the book of the Lamb

belong in the

will nourish intemperance, throw the pro-

>

the

out English version and invite the unwary
preacher to defend his doctrine with

signed only to thin the ranks of mankind, snd’ will contribute very hitle to the security or
to disburden the world of the multitudes that happiness of a. people, if no judges of fntegrity
and wpirit can be'found among them.”
inhabitdiv; ‘and is perhaps the strongest proof
of political sagacity that our new ministers | 6. “To the incorrigible di-tillers them
have yet exhibited. They well know,my lords, selves Lord Chesterfield would ‘deal out
that they are universally detested, and that
heroic treatment.
Modern advocates
‘of

* whemever a Briton is destroyed they are freed

of cbn-

a

sea, ‘or the

for the sharp, bracing: winds of the hills.

was held-for half an hour

and,
‘not to enudlérate
more,
they flve hundred feet, where a rampart of grey
assume that the pentateuch
is not the.| add time-worn cliffs protects iv from the

when the books were written, what was
ing, acquired after patietit and. scholarly | written, the evidences ou‘:which the
| claims of “the books depend, the nature,
invgstigation,
can have weight.

by a laborious exertion of their authority; or
they may be timorous, and instead‘ of awing
the vicious may he awed by ‘them. In any of

The best and most important

critical judgment

become

the

of the session, after which the business of.

; and,

supply of pure water, and thorough: draip-

the

acquired in study alone can detect. The
location of a cofuma in a verse seems: to | acidemies, colleges, Rrofessional schools,

ment forwed bya deep study of the Word
of God, only an instindt for apprehend-.

rather to connive at wickedness by which they

erations.

things which a

consumptives

have the thought ¢ hanged to ‘‘names Written from the foundation of the world in to the ministry should be unwilling to thority, however, that many of the gentlemen of the island would
be very happy to
the book of the Lamb. that was slain”? ‘| ‘brush: aside that he may hasten into the give visitors-the freedom of their' grounds
pulpit.
Before:
he
begins”
to
preach
(the
if they" could be protected trom a too pryOn delicate questions like these; of which
i
any more might be cited, only a judg- Bible, can he do less than ‘to study “the. ing curiosity, and not run so great a

by the defect of thoie who are to direct its op-

their senses.

and, of’ nan,

fishing

age ensure health and comfort.

psalms they proclaim fo be ¢ post-exilic,”

protract-

him "with

slain from the foundation of. the world,”
or, insert a comma after ts slain” and thus

of corruption

“wha are not killed will be disubled;y and those thee cases, my lord, the law is not, to be
who preserve their. limby will be deprived of | demned for its ineflicacy, since it only

{little

names

good for nothing without good rulers:

reprefs

acquiint

Only protracted study can so ‘acquaint
him with the Scriptures as to enable him
intelligently to teach them.
This may not seem self-evident, It isevident, however, that there is a deeper
‘knowledge of the Scriptures than that
obtained by the mere reading of ‘them. |
Iv is also evident that the sense of the 1
Scripture writer often depends on very.

Shalt he make

vested with authority “and. power; otherwise it is a dead letter. Good ‘laws are

are not injured themselves, than to

can

of -truth,

be a small matter, but it is often

No law i3 automatic.
No law can
execa itself.~ It must have a Max back
of it, a man in sympathy with it, and in-

best

rea-

fo

from

perfumed airs from hundreds

‘Nearly every building -is constructed for
‘the accommodation of: visitors and there
are several first-class hotels. ~ Gas, a good

at the time claimed for it; they cut the
prophecy of Isaiah” into two parts. and’
assign the distinctly Messianic chapters
Lf

a

resort. in winter as well as in summer.

book of Dahiel is authentic or,was written

Isaigh; - many

especially

population is estimated

con-

-For instance, they attack . the

“ deutero”

Ventnor was

in consequence, it has

precious gospel of John as not a genuine
work of that apostle ; they deny that: the

toa

have

sequence enough to rule the: meaning. of the literature of the diy are found.
the preacher's text. will he read, ‘‘1 “Christian men, also, who do their ‘own tBer is he allowed to enter within those which Rev. Dr. Meredith gave a powerat his own sweet will. There may
suy unto thee, to-day shalt thou bs with thinking, are beginning fo. doubt the view " walls
of inspiration that: is orthodox in our be some official of whom he'can gain per- ful and elegant address on‘ the Sunday- -ine in Paradise;”
‘or,
“1 say untv thee
and there
may not be.
We
school as a Field for Christian Work,”
land, * They wish to know why an: error missioc,
had one happy afternoon .in the grounds
‘to-day, thou shalt
be with me
in
showing
that in this field there is ample
‘Paradise’?
‘“After
he
had . offered in’ chropology, or id a. table of genealo:" ‘of * Steephill «Castle. ‘when
| opportunity for all to work, and great
7
gies,
or
a
point
of
science
endangers”
the
one sacrifice for sind. forever, sat down’
ficed of the best services of the most on the right hand of God,” or,
after he whole fabric of our faith,
ton
They have no taste for being competent Christians.
:
:
- Here, then, are problems for the young stared at by strangers in the privacy of
had offered one sacrifice for sins, forever
After the moruing prayer-mecting on
“their own homes, or -for having - their
minister
to
solve
which
can
not
be
met
by
sat down ‘on the right hand of God?

drunkards would be able to pay. Thus, my
lords, they couceived that they bad reformed

degrees

study

the constitutibn of nature

The magistrates may be vicious, and forbear to
enforce that law by which themselves are contendene j ~demned; they may be indolent, and inclined

propagation of diseases, the suppression of in-

may

qualified in mind and heart to bring
torth irom the entire revelation of God

bate, nor was: it ever denied oh any other occasion, that the consumption of any, commodity

** There are certain

of

the necessity

4.. To raise a high duty Ly the machifi- ] the truth,—the full measure
ery of a license law gives to the rich 8 ‘uuthing but the
truth. Ouly

thatm¥iy hinder the effect of the

the

Sonably be required to come to this work

Theargu-

and -the “clear

clearly

andhence

of preaching the gospel is laid

the common
people without infringing the
pleasures of others; and applauded the happy
ments given below are not formally, stat- contrjvance by which 8pirits were to be made
ed in the speeches, bat for conveniencg's dear only to the popr, while every man” who
sake have beer gathered under specific could afford to purchase to gallons was at
headings. Sundered from their context liberty to riot at his. ease, and over a full
‘these passages are fragmentary at best. flowing bumper look down with contempt upOpe must read the whole in order to get on his former companions, now Fyihlessly
: Sonim to disconsolate sobrivty.”

i Warld, numbers 90,91 and 92."
©

to the

and

Scriptures stand as the first source

in the

whole ~matter of temperance

fully

the: “made known in his Word,

it not

plenary indulgence, while it filches from
‘two speeches which have come down to the poor some of the few miseranie pleasus are prototypes of the reasoning now ures they have. It .is class legislation,
employed, and are worthy of a second ‘discriminafing against the poor in favor
hearing. The-excerpts given below will of the rich :
“ It has been granted on all sides in this deshow to reformers of the license pattern

gaged.

God is most

conldn’t

Bright skies (it rained on-

Fifty years ago,

vince any intelligent man that he who is
beginning the work of the ministry needs

not afraid.

Sntended, I

‘hamlet of half. a dozen cottages.
Somebody discovered that itd mild, sunny and
dry climaté was peculiarly favorable to'in-

qualifications for the sacred. office: + Pie-,
to his son, the disciple and friend of itself out of the carousals and corrup
tions
firstiof all, a thorough study of the
ty is her first demand,
Good nstural
Voltaire, That he ever played the role of its subjects:
Scriptures, Certainly he should have as
ability
comes
next.
/
Finally,
some
of a temperance adv cate ‘would strike
‘ Vice, my lords, is not properly to be” taxcorrect
a knowledge as possible of ‘what
them as out of chariicter. Perhaps indeed ed, but to be suppressed; and heavy taxes are degree of mental training aud s.me
does
and
what does not belong to. the
. the Cnuse would decline to admit such “a sometimes the only means by which that sup- attainments in knowledge. How much
Bible. How can
he teach skeptical
pression
can
be
atrained
.
’
Luxury,
my
of
the
latter
is
the
minimum
which
she
lords,
recruit into it8 ranks; and recalling the
men,
heterodox
men,
- thinkibg . men,
or the éxcess of that which is pernicious only
ought now. to expect ?
.
principles on which he trained his son,and 3 by. ils
excess, may very properly be taxed,
Sabbath-school
teachers
and scholars
the maxims of gallantry, polish,’ finesse, | that such excess; though not strictly unlawful, | A minisger is the teacher of religion, a
who,
in
our
day,
are
getting
to be pretty
. evasion and expediency
he practically may be made more dificult. But the use of Christian minister of the Christian religsharp
exegetes,
t
the
churvh’and
the chilmply burtful,burtful in [pn .* His office is.not-only to impart’ the
substituted for the. Ti
of thosethings which are simp
dren
of
our
households
whag
the
law. and
holy
ministry,
morals, ‘might protest non ftali auxilio! their own wature, and in every degree, is to be -apirit of religion—a
promise of the Lord are, unless he is him
prohibited,
-None, my lords, ever heard, in indeed, * but ‘the ‘common - duty of the
Butoh the other hand, when such a man, any nation,
of a tax upon theft or adultery, beChurch—but also to impart instruction in self instructed in all that pertains to the
: /profe-sing no moral principle at stake, cause a tax implies a license
granted for the
| contents of the Bible P
stands up in a great debate in the” British use of that which is taxed to all who shill be respect to all the truths of religion.
Then, again, our’ age is Hreveyent:
- The religion of €hrist comprises the
Parliament nearly a century before any . willing to pay" it,
science’
is audacious, and criticism gency
whole
revelation
of
God
to
men.
God
is
‘
Luxury,
my
lords, is t4 be taxed, but vice
general temperance agisdtion Wout doceur,
ing and destructive;
Men lay .sacrile;
and pe netrating to the real pels of .in- prohibited; let the-difficulties in executing the manifest in future. Chifitianity dais
gious
hands
on
the
ark
of God, and are
law be what they will. Would you lay a tax
every truth gf nature as her own,
God
temperance masses all his powers of logic
.on the

80

helped. myself.

hibition. And theré is ne risk -in affirm. truly converted: as that - they ‘Were once
ing that they are overwhelmingly in favor | « partakers of the Holy Ghost.”
of the last, notwithstanding the well
Natprally. so strong a proof-text™as
known and freely admitted infelicities and
that in 1 Tim. 3: 16,—¢and without
defects and perhaps injustices. attendant controversy great is the mystery of godliupon its administration. So far from re- ness. God was manifest in the flesh, "—
turning to a license law they are satisfied would be among the first chosen to con| that the only. way to. protect the easily vince unbelievers. of the incarnation of
decoyed mipltitudes. is to crush the “ca- God. Biblical scholars are howevér well
lamitous trade of ** these artists in slaugh- agreed that this verse should read * * who
ter,” by all the forces of law, ‘society, was manifest”, or, ** which was manifest
philanthropy and gospel combined.
in the flesh.” ¢ The Church of “God
Bangor’ Theological Seminary.
4
which he purchased with his own bload,”
O00
is another text (that the oldest manuCANDIDATES FOR. THE MINISTRY.
scripts eall on us to’ ‘re-translate, and to
* BY PROF. J. a.
A. HOWE, D. DI \ ph
render * the Church of the Lord.” These
wy mm
L&

pure, fresh Bredzes

any shall or i fall away.” The eorrect
renderifig of the passage is not ¢“ if’ they’

whatever _they |
are, can not be executed without a great num-" | England State. The: peeple of Maine | ‘away;” thus ‘as’ ‘plainly #sserting the
_| ber of mercenaries, which mercenaries ¢an not have tried free rum, and license, and pro- fitial ‘apostacy of some of those who were

remittances of | be hired without money; ‘and, whereas, ‘the

‘money, &0., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
AF Al communications designed for publication
J Jhouid 25 Jddressed 1 Bator The Aleting Sidr,

i“ adoance

than can be possible under a prohibitory | ‘that

- “If this bill be considered and amended in
committee, T shall bumbly propose that ‘it >

‘introduced in this manner: Whereas, the de-

nt,
Baptist’ Printing Avablishme
ni Freewill
Publiiher,
Rev. I. D. STEWART,

:
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a

an earnest
son the * Chautauqua,
Literary and Scientific Cirele.” - At the

evening

session

Prof.

Sherwin

spoke”

-

very earnestly on ‘* Temperange Work in
Sunday- -schouls,”

.

after

which

Mr.

|

Os-

trander gave
a lecture entitled, ** Sever

years ut Chauwuqua,” illustrated by
reading, and in the evening the ;may sit or
‘walk on the pier and liver, to the manic of stereoplicon aud presenting many hn
tul pictures of scenery apd buildings at
the band.
They can 4pass’ from the con.
templation of the bright blue waters of the. that. famous
guthering-place of Sund
‘Evglish Channel aud the

endlessly ‘moving
spanorama of ships and boats to “the narrow, steep, winding, curions

quaint ivy-grown

stone

streets;

ecottagfls

their thatched
or
tiled
their, bright Plots of flowers;

roofs

“school aworkers. - Prof. Sherwin contl
es.
y
ed the singing of the Convention wi
with. characteristic ability and ‘success, The
and. ‘report of the Sécretary show d that only
abuut one half of the schools in (he Sg
%had made any report to the county seethe

rutaries, but in these about five ‘hundred

had®becn recived into the Shurshes from
te schools, - On the: whole

on i

;

5

-

»

:
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.

:
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_ A teacher was heard to pray ‘earnestly

io a teachers’ mieeting that the Lord
Sabbath-Nehool Lesso .-Nov. 28. | would teach him the next day’s lesson,
: qomerions

(or

AND

NOTES

BY

Questions see

enlighten 'h's ming, fill ‘his heart with
zeal, and thoroughly fit him for his class
duties, in order that he should beable to

F. J. A. HOWE.

Lesson

| JACOB AND PHARAOH.
)

DAILY

MM.
T..
W.
T.
¥..
$8.
8.

“Gammsictions. ; ht

could say Amen.

READINGS,

And yet. in the case

of

BY PROP, GE.
G.

FOSTER.

&

:

vently he prays, if he does no

‘ Then Joseph came and told Pharaoh.”
Joseph took hjs chariot and rode ‘fo
Goshen to meet his father. Their long
separation under such peculiar cireumstances made this a most affecting meet.
ing. Joseph directed his brethren what
to do and what to Say “when called to
meet the king.
:
“In the land of Goshen. » Supposed
to have been the country east of the

4

oe

more than

this, his preparation avill still be” imperfect and incomplete ; for God does not put

=

Says one, Who knew ell

planes of mental assent and practice socie- better’ nero

«No

man

the -power, of printed

thoughts thought there

had

been much
Between:
what I had intended, and what I had
teally accomplished there was a wide

andin a moment he

tomed seat by my

was

side.

in

“his

I have

noticed that he converses upon

accus-

always
the

very

cath ong oF

party, Snoluding

gentleman with them.

‘he

Mrs. Phillips also . speaks in ‘gh
‘gospel, aod until his Tatest ‘month of praise of the conduct of the
native women
life” —(he died in his 78th year)— who are employed as teach
mind.
ers in ‘the
Do numberless Christians subscribe to ‘he was engaged in circulating through Mission.
thie pure humdnitarian doctrines of Christ, the post-uffice and ‘by personal presenta- - Daring the cold
season she was greatly
‘and yet in daily life follow rather the de- tion, volumes ‘and tracts of raving truth. surprised, one day,
at seeing Nellie Cole
es of Satan? If they would only make | The character and experience - of Dr. standing in her tent
door. + Dressed in
their deeds level with -their professions Plumer ought. to give great emphasis purest white, her
face beaming with joy,
what a start towards the veritable heaven to this kind of work.” Having petsonally’ she was, indeed, a
teacher that’ ‘Miss
they and the world would make. "If each tried this good way of working, and’, go Crawford and her
namesake may well ‘be
of us in out daily life would make it a having great faith in it, let us try jo stir ‘proud of. She had
walked six- miles to
‘binding rule to hold no truth which we you up, dear readers, to a fi of it, for visit Mrs. P., from
a village. where ghe.
and they be: 80 mgeh better in body

|

be a waste of time and breath; for that
teacher was one of those who ‘habitually
neglect the study of their lessons, and chasm, and forever-and ever it would reotherwise fail of preparation for their main unbridged. With certain concepclass work. ' He never visited his scholars tions of truth clearly drawn in my mind,
Lh
Baa
5
:
;
:
Ls
at their homes. He took no, more pains my feet had yet obstinately gone in the
GOLDEN TEXT:
‘ The hoary head is a to become acquainted
with his scholars -way exactly contrary Lo that marked out.
crownof glory, if it be found in the way of
than with his lesson. Why should his. So I was sad and “discouraged. The
righteousness.” —Prov. 16: 81,
prayer be heard? It was the prayer of | wandering wings of summer zephyrs flitindolence,
not of living,
acting faith. ting in at the open window brushed my
‘Gen, 47: 1-12.
a
| Prayer is absolutely essential to a teach- cheek in vain; they brought no balm for
the wound in the spirit. The silverNotes and Hints.
er’s preparation; but’ hard work and
_
Joseph ‘sent back his brethren with\ faithful study are an essential efidence of footed moon rays crept over my -knee,
presents and corn; and teams for remov- that faith which makes’ prayer effectual. softly climbed upon my brow, and nest_ing his father to Egypt. With their cat- While it-is true that however thoroughly led in my hair; the fair celestial visitors
tle and their goods, therefore, they came “the superintendent or teacher hts other- ‘were po FRE to soothe the unrest of a
{into Egypt. Jaceb ‘and - all his family wise prepared himself,
|
if he has neglect- heart disappointed in the accomplishment
with him,67 souls,exclusive of the wives. ‘ed prayer in his preparation, he will be of what it held right.
:
Cousin Thoughtful's step upon
the
They were directed by Joseph to settle | still nnfitted for his duties; it is also true
in Goshen, as that part of the country that, no matter how much and howhfe r-- stair awoke me from my half reverie,

was best suited to. grazing.

they ould but bring olosea. toghther fe

0OUSIN THOUGHTFUL'S SERMON"iu BITES,
p)

him who &rerea it, it was felt by some to- to condenin, little to praise.

Jacob sent for. ‘Gen. 45: : 929,
At Beersheba.
Gen. 46: 1-7.
:
Joseph and his father. Gen. 46: 26-34.
Vanity of vanities. Eccl.l: 1-8.
‘
Vanity of vanities. Eccl. 4:1—16."
Vanity of vanities, Eccl. 6: 1-J2.
Jacob and Pharaoh. Gem. 47:1—I12. -

a

| ty would have §0 many the Je-s nuisances

bring the knowledge of the truth to the
I had been for some time alone in my
souls of his scholars. The prayer in it- room. The day had not been satisfucto~
self was one to which every teacher ry. In reckonilig the deeds done and the

Papers)

A
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RANDOM PRAYING.
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8S. 3 cpurthend,

;

and

did not embody what a brightness_of life

would. burst upon society, and ‘what a
deal of useless Igtibes, we
w would be rid

yourselves.

First,

lat us hope that you

all

are

habitnal readers

of at least one

good

think,

Little

one

in the

¢ Christmas gifts!” ......0 ——
But, secondly, make it a. religious duty
notteskeep these papers jn the house any
longer than tv be thoroughly read; but

and one old woman

are

the

only

tians, and-where she ‘has been

Chris.

teaching

for more than’ two years

.” This - young
‘weekly religious newspaper: If you are woman
is one of the ‘famine wnify,” +
“Then ‘turning to me with Sonning heads of farhilics, or are @lone in the picked up, a‘few
years ago, and’ put
world, next to providing = yourselves, under Miss
eyes Cousin Thoughtful continued :
Crawford's qgreful, C ‘hristian
and those in your charge, with the Word" training.
Not to do as one thinks makes a cowEvidently such work pays.
ard of him. The very fact of one’s be- of God, you oughtto bé subscribers for
Not many years ago no girl could safe.
lieing a thing, and yet doing, not that, | such a paper.
ly 8 far frum her own “home, to teach;
Scrimp your La polates: and your| now they
but what Solne one else thinks, shows
ean
go anywhere
witht
that be has no brave heart. His own in- ¢ backs,” go. without political or other danger of insult
or molestation.
dividuality sinks abashed before the de- newspapers; but never rob- yourselves
It seems very desirable that
Phe =
cree, or.the sneer-of
others. . The deep of the family religious paper. Its value should
enjoy tife advantages of the Bible
‘life of his heart swells, buds, and even
to youis simply inestimable! Then, if pos- School. On thi¥ point
Mrs. Phillips says:
blossoms for the fruit, but then is blasted sible, let the children have their own little —"* Could
the noble men who pledged so
and withers before the chilling frosts: of papers. * If they “do not already have ‘generous
ly for the Bible School-look into
outside and foreign regions. Balked so them try the experiment of a year's sibthe zenanas and streets, crowded with
many timés
in their bud, the thoughts
scription for ‘The Myrtle;” or * The untaught women and
of.

cease to live, the mind

2

ceases

to

and like a nerveless slave follows
file, Alte .ther—1nasters.

The

man

be-

Star;”

as

of

heir, coming

children,

and

into the. earnest faces of our
young women here, waiting to

then

Christian
be fitted:

Ld

for teachers in just such places,compound
subject which for the day has lain close comes at last a mere puppet; fortunate
interest on those pledges would reach:
to
my
mind.
He
seems
to
reach
it
as
by
only as he falls under the leading strings
while we are asleep, nor use us merely as
us ere another three mopths rolled away.”
mechanical mouth-pieces through which intuition and never fails to strike the trail -of fair custom and moderate influences. send them out, with faith and prayer, to
Mrs. Bacheler says that there has beer
to apply it to the hearts of the , scholars. | of my own musings, and always throws But to think a thought and then live in it, ‘work for the Master.
little change in the work at Midnapore - So great is the value we place upon these
But he gives us the means, the gifts and light upon what was to me obscure.. So is like exchanging the rented room for a
during
the year.
Some removals have
‘home; the man is no longer a tenant but papers, as a power for good, that seeing
opportunities for. ascertaining,. under- this evening he took for his text
taken place. The work could be extend- *
a Longeholder, It is like making armor them lying about the house, useless;
standing, imparting, illustrating,
and~ §
i THINKING AND DOING.
:
ed almost indefinitely, if the means were
applying his ‘truth. . We are to dili1
To-day, said he, T met a young lady and then essaying to prove it, and. so the -seems like the cankered silver and gold, available.
Some local
subscriptions
Delta. At this time it was not consider- gently and prayer fully usé these means. friend of minein the city. She was ele- hired toilor becomes a warrior, and feels that James tells us about? and we want
bave been lost by removals, and these
ed a part of Egypt proper.
If we refuse to do this, the failufe and gantly attired and in the full hight of his blood leap to each blow of his, sword. to say to the owners, *‘ The nest of them losses have not yet been made up, in con“ Some of his brethren, even five men.” ‘sin are - ours; and ‘no amount of word- fashion. And as we walked down the No man is brave who does not live his: shall be a witness against you,"and shall
sequence of which, many opportunities
‘Probably the four sons of Leah, Reuben, prayers will ever atone for our failare
street I noticed that at every rossing she own thoughts. Not to do what one be- eat your flesh, as it were fire !
‘
|
for
work have'to be neglected.
of Simeon, Levi and Judah, and Benjamin, just here: =. S. Temes.
rig
One excellent way, then, is’ to select. One cheering sign has made . her. glad.
made a low bow; towards ho left and lieves makes a- man a hypocrite. Men |
.'the son of Joseph's own mother.
han gn on 2
with more or less trouble gathered up hate hypocrisy, yet if the haters would two or three neighbors, or’ townsmen, Native .gentlemen begin to prizé’ the.
“Thy servants are shepherds.” I
de
AN IDEAL MONUMENT.
the train of her dress and carried it caré- fairly examine their lives they would find who have no religious paper, and let -zenana teaching, ask for it, and pay a
shepherd is an abomination
the
During the Sunday school Centenary fully over the dusty crossing. After this themselves guilty of it. in the incipient each in turn have the reading of your little for it, So progress is noted.
Egyptians,” said Joseph.
The Egyptians celebrations
in London there was. unveil- had been repeated several times I said" bor stages.” Between Satan in thre garb of an paper, when you are threugh with it; | Mrs. B. feels the need of ore effion their monuments have left evidence of
ed in the court-yard of Essex St: chapel her, .*¢ Miss Jeanette; woukd it not be: less Angel of Light, and a man who beligved | vAnd this every week of the year.
cient teachers, The" growing demands ~
their contempt for shepherds. There
« It will cost you some effort, at first; it, of the work call for teachers betterjeducat(Unitarian), London, a monument comtrouble and yet of equal service if your honesty is right and yet knowingly dethey are always given amean appearance. memorating
the * First Twelve Origina- dress were made without that cumberous ceives his cutsomer in ev en the least par- may be positively bothersome,--but keep’ ed -and more carefully trained.
Some’
No Egyptian ever ate the flesk of sheep
tors of Sunday-schools.” Of this memorial appendage?” And she quickly answer- ticular, there is only-a difference in de- on till once you begin to realize the good|" arrangement like that suggested by Mrs.
"or goats. Woolen. garments were thought
being done, and then the joy you will get Phillips seems éxceedingly. desirable. In
The London Sunday-school Temes says :
ed ‘that indeed it would, that she was pro-. gree not in kind. He has only to Keep
‘to be unclean and were. never worn “by
of it will pay you-abundantly foy all spite of all difliculties the work increases
on in the’ hypocrites path, and the like- «out
“The monument consists of an ideal
voked
with
herself
every
time
she
wore
it
}
the priests. "This prejudice may have representation
‘your
trouble.
Teach your children ‘to do in interest and
ness
approximates
till
the
gullest
eye
can
of boy reading the Bi- upon the street, and felt that she rWwas
value from (yar
io.
© grown np, in-seme way, from the Egypble, seated on a pedestal, the wotio. un- guilty of doing a very absurd thing. 1 see it. - Do you profess great friendship the same way with their papers.
year.
i
tian worshipof animals as symbols of the
Again, another capital thing 40 “do.
derneath being ‘ Feed My Lambs.’ The said something about its béing a pity. that for A person and then in the smallest
" A WORD FOR THE YOUNG. MEN.
o
truths
of nature.
Shepherds - often
following inscription, is carved on the face people didnot always do a8 they ‘thought, matter lack in doing by him as you knppw : where one is, aple-10,—as many of our
slaughtered their sheep, while the EgypWe.
mean
those
preparing
for
the
of the monument : ¢ Erected to commeéms
and shortly after left ber near the door of you shopld, you pry apart vhe heretofore readers must hg,— is to send one, two ministry in our schools. The funds fpr. Jans regarded the lives of animals as |.
weddéd lives of profession and deed, the three, or a half a dozen papers to poor
‘orate the Christian efforts of the origina-- her father’s residence.
“sacred.
LY
may by and by be- ministers, and HSme Missionariesin the merly belonging to Education Society
tors of Sunday-schools (members of va- - " Not ten minutes afterward I met an ¢hasm ei
“For te sojorrn.”
To tarry for al
were s0 invested and. managed that .
rious churches),from the time of Cardinal old chum with whom I had passed. happy come as wide gs~the criginal law has West and South; and don't mind going
while.c.
-¢
:
there
was annually an income of several
Borromeo, 1580, to that of Theophilus
college days, and noticed in a moment ever taken cognizance of. Pretend to be ou of your own denominations, if need
« Ne pasture.” Because they had come’
hundred
dollars from this source to be
virtuous and yet to give a rein eveuslight‘We cant begin io tell you how
Lindsey and Robert Raikes,
1780; in that he bed a cigar in his mouth, ** Why
to stay they wanted land assigned "them.
sed in aiding our young meu. By the rely
slacked.to
your
passions,
causes
a
fatal
tn]
good
they
will
do,—but
soon
these
"gratitude to God for his blessing on Sun- 1 George, ¥ said I ““have y6u taken up
At this they hint broadly.
.
!
belief and ac- men will begin to write you, and tell you cent action of the Society these funds have
labors during the past century, smoking? You did not dse to think it wag rift between the planes
passed out of its control, and no such .
“ The land of Egypt ds before hel day-school
andin fervent hopes that the time may a good thing.” And coloring a little he tion which shall more likely grow vastly, for themselves. And as you read their
That is, from which to choose.
income will be received by the - Disburs-‘
ruinously
wide
than
cement
again.
The
letters,
thg
tears
will
start,
and
you
wills
soon come when differences of opinion told me that all the young men where he
‘ In the best of the land.” #The best
ing
Committees.
‘This must be made up
may no longer separate disciples of Christ boarded were smokers, and that gradual- flaunting, brazen hypocrite whom the say, ‘life is worth living,” when one
by
increased
comtributions
from the
not.occupied ; and in view of the antipathy
in works of usefulness. 1880.
“By this ly he had fallen into the habit, but quick- whole world -recognizes begun in like ¥ goed about doing good,” in. sueh. ways churches, or the appropriations must be
to shepherds very. geod land’ for grazing
as
we
are
talking
aboift=
~
©
©
shall all men know ye are my disciples, .1y added, ¢ I know it is a bad habit, and small way. Before no eye wt yous
ivould be unoccupied.
And here again is another way. We cat down, and for some of these students
you
if ye have love one to another.”’ The am half ashamed of myself every time I gaze drop, nor your cheek blanch
“ Mem
of activity.” Bhergetic. and
that means the giving up of their studies
*names of the originators of Sunday. light «a. cigar.”- I remarked that we hold firmly to this truth; do as you be- know a man in New England of very
for the present, ind perhaps forever.
- capable men.
small
means,
who
has
a
friend
in
Western
courage of our con- lieve. Your beliefs may not ba as pure
schools which are to be carved on the side should all have
The sums appropriated have never béen
“And, Joseph brought in Jacob his jaKansas,
an”
earnést
Christian
worker
as
they
might
have
been,
but there is no
of the pedestal, are: ‘ Cazdinal Borromeo victions and do as we thought. Before
ther.” Touching and "beautiful was the (Roman Catholic), Milan, 1580; the Rev. coming home I dropped into the store of hiatus in your existence—the soul has but with very small means, to whom he large, but they have helped hundreds’ of
young men through hard places, who ‘are
filial pride of Joseph. The love and Joseph Alleide (Nonconfor
mist), Bath, Deacon J. Now Deacon J. is a light in flowed uniformly into living. There is manages to send 15 papers a month for now doing noble work for Christ and the
devotion of chjldren -to their = parents 1668; Mrs. C. Boevey (Church of Eng- our church, and is full of devotion (on no break—no hypocrisy. Not to do -as Sabbath-school piirposes. .
makes, in every land and among every and), Flaxley,1717 ; the Rev. Theophilus Sundays) and fond of quoting the Beati- one believes unmans a mun. The correct
And such u spiritual blessing as under churches. There is no reason to believe
people, a picture that pleases the eye and. Lindsey (Unitarian), Catterick, 1764; tudes. - As I entered, his voice was heard thought says * do this.” It asks.a cur- God they are proving,in that drouth- that the aid extended has rendered them
kindles. the heart.
‘ Honor thy father. ‘Mrs. Catherine Cappe (Unitarian), Be- in rather a high key from the back part rent through your action to the .outside smitten section! It doesn’t’ cost much less self-reliant, or - weakened in any
and mother ” is the command alike of | i: le, 1765% Miss Hannah Ball |(Metho- | of the shop, alternated by the softer half- world, a workman to bgild upon its mod- dear reader, to do this work; just try it, degree theit manhood. At best some of
them have come out of school -humpered
nature and of God.
dist), High Wydoete, 1769; Mr. William pleading tones of & woman whom' I rec- el. Do this and judgment and reason and get the reward. There are many just
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The History ot the Freewill Bapticls'
covers the first bali century ot our €xisienee,
from 1780 10.184). !t describes with’ censiderable

{
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.

;

, On Faith & Covenant 18 a confession of17 ar.
ficles of (aith and a desirable church covevaph,

sold by all druggists at $1 per package, or six
Rackages for $5, or will be gent tree by mail on re
ceipt
of $hié money by addressing
~

he

class

Denomwnation, Nhioh contains » hisber“eal - statement, anda brief
notice of ow doe.
srinalvasia ehnrch polity ano insthwtions.
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@Ars wich
at success. - - ga~Full pajticulars
our pamphlet, which we desire to send frée by
mail
to every one.
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TAKING.brain and
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magic,
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MYRTLE.
. Terms: smgle copy, each, 33 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one ad- *
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Spring Term begins Feb. 28, 1881,
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STAR

Tre Rules of Order are comprehensive, and

HIATT,

:
TICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school ig to prepare the students for col.
lege.’ The course'of study extends over three

ate.

TH

foutidly moved and greitly comforted
i him.

, Sec.

2

by the sympathy of.his friends in the ter- |

and

?

wishing to attend ‘this Institution
Rev. I. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.

rimenting with the many herbs of Calcutta,

ing rep'ietl, sayiog that he was pro-

seeustomeds:

when -he -beesme Atrong again

self-

N. H., Aug. 7, 1880.

G, Augir,

Classical,

Dr.

dolence, to
le ‘him a letter of oun

for

:

accidentally

are - Babbath-school pete, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper.
utifally illustrated
Both papers areof the same size, bul the [LITTLE

M , Prioci-

i

Augir is a graduate of Hillcdale
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Last

Baptist’ missfnary,
whic 5

A.

Rooms

AARON W.FosSS
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beautiful,

drowned..

SCHOOL.

bY, Vhs VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
This irstitution Is
now under management of Rev. D. Powell,

1881.

the boat was |

ter, two years old, were

at.

Location

for ata.
Prmoepal.

‘When death was hourly expected, all reme.dies having failed, and Dr, H. Jumes was ex-

cured his only

|

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.

all term begins

assistant.

dress the Principal.

upset, and the queen and her little daugh-:

of

he

W. H.Judkins

:

June, as the royal family were traveling |

his grandmother, deséite r

special

thorough.

THEOLOGICAL

comjétént

Cénrre Strafford,

AN ONLY DAUGHTER
CURED OF CONSUMPTION.

stone.

tal—is suffering severe affliction.

ter in it; how lis mother, whom he con« _ siders probly the worst woman. in the

receive

and

For further information address,

’

We
§ DEATH OF THE. QUEEN OF Siam.
huve is thine.”
:
?
I suppose that the excessive respect.
were grievéd to read in the Missionary
which we are wont: to pay to restored they could bear to eat-a little of tasted -Magazune, that the king of Siam, who is
prodigals ‘arises from the contrast be- good, very good fir a while, yet their
tween what theyonce were and what they stomachs hud become so weak trom dis. so friendly to missionaries—making them
President and Professors of the new: colhave become. One of the characters in
Dickens’ ** Hard Times” loves to tell how
lege he has founded at Bankok, his capi-

“he was born in a ditch with"
a foot of wa-

of four

oarding and board in private families at reason-

$1.0).

taose {n many other patts of China.

starved in" Southern prisons git where
good things were furnished tb them, they
found that, although the things whic

consists

able rates.

.|

always had light sufficient for his needs. and the peoyle superior in in elligence to
And

Drawing,

COLLEGE

Aug. 24, 1880.

(Rev.”

exporting

and

Grande, Gallia

year

USTIN'ACADEMY.

Titus

and

cellegea.

Sec. Trustees.

COLLEGE.—Rio

Religious

pal, with

-Send-for circular to the proprietor, West Buxton,
Maine.”
1y40 eow

“schools, no Christian papers or Christian dress C
CK & CO., 1032
books! Such is the destitution of Hunan adephia, Simin this paper,
—oneof the eighteen provinces of the
YEAH
great empire of China,— containing =
population of about mineteen millions,
| nearly half as many as the last census

- joice with the heavenly hosts over every’ is likely to find that his. eyes
have
sinner that repents, more than over nine- been strained and injured in the darkty and nine just men that meed no repent- hess, and have becom: much weaker
ance ; but do not forget that it was not to than: those of his broths
who
bh 8

“the prodigal, but tothe elder son,

reports that

5. cents

for busi

the best

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

Clarke’s
European
Cough
Remedy.—
This well-known mediciné is »fill the best remedy

generally;

or

—For further information address the Pres
ident, O. B. CHENEY, .D. D., or Prof. JOHN FU
LONTON, D. D:, Lewiston, Maine. .
>

ts Behold.

gale by druggists

schools

Music and

ATES

iii: 1-11;
Isaiah lv; Jer. xxxi; 1-14;
John xvi: 5-15.
;
SUNDAY, Jan. 9.—Sermons ;
T come quickly ; hold that £a€t which thou.

The.

fully 26 per cent. ofall the girls born in
the North West Provinces ‘in :1878 —1879
were killed at heir birth, |
A
DESTITUTION. | or think of all’ New

he has jut

studies,

chu: ches ; and mightily empowering
all
believersto live wltolly
for the glory of
Christ.
Psalm ii; Isaiah xlix: 1-10;

God

~ Postage is paid by the pubiisher.

be ERMS:
ual fore
20 cent:
Dest per copy in pac
: kages s for
for
the the

of 12

4

—Puplils fitted

héalthful.
Expenses moderate.
Send
logue.
Address,
D M. BENNER, A. B,,

imating decayed and strengthening infant

and

‘Fall Terni

Wis.

ACADEMY

scientific

tention...

sin, righteousness,and judgment ;” 1e-an-

long-standing
general. Many
emaciated by
of blood, have
edy.
For

4

increased attendance. Prepares Students for Col
lege, Normal Institution a specialty,
Elective

for the promotion of temper-

known for the ture of obstinate and
coughs, apd Pulmonary diseases in
persons, who for months had been
coughing, night sweats and raising
been cured by the European Cou,

Spring

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa
This Instituti
is in an unusual flourishing comdlition with a muc

peo-

hast, that no man take thy crown”
iii: 11).
3
bi

in advances
$2.20
if
paid within
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.

'
edition is a selection of just one-half orthe hymns
The courses
of study
the
Novmal,. and more than half of tae tunes found in the
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
larger book, an is designed more particularly
courses, viz. : tlassical and Scientificfor the vestry and social worship,but is often‘used
_ Board, (including room rent) $2,156 per week.
in churches.
>
.
For further information appl
to A. A. MoULTERMS; $1.50 for single copy, $1,20 for the supTON, A.M., Rio Grande,
a Co.; Ohio:
ply of churches.
Abridged book,75 and 60 cents.
=
X
«
T'hé¢ Sacred Melody
4
.
;
ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil:
is a small book of 225 hymns and seversl

of .the

Acts xi: 1: 1-27; 2 Tim. iv: 4-8;

SEMINARY.

I0 GRANDE

outpouring of the*Holy.. Spi it upon all
flesh, convincing men in every nation ‘‘of

some'H,000,000 copies of-the Bible ecirculated, now there are 148,000,000 copiés in

OCHESTER

Co., Ohio.
The college
terms of ten weeks each.

‘borers-among the ignorant, the fallen,and
the poor, in our own countries; for the

there were

A.

.

or
ELIHU HAYES,
. Lebanon, Me.
-

truth;

eirculation

156 1550

ET

Te.
cipal,

ance, industry, and godliness, and for la-

Journal

all

50,000

the

to

4 ness,

all

Holy Scriptures; for God's. anctent.

Bachelder,

ecre tary.

|

MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal.
Fall term
8 Aug. 31, 1880. Winter term begins Nov. 16,
For further particulars, address the: prin-

it 11:15; Isaiah lvii: 15-21; Isaiah Ixi:
1. 2, 38,-10,11..
.
‘SATURDAY,
Jan.
8.—Priyer:—For
Christian Missions; for all engaged in the
direction or prosecution of missions to
their own Or heathen countries; for nafor blessings on

:

REV. A: B.MESERVEY, Principal.

EBANO®ON

universal

tive Christians and inquirers after

B

Farwe

Secretary; Rochester.

legis-

of

and pro-

gressive
All
commuuicati
bhouid be addressed to .Dover, N H.
:
Terms ;—§2 00 per year, if paid stri

nmmer

ks will commence September 7. Full
boar of teachers and course of study. Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. ‘Business
course
complete and
practical.
Adwits both
sexes. Becures good influences. For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,

the

2
eight pages, in

It is mY

hae
oT Sommervo} Whe Little
Star and
nd Jyrtle

sot Adres
C.

fifly-third volume

ey sent

R

8-18.

For the sovereigns; rulers;

lators, judges,

TP

18

ns Nov.

FRIDAY, Jan. 7.—Prayer :—For all na-

tions:

Catala

/

Freewill Baptist Publications.

Noy. 1, 1#80, and Jan.

ril <11,

hi

The Morning
Star.
~is a large religious paper of

less

connteraction of skeptical opinions and
writings. Deut. vi: 1-16; Ephes. vi.
1-19: .Col.

age, experionce,

!

i

aid

teac

sinttified, and a purifying Chistian liter-

Fm
BY MRS. M. M. H, HILLS.

spondent by previous defeats on the emerg -d, and when, on the other .hand,
same ground in previous eonflicts wij | | he gies from the darkness into the - Lifnt,
the'same enemies,—but of men whgse the light is dazzling for the first few mowatchword in the past has been ¢ vi
ments, so that until his eyes become used
lo it he can hardly see for its brightness.
ry,” and led by generals who, like
leon at Marengo, can say; *‘ Soldiers, it| Su to one who has been feeding on
has been my, Cam te sleep upon the husks, the’ sudden restoration of palatafield of battle.” 1 prefer men who, like ble food has the effect of making the litTay!oPs heroes of Buena Vista, know tle that he is"permitted to eat taste much
how to protect themselves
and to Kill,
better to him at first than it ‘has ever
~ rather than men who, like Sania Anna's tasted before, and much better than it
hordes, oan only show their-courage and cui t ste to the one who has never been.
their worthlessness by coming up to be deprived ot it. But these wffects are ‘not
shot at and to die.,
Honor the prodigal lasting. When one who has been longfor

For
OBJECT-TEACHING BIBLE. ~Men
fairey go ich and start ethers. Large salary

JEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New
Ham
ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
‘courses of study for both sexes. Connected with

faithful

‘ature diffused in all ‘Countries;

Fa

SoPrineipal, or

calling
vhome

Spring term

Pittefield. Me, AWE.
2, 1580

for a special blessing on Sunday-schools,
that the young may be let early to Christ
und enabled to hold fust His truth in their
‘time; that learning and: science may be

SEs,
GN
IO

the darkness into which he has entered
seems more dense because of the bright.

who have not been maimed and mangled

&¥.

Expenses low.

terms comimenaes

torn Sandie tat,

persecuted, that they may be sustained,
comforted, and delivered, according to the
willof God. Luke xi: 5-14; Actsiv: 23

‘

Chesterfield, Ill.

bright sunshine. into a “cellar or a cave,

men

and worn out and made heartless and

When one gees

into

————

board of teachers.

Winier

‘he mixed with it; and the husks ‘and the -32; Gal, v:-22-26; Ephes.
iii: 13-21,
feeding swing and the hard fare of various
and chap
iv: 1-16; John xv: 1-11;
kinds which aré sure to follow speedily.are ‘Matt. xxv: 31-46.
:
Sry
very unpleasant. It is better to consider
THURSDAY, Jan. %.—Prayer for. the
beforehand whether we may not ‘buy re- young and their” instractors. —For~ papentance at too dear a cost”
:
rents; for professors, teachers, and schol| 3. .And, lastly, granting that one yes ars in universities, colleges, and schools;
repent and d
0 back, and 1s received

If I must fight the enemy to] ‘effect of changes in light upon our eye- yét the work has only. cominenced.

I would rather do it with-an ar-

New York Depot,

SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better condi
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instructio. No primary instruction. With. three care.

24,181;

for the appearance ot the Lord Je us
Christ; tuat He will heal the divisions of
His people, and eorich them with know|
ledge, love, humility, ~ and-zeal,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

vy
MAN AGERS ens voanted WJ. Hoitand,

therd fruitful in every good work, looking

living ; I have no doubt about that.
But
it is not the best kind of pleasure, and’ re-

a dead son raised to life. =
.
3
These changes in condition have an ef-' est 1blishment of British rule in the ‘way
fect upon our feelings “analagous to the ‘of abolishing its cruel heathen customs,

my fully equipped and fully supplied
with artillery and’ammunition and horses

s and

country

©

2H

Educational,

aud

pleasure ofa certain

is thine.”

should

tending swine, in want of sll things,

time, a form like unto the Son ol God, so
that no hair may be scorched, and that

upon

we

PHILADEL

THE

may fill the hearts of all believers, kdep--|
‘ing them dbiding
in Christ, and making

all

5)

D. R. V. G. Mfg. Cos, Prop’

ENTERPRISE MANUF?
SHAT 4
ET
SEV ES
Fra TA

love towards each other; for all national

bless them.
bia
the one found, again in his right mind, | Though much has been done in India,
again in his father's house, as if it were since the entrance of missionaries and the

black and sooty from the fire. If I must
go into the furnace, I would prefer that
there should walk with me there, all the
there may be no smell of fire

that

rRACT

i

sins, and especially the increase of ration-

with love, and by the servants with music

into

it

make merry and be glad, because
contrast is so great between the one

eontinued

I would prefer, ou the whole,

privileges of sonship,

WH

disciples.
of the Lord, and want of fervent

and dancing, and has the fatted calf killed
in his honor, and is clothed with the
best"

. The wretched condition of the prodigal
feeding on swine’s. food seems
more
wretched from the fact that he has known
such better days. And then when his
gonditivn is again changed and we realize that he is saved from his great
some of the

occasion,

\

aah

petizer in the World. Callfor them.

no

at

deeper

wretchedness and has come again

Io ject to ignoring-the

weakness that sin
_are almost

a

con-

Rr

id

gURBgS

NT

heart aud life; for disunion” amsng the

by the good fuefth ath compusion. and

be worthy of notice without the
over whom the powers of light and dark- ‘would
nid of contrast, but it is contrast ‘that
ness have had thé fiercest contentions!
makes them so striking as they are.
And so in our joys and grivfs. It really
Well, now, I hayepo objection to rejoicing over returned prodigals,
for I be- seems at times, as Tentiys:nsays (trans:
lieve in it, most.certainly ; and I have no lating the thought of Dante),
objeution to honoring them, for I have
“ That a sorrow’s erown of sorrow,
some conception of the*great moral and
Is remembering bappier things.”
away from a sin after
len into it, and of the
spiritual sirength that
by struggling against

i

FOAM

TuEspay,. Jan. '4.—Humiliation and
Confessi«mn :=—For personal sius in disregard of God's .claim~ to devatedness of

ministers and missionaries

gran‘ichildren about the things he used than that into which Arnold fell. All
todo when he was young. 1t is so much these instances have "about them somemore honorableto be looked upon as one thing intrincically high or low and which

spiritual power that is required to break

.

y

of]

abroad, for the better observance. of the
Liord’s Day; for the sick, afflicted, and

black

even

iJ El Af x
a

I]

cxviii; 1 Chron. xvi: 7-37; Isaiah, ‘xlix: |

even.though he does in the end go back to
his»father’s house.
There may be some
kind

-

un-

more

United States,—giving way to hi~ Satanic

bave tomenephews “and'

-

:

to-day,

on Christian efforts to benefit the world;
and on the proclamationof the gospel in |;
divers languages, Psalms
xxxiv and.

yet,—und yet,—if we had never despised his
cross, his lové, his tears! if we had never
toga, trusted by Washipgton,—and Ben- gone into the rar country! . if we had been
edict Arnold, the traitor and the enemy of like the elder brother! for then the Father
his country ; Aaron Burr, who lacked but .could say to each one of us: also, ** Son,
one'vo'e ot pecoming President of the thou art ever with me, and all that I have

so

oe

[FTTIICITT

Saints and the Hope of Glory; for the
grace which during the year has Tested

upon the bounty ot a Turkish despnt;
Benediet Arnold, the pairiot hero of Sara-

man; also, sees how the thing gues in society, he is almost ashamed not to be just
a little bad, not to sow some wild oats,

==

Jan. 9. Sermons :—* Jesus |

forth and qualifying many

The contrast is just.as great and just as

young

:

13 RU ITWi
po
f RECs
adi

.

‘at any time, because of the necessary and
undisputed suffering incurred for the time,

spirit

And when the average

2

=

|”

which he otherwise would excite
in whom he had benefited. and supposed “. It is all blotted out at last; for the- liberty to profess and publish the gospel,
Jppst bé his. friends; Cbarles XII.,
the blood of Christ cleanseth from all 8in, and
‘them. He must be a-brand saved from Swed sh conguerer, ** the madman of the in the future land of rest the risen Lord | and for the removal of all enactments
the burning, and only barely saved. LJ -Norttr;™ “WHobe successful rashpess struck shall wipe away our useless tears and “tavorable to vice, cruelty, oppression, or
make us‘forget the unhallowed past; slavery; for the suppression of the opium
is so brave to have gone almost Yintd~the terror into the heard of his enemies, — shall
and
we
shall not think so much of our- traffic; for a spirit of international recrater ofthe voleano, to ‘have heard the and Charles XII. defeated, - wonnded,
selves as of the brightness. of his glory spect and friendliness 3. for the cessation
without an army, almost without a bodyice cracking under one’s feet, to have guard, fleeing over the steppes of Russia, and the light of ‘his smiles, and of doing of war; forSeldiers and seamen ; and for
holy will, and of assisting and blessing
the bealing and purifying power of Christ
been shipwrecked, and yet saved from away from ‘his own country, to find ret- his
those around us, and of the unselfish joys
among all peoples. 1 Tim. ii: 1-7; Rom.
the bredkers and the rocks by a -miracle Ttge among Mohammedans, a pensioner for which we shall ‘te fitted then;—and xiii: 1-14; Matt. xxviii: 16-20; 1 Peter

of grace.

=

—

of the Holy Spirit; for the relief
of perse- |. .

striking
when it is the other way;
Napoleon, the Conqueror of Europe, dy- |robe, and has shoes placed upon hi» facer-.
© that is all through our-society, the -aver- ing in exile and misery Upon the barren |
feet, and the ring of sonship upon his
age man is #lmost ashamed to say that rock of St. Helena; Pompey the Great, ated
finger,—still how much he lacks!: He is
he led a comparatively pure and moral * the conqueror of a thousand cities, the sick and weary ; his possessions have been’
life when he was young.
He knows that Light of Rome, the Lord of Asia, riding squandered; his.fature must be somewhat
‘on the very wings of victory, —andby the thought of what, might
if he doesn’t boast a little about his sins Pompey fleving from Pharsalia, search embittered
have been, by a long regret, and
by the
in the old times, people will not look at ing in vain-for refuge, and assassinated, pain of having dishonored
by his behavhim with half the wonder and admiration in the hope of. reward, by the soldiers ior & father su kind and forgiving.
And because of this

-

fully arranged courses of ki
‘The Classical,
superstition ; for the worldliness of the
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue.
charches,
Isaiah Ixiv; Jer. iii: 12-15, address
the Principal.
:
and 20-24; Lamen. iii: 22-41; Psalm |
Irvine B. SMITH.
xxxiij James iv: 1-11.
A
AINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.
— Pittstield,
world, is probably much larger than any’
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 5—Prayer for, the’ IVA Maine. College Preparatory, Normal,
Classi
hoy would think. The number of those Church of Christ
:— i hat thé Holy Spirit cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

ning away. from bis first battle.—and
Frederic.in his séven years’ struggle

impression confirmed.

“tions, and towards whom the greatest
compa<sion is exercised.
Reformed

noble now!

=

changeable Jové and faithfulness;
for re- |
§
demption through His blood ; for the gift |:

small way, keep on until they flnd that
they are not free! How {many of those
who have once become miserly or ambix’
tious remain miserly or ambitious to the
end of the chapter!
And ¢* It is the first

of the Senate ; of Frederic of Prussia run-

ble and look into the practical life about

receive “the

—

and abundance; for personal and family | .

The number of those
Henry Clay, the graceful orator: and the
dailing of the pecple; of Daniel Webster,
the awkward New H-mpshire, farmer,
boy. failing in-declamation,—~and’ Daniel
Webster, the great expounder of the con- héils and slums of our large cities—to
their own ruin both as to the things of’
stitution, vanquishing Hayne on the floor this
world and gs to the things of the next

and have a rirg placed upon our finger,
and have the fatted calf killed for us, and
have wusic and dancing in our honor,
than it is to be éver with the Father..
|,
And when we get away from the para-

the most, who

sta es-

the slashes and the attorney’s clerk,—and

to

80, get forgiven and make joy in heaven,

Everywhere in society

=

giving for all’ blessings ~»~For all the
temporal gifts of the year; for life,health,

. by

man, conversing with’
Marie Antoinette
and receiving the homage of the Court of
France ; of Henry Clay, the mill-boy of

wards and regard
for his elder son; and
we ure likely to get the impression that
it is a little better 10 be ». prodigil, and,

seem to be thgyones who are talked aboui’

mourned

and Franklin, the philosopher and

ness of the father towards this prodigal,

this

v7, 1880,

=

MonDAY, Jan. 8.—Praise and Thanks-

which could not die and ought

comparatively, ever: get free
great | drunkards,
fromthe power of their groveling vice aftloving heart
df the ‘world.
So, too, we er they have once been fully enslaved by
1iké to think of Franklin, the penniless it! $What a great number of those who beprin'er-boy,as he entered Philadelphia,— gin to yield to their base appetites.in a’

Now, when we look upon the: tender-

. us, we find

er

WEEK

_.SuNDAY,

one of the warmest niches near the

with r joicing, while he was yet a great

we ure apt to forget his

—

following topics :

ty after ong has once got started in’ the
. himself. But when he had repented : of the gennine, heart-braaking grief of «| L ways of gin and is completely removed
from intercourse with his heavenly Father,
his manner of life, and bad decided to victorious - people wWhise joy his death’ that he will keep on in those forbidden
overshadowed
with
the
deepest
«loom,
come back to his father with humble con- and placed; ever to be remembered, in paths and will never come back, How few

had been lost and was found.

=

THE

chief reasons whyit is better never at any

and, ‘as the Martyr President,assassinated

from his father’s house, and had lived to

way off, and treated him

—

not’

py FY Strongand hegluy i oy

not to die, that he had. ever
erately the path of sid.”

great nation, bearing the burdens of one.

had

a country far

NOVEMBER

ey

service’ more and | Christ ihe same yesterd
!
ay, sand
hisbe- | gio." nqand,higyet,father's
I think that all throughs and forever” (Heb. xiii: 8).
a pine ‘more;
his new home life there was one long, ‘se.’

juandered his portion in riotous living. fréedom to more than Cge-ar enslaved,

He had gone into

:

bad never wandered and bedn bad.

be pig

father’s
log cabin by the light of
“the woids above are found, would proba-: knot, splitting rails in 1llivois, a flat
bly reveal the fact that the goods referred boatmanom the Mississippi,—and Abraham Lincoln directing the interests of a
10 are spiritual ‘goods.
of the ‘two

——

of | come his father's servant, but I do

§ And, 80,,W6 3
e the contrast
tween Abraham Lincoln studying
in

A careful study of the parable in which

. The younger

-

himself and to have -found a husband’| believe thatit was quite so well with him
“JAN. 2-971881.
:
worthy of her: It can not fail 10 be |8s it would have been if he, like his elder |~
efit (Shs
eli
SUR
. | pleasing to dwell upon the contrast be. | brother,
hud remaived ever with his father | The Evangelical Alliance suggests the

A SERMON.

Linke 16: 81.—

=
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G. F. MOSHER, Editor:

. Aa

All communications designed for publication

iglit
gnd Monday week, brought 3,039 ‘I'this.fact,
immigrants. ‘The Tribune says that, the

.management, and whose scale of expguh | them, at a disconat of 20 per cent. from
should be addressedto the Editor, and all letters
;
Rim
om business, remittances
6f money; &e.; should-be Ses j§'so low that no class is debarred “former prices.
EET
TE 5 A oT Ply CR IER FT
from its privileges. The opportunities
. addressed
to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

before it were never grester, nor was its

Ch

:

need of a suitable endowment ever

AS TO THE FAQTS.

more

~~

costumes which they wore madeit &
very easy maiter to distinguish the sever-

QURRENT TOPICS. .

‘al naticnalitfes of the new comers, There

——THag Baptist ministers at their ‘meet-" ‘were En glish; Scotch, Trish, Welsh, Gering in New York city last” week took up man, Dutéh,
Swedes, Norwegians, Poles,
the subject of raising funds for benevolent Italians and Russians. These" different

pressing. Those two bare statements,
rightly
considered, are a ringing appeal
ing is found circulating in the press, it is
in
its
behalf.
May they reach the inner purposes. The essayist on the occasion
plainly time that the facts themselves
ear
of
those
whom
God has blessed with spoke the very trith when he deglar-.
should be stated. Referring to the last
wealth
and
make
them
quick and faithful ed that the problem was not an easy one’
byuest of $100,000, which the late Benj.
ito solve. What we would especially
to
respond.
+
=
“ BE Bates made to Bates college, one of
."T'etiplisize,
however, was the statement of
"our exchanges says:
=
‘the speaker that the root of the difficulty
The. condition attached-to the bequest
CHRISTIAN SOCIALISM.
lay not so much inthe absence of method
was that the enllege itself shonld raise a
At
the
farewell reception given to Mr. as in the lack of piety in the churches.
like sum, and. the necessary donations
York, -and at What was needed was not so much to
have not
as yet been paid in cash, but Thomas Hughes in New
merely pledged in™notes. The commis- which Mr. George William Curtis presid- open conduits through which the beneyo. When such a statement

{|

as the follow-

sioners of the estate declgre that the coun-. ed, the distinguished Englishman reiteratditions have not been complied with and ed 4 truth which some people of intelli
refuseto allow the claim.
| gence are slow to believe, to wit, that in
- An almost unavoidable inference from these times there is a constant te
cy

b

~ “such a statement is, that the notes referred

of wealth into fewer hands. The com-

to were given merely ‘for’ effect, that it
“ vas a shrewd maneuver, in fact, on the
~ part of the makers of the notes, to

mon people realizing this

secure

given..

on

=

which

the

notes

ism in Germany, Nihilism
Communism in France and

wete

theory upon

©

in Rus-ia,
Italy, the

which all these isms gre

< based being the idea that the State is the
sole owner of all land and property, and

Mr. Bates gave that £100,000 on condi-

tion that an equal sum be raised by the col¢* is bound to find work and good wages for

* = lege, or by the denomination, which in
_ this case amounts to the same thing.

all.

But'as Mr. Hughes putsit, the in-

stincts of the English are too strong for
any such-folly.. They only ask that the

That equal sum has been raised. Itis a
slimsy pretext on the part of the commis- State shall stand aside and see fair play.”
-sioners on his estate, to disallow the cluim + Itis by co-operation that the problem

peoples were pretty well represented
-as

to the “respective numbers

of each, the

three steamships from Liverpool bringing
about 1200,
the Hamburg steamship
422, the Antwerp steamship 159, tie
Rotterdam steamship 260 and a steamship
from Gibralter 445 Italians. The fields
for home mission work are thus being extended from month to month.

wi TTEERET
eA.
FAN
‘intelligent
mother writes us that
secure volume and power to benevolence
she takes «the My¥tle and Little Star
itself. In this work-a-day world there is
on the whole not muchetter test that we regularly for the children’s good,” and
that they are one of her * real helps ‘in
love our neighbor than that we are willlence of the churches might

flow as to

are naturally Ling to deny ourselves so as to help him
with money or its equivalent, when we

enough puiting forth efforts to neutralize
the tendency. Hence the story of Social-

a large donation from the generous benefactor of the college, without fulfilling the
conditions

=r

| we believe
the college willbe disposedto |. : We : will send toe
chu
to every church
that or-: immigrants have been landed on our Suffrage, two brief responses were given
deal fairly towards them.
| +
“| ders a supply, one of’ the gilt-cdge silk- shores since ‘the first of January. Ibis One of them was by Mrs, Elizabeth B. Chase;
_ Secondly, the position and work of’ the bound copies for, the pulpit:at the same thonght. that the total. number for the the venerable President, who said among other |
college appeal strongly to those: who price of the other books, and one of the whole year will even_exceed the ‘record things, that the Freewill Baptists were the |
first of the (orthodox) denominations to take!
would help to maintain and fully equip abridged edition when ordered by the of immigration
for 1854, when the artivals an anti-slavery position, and that théy main.
‘an institution of learning that is open alike quantity,if we can obtain them thus bound. reached 819,000. Eight steamships from tainedit with marked consistency to. the ends
The Psalmody, both large and small, Europe which reached New York Sunday Bhe was followed by ‘Mis~ Susan B. Anthony,
to borh sexes, thutis eminent!yChristian but
wlio sat upon the platform. She emphasized
unsectarian and liberal in the spirit of its ‘will still be suppliedto all who may want

The Worning Star.

+

PRE

T

see him in greater

need than

ourselyes.

That need may be temporal of'it may be
spiritual, and our neighbor may live in
our ewn eommunity ‘or may be a dweller
in the uttermost partsof the earth. The
bottom question of all benevolence is, do

we love our neighbor?

and said that at the first Woman's
Sufirage Convention in this country at Rochester, N.' Y., and the second in the world,

have no doubt that the ehildren

thidk

so,

Benominational Hews.
An Address.

shows

We

hand a variety of illustrated

the practical

have

on

cards

for

tions are pictured
with
considerable teach a religion worthy of acceptance
warmth of coloring. - These societies by men of ‘common sense?” Though

number 1,200 in Great Britain with a capital of about twenty million

But they are only notes, given by the make
an extract from the
United States, and we venture:to say that | Times :
.
- these very notes whose genuineness the
Mr. Hughes said that the

liberations. The providence of God
will with
the march of progress sweep away
this barrier

to the fullest

give

us

a

have

or. poetry.

Tell

somewaat long in_it§ wording, yet this us the age or capacity of the‘children, or
dollars. We | of ‘must attract every-day sort of ‘the expense you wish to incur, and send
report in the people, especially as there will be curios- in your orders, If the cards sent are not
ity to hear
a famous American. ' These satisfactory we will exchange them.
4
social organ- addresses are: to be delivered in nén=

Chris.

hour is hastened’ by emphasizing,
not the

not slacken its hand to assist and build
up the

interests of its own branch

of the one Baptist
family, believing thatin this way
it cin best

be prepared for the time when they
“ A)
shall be one, as thou Father art in
me and I in

in

|

and thee, that the world may believe that thoy
”
We: bast sent me.”
J. H. DURKEE; Cor. Sec,
the dr

this

Ee6 6 oo foe
v

R. DEERING, Y. M. Agent.

In Memory.

At Bates Theo. Sem.; the profe
ssors and oti.
dents held a thoughtful gathering
hist Wednes.

o-&PG

A Chanceto Help.

of Primitive

Freewill, Close or Open Communio
n, but us
ing more and more the general
ge;
term,—the
family name— Baptist.
This the Central As.
sociation believes, At the same. time it will

man who

We

restoration

tianily in its modés and ordinances. The
coming event gains momentum each
year.
The

Publishers quité extensively, now let us

be furnished with a picture, motto,golden

text, verse of Scripture

which

convention and wit participate'in
its first de-

give thie work to be published a full trial,

our Yearly Meeting fiity-two schools
about . four thousand attendants.
natur®of his Christianity in the announce- Sunday-school children. The price is ‘should take fwo thousand copies of
ment that he will devote his Sundays in’ from four to forty cents per package of Quarterly in this ‘Yearly Meeting
spéaking [to Working-men in various ten cards each, and some of them may be’ coming year.
laa
COOK

churches

afterward, partly by the force of circu
mstances and

tion of so desirable an object. But
it is in the
logic of everits and will come.
There are men
living to-day who will behold
& pan Baptist

Maine Western Yearly Meeting:
DEAR BRETHREN,:—We have beep asking for something better than the Tesson
leaves and have said and truly, that the
best we could get was cheaper than, an

of the college on the ground that the is being worked out in Great Britain, and
“Is cut into two, four, six, eight or ten each.
notes—that being the form in which a the effects’of these co-operativd Qrganiza- English towns on the question,
Christianity eredible; do the Scriptures - Thus at a very low price each child may
~ part of the subscription was made up—
were net ‘‘ money” in the sense in which
Mr. Bates meant” it. Would the com‘missioners, have accepted greenbacks?

.

department of our - work.

ILLUSTRATED . CARDS?

——JosEry

preacher, he founded

ah

Et Reed ; "7

Baptist famity, Some for one reaso
n some for
another, will strive to prevent
the consumm

| shall devots all his time and talent to this

-

T. Wordes the right to

be opposed by men in every branch of the

v

To the Sunday-school Superintendents’ of |

the Denomination

AR

Driven out by the
same intolerance that wonld de,
be called a Buptist

an dénomiinations have just held in Phil
adel.
pbia. Such a unio of alliisan
comin
ce
g,
It
will

tor. What do the parents and ‘supefin- -and if wé-d6 this we will then ask ¥hat
tendents think about it?

t heir prejudice.
¢
Atis well known that’ Randall
never designed to found a separate denomi
nation, He
wus Baptist in sentiment,

| partly by the ‘epithets of
enemies;: became |
known as Freewill Baptists.
But Randa)
Rev. Hiram Whitcher, then a pastor in that never confessed himself less a Baptist for the
added
title
of Freewill. , Had he live
city, attended the meeting and opened the prod under
ceedings with prayer. “She paid#4 high ¢om- the larger Christian tolerationof our day he =
plimentto the position of Freewill Baptist wouid never liave been driven ont, and never
ministers .upon- this subject and added, that’ would have been compelled to) sTaise up anthis denomination was the first of the “ortho- other branch
of the Baptist famly, That a
«dox” denominations to ordain women to the’ union of the Baptist fami
is desir
ly
able
can doubt; Thats practicable many no one’
gospel ministry.
Si
TL
rs ;
believe,
There
is even now: nothing but bigotry to
|
dera Baptist Alliance, such as the Presh - hip.
yteri.

ordinary work at less price. Our Denomteaching the boys to love honor and truth
and charity,” We have no doubt of it. ination now propose to give us a good
If the children do not get these papers in Quarterly (see. Star of Nov. 10, and other
the Sunday-school, we certainly think that | nambers). - We have patronized ‘other

they ought to have them in tife home. We

and who object to the name Baptist, wo
cr.
not hopeto change their opinion or Mol =

= *-

day in ‘memory of
low-studen

-

Charles8. Boyd, ua fel

t who has fallen asleep,
A
few.
Reporting a recent tour into Kentucky month
s ago. he was with us, with his
frank;
Rev. J. S. Manning writes of a feature of. open face and his
bright, hearty smile, Whilg
our intere
~

an

st at Paducah as follows :

I attended

the

Sabbath-schoal.

his friends were keeping

his

funeral

hour

few miles away about his reguins,wé thoughta
to meet at the same time and remember his
be
:

They

have quite a numberof children asd:Some
commissioners have practically question- ization of the system is’ now represented
|
grown persons. They had the Bible, | ruc? sud pray for his berguy
sectarian
buildings,
and
are
to
be
free
to
|
ed are just as goodas those of the Govern| by a yearly congress, a ne wspaper, and
From - David's experience, yd‘Dr.ones.
Some primers, one or two spelling books
:
~
BRIEF
NOTES.
;
Fullonton
ment. What is a gold coin’ but a pamphlets and lectures. -The results gre: all, gnd that too, without the bugbear of | The department of Missions is on an inside and some song books. With these they found fit instruction. ** He though
t to build a
‘that there are now 1,200 Societiagin Great any, collection. SEQ
ted ange
carried
house
“sprongiss
to pay for value received”?
on
unto
their
the Lord and it 1x wel] »
Sabbath-school., They
page this week
Sa
of.
Britain, with a membership of more than
do the best they can. The people of the: Howe-remarked‘on the earnest spirit wr
"Bat, waiving that point, the decision of
of the
. Industrial schools are getting a foothold in
500,000 heads of: families. No adulferaNorth would not think it possible to make
young man.
As our readers already know, it is a
The students made mention of
the commissioners, and the form in which
Great Britain.
Over one and a half million of a Sunday
tion is tolerated, and all dealings are for
, his fidelity, his.qympathy, his noblé* ambition.
it is being givento the public, cast a re- ready monéy.. The character ofthe mem- pleasure for us to.-record the steps by dollars were expended in their maintenance I wanted -school with such appliancesand
to inquire if some one could -not his Christian integrity, his spotle
flection both upon the good
.
Sie
sense of Mr. berg-has been raised. Harmony has been which the colored people of this country last year.
supply them with papers and lesson We all felt wie had lost an elemen ss purity.
t of sire ngth
Bates himself and upon the good inten- created between employers and employes are gaining an appreciative recognition.
leaves. If they coulda get old papers and from our school. Only
Rev. Dr, Dexter, the editor of the Congreone other has fallen
by
the latter some of thedifficul- It is an event of no littlé interest in- this gationalist, sails for Europe this week to en- old Jesson leaves it
tions of the makers of the ‘notes in ques- ties teaching
would
be an improve: from among; the students sine» the school
of the former.
Hope ‘has been imment on their
tion—or, if you please, upon the integrity
planted in rhany despuiring breasts. Ed- connection to notice that for the first time gage in historical reséarches for materials for Twenty papers present supply of literature. came to Lewiston. = Our little family is severand twenty lesson. leaves el, ant we new have
o
i =
oo
a-col-; a new book.
of the denomimation. Of its bearing=in ucation has been directly, fostered by in the history of New ° York
tivo shining ones-on the
would supply them at present quite well.
_ Professor Howe's article in this issue is, inshores éfglory. There was many a moistened eye
! the former case, the heirs may be consid- libraries and by the fact that every society ored citizenzRobertR. Green by name,
Will some one respond?
Direct
to
Rev.
in the foom while we thought of the depart
pledged to devBts 2 1-2 per cént. of -its has served as jurorin its criminal courts, directly, a strong argument for theological G. W. Payton,
ed
ered as’ being sufficiently jealous and isprofits.to
Paducah, Ky.
study and instruction.” We hope ‘it will be
and peered anxiously into the future,
the establishment of schools.
seeking
Coloted
men
have
‘been
called
on
jury
. sufficiently careful; but of its bearing in Some societ
a
Rae
heeded.
:
ne
who of us should be. the first to meet them
gre
ies
now purchasing ‘and
ih
the latter case, we, have something to improving. houses for their members. panels before, but have in all cases been
-| there,
:
Central Association Notes.
“"Pliarrticles
bn
our
first
page
this
week
are
Provident
dispensarie
exempted
from
service
at
their
own
Tes
and
insurance
-soResoluti
say. .
ol
:
ons were passed testifying to - our
a trifle long, on an average,
but they will well
Is the Central Association a Free Baptist in- 1 esteem of Bro. Boyd
Here are two facts: (1) Mr. Bates to- cieties - have been. organized,” Experi- quest. Following the customof his race, repay a reading.
asa friend, sud te our
:
i!
: stitution? This question has been asked again
ments have been made in the manufacture Mr. Green made the same request, but
appreciation of him as a student, and extendderstood that the $100,000 which the col- I of articles of prime
necessity, and in_the
Our prospectus which appeiars on the last” and again, sometimes directly, sometimes indie ing our earnest eympathy to the member
s of
lege was to raise in order to receive speaker's opinion this movement ‘would the judge declined to excuse him. Mbre- page this week contain® some additional an- rectly and often by
insinuation..- It would ‘his home, in the hope that * the memory
of
$100,000 from him was béing raised in prove successful. Outside the societies over, as it happened, Mr. Green was also nouncements both of contributors and of top- seem enough to reply—‘‘ Bg their fruits.
ye Nis pure and noble character,
-noteg:. (2) These notes were given with- | the admission of employes by capitalists chosen foreman of the jury, his name be- ics to be treated. Read it and show it to your shall know them.” We might adswer the edge that he now rests with aod the knowl
his Lord” soon
question in true Yankee style by asking anoth- to welcome us
"oy
:
in the time named in his subscription. to a share of profits is growing day by ing called first by the clerk of the court. neighbors. *
all there,“ will mitigate some’:
day. Hitherto these efforts have not been
er. Is Storer college a Free Baptist instituwhat the grief caused by his early desth.”
This is eminently the way by which the
He considered the notes as money, and altogether successful,
The American Committee of the Bible revisbut the old antagotion? Are the
there, especially
the | In Bebalf
of the School,
~ . ~~
=
. never raia sed
question as to the form. nism is gradually wearing away and a sys- civil disabilities of a portion of our citizens ion announces-that only those editions which one supported byteachers
the Central Association, | AE
—— GIroN A. BunrGass:
pote
To suppose or imply anything differentis tem of conciliation and arbitration has’ areto be effectually removed and the are published or appfoved by" the University ‘Free Baptists? Is Bro. Marshal
l in India a
of England will be recognized as the
er
‘to cast a reflection upon the college which been established which will cause the dig spiritof the late amendments to the Con- presses
Free
pi
Baptist?
n
Is the India Bible School a
authorized editions. .
al
.
content to disappear .altogether beford: stitntion realized.
‘it ought in no'sense to béar.
Free Baptist institution? Is Bro. Drake,
?
of
A
needed
caution
is
given
by
thé
8.
8.
Times
long.
Sk
Ay
urg, Pa., pastor of a Free Baptist.
«, But as the payment of these notes is inwhen It shows that the ¢ Jove which the Bible _ Harrisb
church? Is Bro, Knapp workin to build: up , Abotice had been given that at Jeffersonville,
Americans have seén quite a number of ——IRENEUS tells in the New York _calls
-contestable evidence of their ‘goodness,
charity is hot a mere matter of feeling. Ill, on the 28th of Oct., the
a Free
i“
* the most of them have been already con- abortive attempts made in their own coun- Observer how on the first evening of the It is a spirit and .a purpose of kindness to- ological Baptist interest in Elmira? Is the The- Baptists of Illinois would Free Communion
hold a convention © °
departm
ent
of
Hillsdal
try
e
in
college
the
line
of
wards Others.” :
co-operativ
Free
e
societies;
meeting
of
the
late
Pan-Presbyterian
verted into cash. The sum paid in cash,at
-to'devise better means of inter-com munication,
Baptist? The funds
A gentleman in San Francisco: sees the tion have gone into ofall thetheseCentral Associa- by which it was lioped tht we might
the time of the bearing before the com- and the practical failures which they have council in Philadelphia, the delegates
be’ énabinterests, Not
missioners, was in round numbers $63,- witnessed will lead them to lend a skepti- met in the Academy of Fine Arts,and how need of Christian instruction in his State. and one dollar has ever gone towards the building led to labor together more advantageously.
offers
to
give
$100,000
to
form
a
Christian
colchurch, migsion or school outside the Rev. J. C. Gilliland was the principal mover
000; and since their adverse decision, ar- cally inclined earto reports of success in it was his good fortune on this occasion to lege in-California, to be under the direction of up.a of
Free Baptist denomination. ‘This ought to be in calling the convention, and I learned. from
the
same
direction
elsewhere
But
factg,
:
meet
his
old
friend
Sheshadri,
and
in
a
rangements have been made for the pay-Board of trustees from as many different de- réply enough.
oo
;
are stubborn things, and facts tell a story | few moments ofterwards to take the hand 8gominations
If the Central Association is bim on my arrival at the place of meeting,
as: will co-operate in raising an- constan
ment in cash of $31,600 more; making | 4 to the English societies whieh can
tly * gathering” with, the Free Bap- that’ owing to the short tite he had, snd the
not,
ofr.
other
$100,000.
a
Wright,
and then to ingoduce
the whole sum $94,600, and leaving
great excitement attendin
tists;dt

Oenvention and Oburoh Dedioatioh.

only | },, confroverted.
©
[to one another these
~85,400 to be paid in the same form... | <p" as_with peculiar appropriatenéss one an, East. Indian,’two remarkable iin
the other a North
Before taking the cage
into court, since

. “that is the next step, the counsel

that

Curtis said

in

his introductory | American Indian—now

The

of the. spegfl” + In beautiful and’ prosperous | and brethren in Christ Jesus.” Irenus

of

$11,298

from

than theywould the other. '
These unpaid notes are not yet due, but

when the importance of going

i

#l

into court

/

SONGS.

a’

Means

er

For inany years there has

been

a de-

mand for a Hymn book with tones, to be
used in our churches and in social worship. After trying the Book # Worship
and the Tribute of Praise withotit ‘satisfy-

presentsa ed

What

used in the

to

ministers, among the latter being Rev.

Communion - Baptist

mot

A committee was

expresses the.

church.

We

spoke

Taking into account the fact that Mrs. Presi- 1

in the White House, there

was

much Teason!

|} og year to

Christendom whichis notso very ditfer-

ent from the Hindu morality which places
the erime of stealingin the.fact of being
found out. The weak-minded sinner is
the scape-goat bearing the burdens of his
more ingidious and crafty brethren.
——A¥TER

saying that more money

is

s for d Single copy,
§1,50
rm
are
h is supplied; and for
th chur
$1.2e 0 te
"| |Th
‘editon.
the. price'is75 and 60°
that. jie abeilged g

furnish food for thought. It “deeply. con-

orous protest.

The right kind of protests are

powerful, else there would have been no speeial significance to the word *¢ Protestant.”
‘The Baptist Weekly indulgés'ina byief ex-

“er, as you have

been

“They are

sub-

arrangements.

by which

a

place

of or

meeting

was

at

a

new

house that the brethren and “kind -lih-

house was full, and by'the time’ thedhour

ar-

,
rived for the dedication, - every available spot’:
was thronged and with almost
many anx-.
ious listeners out in the grove. ° Bro.Bates

bY

read the account of the dedication of the Temple, by King Solomon, and the opening prayer

was offered by Eldér <. H. Moon. An appropriate sermon was then preached by ‘Bro.

they are essentially oie. * No one part of this

Bates from 2 Chron. 6:41.

gteat body has the right to arrogate -to itself
Baptist.”

perféct

one to dedicate their new house. At the devotional meeting on Friday and Saturday the

Which constitutes them Baptists is concerned,

name

in

eral friends under the instrumentality. of Rev.

divided into General Baptists, Calvinistic BapLists, pte., ete., but so far as the distinctive -act

to the general
able to: attend - political Uetititled

sermon, your

correspondent

At the close of the
was

selected, us

he vietim to stand between a church debt and

Po “the

meetings, gaze at torchlight processions’ and’ question then, why the Central Association is Reeve Who had ‘been already quite heavily
yet $300 must be raised before the
do some shouting besides, it will searcely do to- called an Association of Baptists, I reply, be assessed,
house could conscientiously be offered to the
plead that your dare not expose . yourself to] -cause.we are such, We belongto the Baptist

not:Bé* at the famfly—that bfanch of it known as the Free or Lord. ‘The brethren responded nobly and
d was raised. “The
will not pass. Freewill Baptists and this our constitution de- more thai the needesum
i
fines and explains. We do not. congider it dedicatory prayer was then offered by the
for some time to come.”
' writer and the interesting exercises closed. |
- Sound Christian sense characterizes the fol- necessary to burden the Minutesby ir
asserting and repeating that we are * Open
-The labors of Bro. Gilliland have been woe
Jowlng words'of the Christian Intelligencer,
although
we must confass..thav the opening
tists,” Wesayso in the constitution, and.
’
)
;
ROL
t Ms. SLAY
sentence is somewhat startling: “ A progress
ive age will surely develop a progressive devil, once sayin80g is enough. We have read of a and caus we. people to build other churches. .
Md As SHEPARD,
00
:
He will tyke advantage of progress, and use it. school-hoy who aspired to the title of artist.
’
ho
bi
(43
iH Bid wa rfare against
the. good. ~ He'Ts'doing” Having drawn characters representing to his
mind
a
horse;
cow,
ete.,
lest his design should |
At; Then, certainly
a progressive age ought to
night air and, therefore, can
prayer-meeting., That excuse

Comrmanion” * Wrmiaiua * Bravwill \pup. | MHAY Diested
ding the pou eur in Jo

in "which

Tacterizes the present year. Already 200,000 ;

each and all of them Baptists.

are

Baptists

J. O. Gilliland had built during. the summer,
and they had selectéd this time as a favorable

hortation : “ THe election is over. Now, broths; the title, The Baptists; all are alike and justly

‘cerns the Christian to search wif the, develop a progressive Christianity. It pe.
¢uuses which lead the peeple
to betome mains to be geen who it is that controls and
cents, and we wil
pay the" express or ‘enthusiastiein politics, and yet remain so guides the swift-going chariot of progress.’?
The Annual Meeting of the Rhode Island
postage. As sample copies,we will send largely indifferent ‘as to. their religious
Worhan’s
Suffrage Association was held in
one of the large kindat 50 cents, and th welfare.
;
Las
x GW
‘Proyidence last week. At the: close of an adsmall kind at 25 cents.We. now expect
| —
dress by Rev. J, M. Brewster,

| ‘may be received.

The

|church

we

They

. ¢

permanent State Association ofall open communion Baptists might be established, due no- tice of which will be given,

have passed lightly over the. Baptist part of
our mame.
There is in America—there is in

the world—a, large Baptist. body.

~

the
: State of Illinois, in order during the com-

the sentiment expressed towards Rev.
A. T.
‘Worden, the Free Baptists themselves
are
largeti-res onsibl. In our strenuous endeayv-

dent Hayes is soon to give place to a successor orsto emphasize the Free and Freewill;

also

appointed to correspond

with the leading Free Commynion
4)

still,

year. Over $800,000 of this amount represent
the gain of the American societies.
~
?

He

operation andthe success that had attended

their efforts in the Association.

sentiment. In localities where there are two
‘Baptist churches, one a C: B, and the other
a
F. B.it is customary to speak of the
.one
as the Baptist church and” the other’
as the
:
:
Free Baptist church,
or more sneerin
gly

ness enterprise, the work of Foreign, Missions
is a success,
Some one has been at work with
figures and finds that twelve of the larger For-

Association.

‘gave us a brief account of the ohject, plan of |:

There is a disposi-

the Star two weeks ago, exac

8. D,

Bates, of Marion, Ohio, who was the bearer of
a very interesting letter “from the Ohio Free

tion on the part of some to deny that they are.
‘The casé of Rev. A. T: Worden, referred to in

for

at hard labor by an English police court for the utterance of the Temperance® preacher
for stealing a turnip to satisfy his hunger. the other day that Christian men and women
There is that in the administration of law should not allow wine to be introduced into
and in the verdict of public. sentiment in’ the Presidential mansion again without a vig-

what irreverent Iuammer. remutks that

tions of Mr. Batess subscription have'bsen
met— actually
and without
;
If the estate‘can
mot pay the

At least: this gen-

singing for my congregation.”
Even from the secular standpoint of busi-

been sentenced to 14 days’ imprisonment

books last week, and will only add that *¢ The Lord. stands no show by the side
we have said amounts to this: all who have seen or used ‘them
express of a Presidential candidate.” KftKough
psgtisfaction.s
‘coarsely stdted, | yet this sentence” will
rerse decision amounts

utes) are Baptist.” In all conscience are

heaven, I'll permit four people to “da. all the'

injustice of justice has been

of * the

;

meeting several General and Freewill Baptist

A pastor of one of our ¢liurched

Fiee Baptists, Baptists?

of high

singing

term

writes: “ My people object to the Minutes of
Central Associatioz because they (the Min-

a§'aaging : , “* When I hear

that four angels are.doing all the

Brother,

edition cohtains 550 hymns and 830. -spent in-two months
‘for ‘political pur“'most serious obstacle. While its tuition <unes, all selected from the
larger hook,
poses in each Presidential campaign than
* is less than half the average of the other and designed more
particularly. for the is actually gollected for religious purposes
New England colleges, it has already
"given more than $20,000 in tuition to Vestry and social worship, thongh often in two years, a secular paper in a some:

worthy but indigent students.

tleman is reported

illustrated afresh. A half-starved boy has

faculty have given . $600 ‘each, and. the
President and five members of the faculty
., have indorsed
the alumni note of $7,425, ing our people generally, we
now offer.
#vho must pay in cash whatever sum is them the Spiritua
l Songs with the hepe.
needed to make up the $100,000.
and expectation that it will meet the want
That record makes its own appeal. It is of those hitherto¥unsuppl
ied.. There are
‘in harmony with the record of the college two editio
The
ns.
larger
book contains alitself: Itis emphatically, an institution
most 1100 hymns and 500 tunes, being the
that offers the possibility of a liberal edu: choicest
selection that devout and excationfo young gentlemen
and ladies be- perienced men could make: The abridg-

fore. whom

church and service®f our

——THE

SPIRITUAL

. has already given much of ~ his - time for |

i

we burselves

art by chureh qui Fn ettes.

*

that fact will be allowed to stand in the
“way of it. -The President of ‘the college
i

do

sentiment

of the land.” * :

dees not, appreciate the performances

.

who has given them and us - power to be
the Freewill church. This js done not only by
need than of the truest and called Sons of God,
FRE
if eign Missionary societies, of which six are Eu- members of the (I> B. church and those ontside
of philanthropists, the | There is a whole sermon on §missions ropean and six American, gained last year up-, both charches, but by members of the F.
of Christian socialism.
in such an incident.
or .| wards of $509,000 in receipts over the previous 'B. church themselves. We contend, that for

' with a paid-up subscription of $100,000 is |
~ duly eonsidered, we do not . believe that

‘five years and $11,000 in money in making up this subscription. -Members of the

life

Baptist?

The Rev. Dr. Talmage, of Brooklyn, N.' Y.,

men
to say to the

of that country | Walked among the cultiviited Philadel].
was
how
poor: ¢Friend, phia ladies and gentlemen in that beautiwhich to realize it. The parties who.
come
up
higher.’
This
.was practical ful palace of the fine. arts, I inight be ex:
have given their notes are known to themcused for some little pride in being the
selves, which would. be enough, even if Christianity. This was Christian" social- link, for a moment, uniting the Oriental
they were known to no one else. They ism of which Mr, Hughes had been_for Indian with the Occidentdl Indian, and
thirty yearsa conspicuous ‘type,” Well exhibiting to admiring friénds these two
are men of konor.
They lovey the col- way
this country honor the conspicuous types of distantly separated branches of
“lege. They would no sooner allow the’
types
of Christian socialism, for of noth- the human family, now blended in the
, one to suffer
total subscription

who carry temperance.

into every corner

g the coming election, arrangements had not been completed 1s
be had anticipated; yet we had the pleasure df

be * scatfes-

“

Baptist, instead of the more specific one F, W.

feared no foe so much so those persistent Christian women

time

them.

Why then, it is asked, use the general

of liquor dealers have publicly stated that they

friends in council

college advise that this balance of $5,400 | Tpolang the struggle for existence
was | continues:
:
1
also be converted info cash; and we da | instant and terrible
of mine and
- not.doubt that it will be done. There is the good and great and the” problem of |, As they each-took an ard
a

can not at the same

Congregationalist says of the Woman's | ing” from

National Temperance Union that “associations:

tennial Conference
in reference
A

aes

».

h

not be clearly understood
by others

he

beneath them *¢ This is # horse”—* Fhig

cow”

wrote

ete, It doés not seem necessary thus

is a |
to

{ label the ‘Central Association.” The Central
Association is composedof Baptist churches,
~and no amount-of brow-beating on the part ‘of

Baptist
The,
the. title. 8

those who claim (unjustly
_shureh will ever driyé
church

ist

churches who |

! think themselves less Baptist for - being
oH

®

A

Ne

Free

|

;

:

Massachusetts:

:

uf

The ludies of theKteew ll Baptist church in

| Boston helda grand Fair last week, beginning
Tuesday evening and continuing until’ Friday
evening,

Wo trust that it proved successful

in every Way.
f:
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Ministers and Churches.
Eastern.

A correspondent writes from Campbell in,
under date of Nov. 8,

:

1

v

: Rev. B. D.
church, gratefully acknowledge

a very

~ og

- of their parish on the evening . of Nov. 8; and
would take this opportunityto thank them, not
only for the visit, but for . the many presents
received at their hands.
bore
.
Rev. W. T. Smith has closed bis labors with
the Winnegunce church dnd will henceforth
devote all his time to the interest of Corliss St. |

i

church,

Bagh......Rev.

G. W. Colby will]

-soon leave Woolwich for another field of labor,
«esss. The Free Baptists of Jefferson &

tized by Bro. Bradley,

‘ing of it.

dl

:

White-

being a

for the curative qualitiesof the

of the meeting, and that

speaks

well for

:

:

New

time will surely come.”
”
. Kentucky.

i

or .
re

:

have been added to the Northwood church,

Q. M.

in

4

246

who

have

been

restored

-

from

in each

church

on

this subject before

)

a

!

Vermont.

"The last session of Wheelook Q. M., holden
-at Wheelock,
Oct. 30th, left an excellent impression,
The spirit of consecration was

prominent through the meeting. The Q, M.

« woted to aid in establishing a F.. B. meeting

1

Newpert village......Rev. E. Owen

ance of ministers and

at

The ¥. B. church at Sheffield

has received an

addition of four by baptism since the June Q.
M......Rev. B. A.Sherwood is to remain with

the church
‘gathered

at Sutton another year.

.quite a number

to

the

the

New York.
partial

result

of revival effort

FreENCH CREEK.Q. M,—Held its last session
with the Clyter & Harmony church.
There
were S-ministers present.
It was-a season of
much interest,
Resolved that’ we hold a 2
days’ meeting with the several churches in the
Q. M.
8. J. PaELPS, Clerk.

man recently, five persons have .united with
the Pbeenix church, four of. whom were bap.1ized by the pastor, Nov. 7.
e
Pennsylvania.

. Rev, B: H. Fish entered upon his pastorate’
AY
- at Bellevernon, the third Sunday in Oct.
. continual increase id the congregation
is re:

the close. The brethren ind sisters improved

The parent church, Macedonia;is in “a more

Yr

ever

been;

‘one forenoon and
was in harmony

3

_

:

8

- with b officers,

out the day, 208.

teachers

and

51 scholars;

EpaecoMn

When

the population of Ell-

wood is taken info consideration—300—the at-

ishing, : The

patch and

congregation isa thoughtful,
open

the preacher and friends froma distance.

to

The

‘Camp public echools, and entered
pastorate of th k
We
abundance of ‘abor...:..

upon his

.

churches

quarter

W.

By

, aiid

re, with many hopeful prospects.
++. ..
Rev, John Hisey still continues his

the

There is a considerable

about

have been

sevens additions to the Oak Grove

church, to which nineteen members have been

buptism. This |

‘church is<probably-the oldest Free Baptist
!

ef

I."

| 7+

Dec.

1,

;

church in Southeri Illinois, if not in the State

‘it haying been

organized

’

about 30 years ago

Its present membership is ubout 170.

a

council

R.

and

was

Wilson

meetings.

Looney

a point-

and M.- A.

The re-

of the Q. M.
Tiglous irfterestat the lxst;session
i Kood.d.
was very

The next session will be
_ held with the Pipe, Stone church, situated in

sermon.

It

is

hoped

the

\

Missions.

~UnioN

m'les north of Camp

will be

THE MOST

Pultney church,

the

with

commencing Friday, Dec.10, at 2, P. M. Qpening4
sermon by Rev. EE. Cartwright.
Aid. COLE; Clerk,
;
:
JEFFERSON CO. Q. M., (Neb.) with the Fairbury

church, 4 1-2 miles 'north-east_ of Fairbury,

Jordan—R

Mitchell—W

Libby—M

art, politics, ethics and literature, with the

The best authors and artists are employed

SAVES

list,

"Mr.

| everywhere,

Address

PIANO

Boston, Mass.

‘The
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~
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Eight Per Cent.
SECURITY

he attractiveness o!

contributed

Nov. 9;atthe
John

bride's parents, by Rev.

RAULL'S 2002 [880
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10 Stops, 2 Knee swells. © fall sets of
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now for Christmas and
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Dont: wait till the very last moment.
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'amphlets with full informa-

“I A. MeKINLAY, Land Com, St. Paul, Minn.
:
.
;
13tedwis

tee ee

SEIN
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CHOI
Nel

HOME and FORTUNE

3 on the {hy terms, lon
& Manitoba Railway.
LE 8
tion imiiled free, Apply
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NEED

1s] Recitations! Elocution}

+ it he will select and buy, on thé

"FAMOUS
RED RIVER: VALLEY
paveasy
On long time. Tow prices and
Of the North.

£0

DVANTA

DANIEL F.BEATTY, Washington, New Jersey.

Address orcallon

’

Ii Johnson,

Bik,

=

o
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;

TEST ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
autiful Steel Plate Engraving, Sent Free:

urchaseare requested to visit my faetory
desiring
el and
wo = Those
instrument in person.
°
=f
here
relec
2
Br
oil
reulay &¢,befote you decide to purchase elsewhere
’" pr Besure to write me for Catalogue Illustrated Newspaper, Ci
a

;
Fish, Mr: John

fiyman, Me, Sept. 21,[, Adrian
i,

ana
1 anysT

Rao

..No.b. 000. A magnificent Organ, 14 Stops, 4 Set Reeds, only.
‘ #65, Ko. 706, A setrecds, 1G Stops, $58. Warranted.

a

Died
8

LOLD Hani san AON

|

t0$1,000.2 to 32 stops Pianos $125 to $1,600.

both of Bellevernon, Pa. ~«
Ian Hopkinton, N. H., Oct. 7, by Rev. B. 'P.
Parker, Richard M. Kimball and Luel by, I Rogi

GS POTTS

|

rout abou gi. , Liaihe
rice (havi
EW
rice
(having
no
agen! ts)
shipped Only
$85.
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ai

New Years

»

W. Wilkinson, Esq,and Mrs. Rubecea

Wiyaoe

a

: Holiday Greeting,

and Miss Harriett F. Tilton, all.of 8a

»

nts.

235 South Third St., Philadelphia.

Endless variety of New Styles for the Holidays. Larges t
‘assortment of Pianos and Orns th at are sold direct to
the public, to be found in this country.

Wheeler and Mies Lillie
At the parsonagein No¥ih Sandwich, N. H.,
..
yy S. A.
Mr. Algernon
Nov. 6,by Rel: C. W.Dealtr
Miss, EmmaF, Tilton, Also at the,
Gilman and
game-time and place, by the same, Mr. Langdon Cod

ET

a

with

the

within

convenion 5: A ever offered ta Homse:
Kodpbris One Agent made $144.67 in ten
No freight charges.
days.
Address, R. 8. HARTZELL & 00.

GRAND SQUARE & UPRIGHT.
_. Best and sweetest toned instrunicnts in the World

BD a

.—THE yosT

Pipe Shelf
‘Stovet

PIANO-FORTES.

To whom

and Mrs. EdnaBE. Smart, both of B.

ers, all of KH.

New York City. °

SUMMIT

N

(6)

and
for. Missions
(8t45)
Via):

a
wich.
On Oct. 25, 1880, by Rev. B.A.

Broadway,
26136

5 cents cach, 16 PAGES, $4 per hundred.
One ¢qeh’of 1878, *79, and "80, for 10 cents.

Copp
|”
#In Courtland, Ill., at the r siclence of the > bride’
Mr. Ezra M.
father, by Rev. J. P. M.Prickett,
Prickett, both of C. - |

Ambrose
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AGENTS WANTED FOR THR

Married
Plitn stead,

Manager,

ps

~REV. L. B. POTTER, LANSING, M1CH.

10

PRODUCTIVE.

Address; ASA HULL), 240 Fourth Aves,

2)
W. Va..

Rev. H. BE. Cross, Waukau, Wis,"

AND

Christmas Carols

Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y, to
G A. Hilton,
money within the bounds of the
whan atl missich
52
Central Association should be sent.
(26t)
Miss Lura A. Mains, Batavia, Mich.
REV. K.N. FERNALD (to-whom all contributiens
Benevolént Societies should
from the churches fof our
ob
be sent) Lewiston, Mé.
the Maine State Misfor
contributed
‘All money
sion should be sent to Rufas Deering, Portland,
(25
2522)
Me.
ComRev. 8. I. Bites, Treasurer Ohio Free
+
Ohio.
munjon Baptist Association, Marion,
(52t38)
i
;
He hl

bounds of the Michigan. M.
.
Edueation Society, 2

LARGE

|

=,

NEW YORK.

DICKINSON,
New York.

Di

|

W. Johason, Philipsharg, Mo. ,. . ~

should be sent all money

PAYABLE AT

COMMERCE,

In ten years we have made 3,605 loans without
to
wanted
Funds
Joss of a dollar.
the
} loan on first=class security.
For references
&
&¢., send for pamphlet to J. B. WATKINS
C0,
Xawrence,
Kansas;
or
HENRY

will be a dally

RR

OF

BANK

,

free.

:
DURABILITY.

Western Farm Mortgages.

-

INTEREST GUARANTEED.

Post; Office Addresses.

Li

TOUCH,

&

WAREROOMS : 112 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK."
204 & 206 W. BALTIMORE ST., BALTIMORE.

Mrs. Mary Mitchell, Westport, Me.
Mrs. Mary Richer, Colley, Wis.

Elder G.

PRE-EMINENCE-

establishes them as unequaled in,

TONE,

Christian

.

Its

FORTES.

| UNPURCHASED

e Christian, ($1 a
sent 3 montns fr 10

said,

Sold by all’

. FIFTY YEARS BEFORE THE PUBLIC
Upon their excellence alone have attained an

Organs and hundreds of premiums giv-

Spurgeon

AMAZINGLY,

7

date.

Size 33 by 46 inches. Four papers in one.
Publisher, 47 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

and LABOR

KHA

now, and gends us ®1.75,
free to January, 1st, and

that

TIME

great success brings out dangerous imita~
tions, but PEARLINE is the only safe article.
Always bears the name of James Pyle, NewYork

Waterman—i1l White—S B Young.
A
Books rorwam dada.
BY MAIL.

¢. P. Roberts, Lakewood, Ill
John H. Talbott, Charleston,

Ei

CLEANSING

Grocers ; but beware of vile counterfeits.

OFFER.
from

subscription

AND

and is rapidly coming into general use.

in this depart-

A Wigton—G C

W Thayer—S

- A.W True=F
hard

€0.,

zm

FOR WASHING

Murch

—N Merrill—A B Maxfield—Z Mason—M Pitcher
-T L Peden—J M Plummer—N H Proctor—T
Putney—O F Russell—C P Roberts—G Rice—R P
Ruscell—J Ridge—A I. Russell—R Reese—A Stoddard—J-A Sutton—S 8 Small— A J Speacer—E W
A ShepStevens—dJ Stuart—L E Severance—M

JUDD

In hard or soft water, WITHOUT SOAPyand °
?
without danger to the finest fabric.

“THE LESSON.
CALENDAR.”
d will do much t0 secure:

A

ISPYLES

NATIONAL.

W

44
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GREAT INVENTION .

Lord—A

H

A Merriman—A

‘he done in or igtiy

is to

be called—Also,.Papers Se

department will contain Editorials

Department—This

Splendid'preminm

Specimens free.

Card for Fuee Copy
: a
ft irre id

PE

-

State Officers.

AN. AND LITTLE CHRISTIAN, oie:

W Gould—L

D Lord—D

can

aid

for
fine paper, large type, and god reading for young and old, send
Both papers
Little Christian, (27 cts:-a vear).
a year), and The

eents.

Premiums

at No Cost.
Send your address on. Postal

=0RANGE

jt

Ee

Givede-C B Hart—D F Hendrick—C A" Hilton—A
Holt—G Hatch—S H Grafferty—G W Johnston—A

K Jones—C

\

Clerk: .

Dodge~G

Dodd—B

|

free
F YOU want T1arge, live, 18-pagey illustrated, Treligious, Family, Temperance paper; con.
from segtarianism, politics, controver8y, advertisements, puffs, pills, and whiskey 1itfers;
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church, five to the Ora,.three to the De Soto,
under the preuching of Revs. Madglif' and
| Linsey, but the most.conspicuous result of religious laborsis seen at the Looney Spring
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the Looney, 8pring Q. M.

good

Suesbury were ordained to the ministry according to the usages of the denomination,
both of whom give -promise of userulness to
The various subjects for discusthe cause.
gion were warmly and earnestly examined.
fight with a very
The session closed Sunday
precious meeting, three being added to the
church, and the brethren strengthened. Bro, V.

pastoral labors with the Second Creek, Silver
Grove and Sugar Grove ¢hurches.”
The Second Freewill Baptist church in Rutland has setured the TH ighatiai- servicer of
Rey, J. W. Martin for an6ther year.
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were very; well represented, and a general
Several of the
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cough, ordinary coughs or colds, or weak lungs,
it is the one and only treatment they should receive.
”
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few
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~vgrious services were
very impressive .and
bors of Rev. H.J. White, of Bath, this day"
olen, and were conducted by the President “which added to the interest of the. xheetingsd
of Conference—Rev, Joseph Taylor— assisted | On the Sabbath our house was packed to overs:
flowing.
Fro. Hill preached to us from this
by the Vice President, Rev. Robt. G. Goodtext, ’salm 48:12, 13.. Although we were dischild atd Rev. J. B. Leighton, of Vineland,
appointed in not having u centennial sermon,
yet he gave us an excellent sermou on the progN. J.
eo
.
a
ress of thé church for the last one hundred
couraged us to look fopward,
to |
years anc
‘what the church may accomplish in years to
Western.
come, if faithful, The following resolution was
o
aE
adopted by the conference:
- Ohio.
, Resolved, That our loyalty to. Christ, our
demand
ourselves
Rev. C. R. Davis's time as pastor of the Big
duty to the world and to
Island church has expired. We learn that he that as au Q. M. and churches, we éngage more :
in the cause of missions.
has attached himself to ¢ The church of God,” | heartily
. Next session with the Boothbay church,
“ and <conteamplates'an early removal to Wood
Dee. 24—26, commencing Kriday, at 2 P. A
:
© Uh 18 ROBINSON, Clerk.
County, Ohio... ...Rev. J. A. Sutton has again
, been chosen Superintendent, of the Green

"duties Nov. 1st. That in connection with the

tor:

Q. M.—Held its last session with

good Lord smiled upon us ind sent us pleasant weather. The delegates from the churches came in, and other brethren and sisters
came flocking to the meeting, as it was our centennial Q. M. We were favored ‘with the la-

gener-

prayerfuFong; and a people of kind and
ous impulses, throwing their houses

J

E. P. Moulton.

the Woolwich & Wiscasset church, Sept.
12. The first day was stormy and but
were in attendance, yet 'we organized and
ceeded to business which was done with

. tendance, as-shown above, is somewhat aston-
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all the churches.
The Word preached se¢med to be in the dem- | presentation is hoped from
.
__H.CHAMPLIN, Clerk.
irit and with power..
We have the following. report..of .the new ‘| onstration of th
ROCHESTER
(N.Y.)
Q.
M.,
the No. Palmer
were/reclaimed and sinners. ex- church, Dee. 10—12. ‘Openingwith
«church lately organized at Ellwood, and in i Backsliders
sermon by Rev. A.
pressed a desire for prayers.
A collection of. P. Cook; S. 8. address by Rev.C.B.
Hart. Mincare of the Philadelphia (Pa.) ntission:
*“ At $14.30 was appropriated to the building ut
isters and laymen’s Thstitute, Dec. 9. Opening
:
Clerk.
- the opening service, Oct. 31, .the attendances Harper's Ferry.
HILTON,
A.
C.
M.
P.
6:30
sermon at
Next session with the Rochester village | WARREN & CLINTON Q. M., with the Clifton
were as follows: Morning prayer-meeting, 39;
Avenue
church
in
Springfield,
Ohio,
commencing
E. W. RICKER, Clerk
50; Sunday-school organized church.
morning service,
on the last Saturday in November. The evening

. evening service, 115; total attendance through-
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|Meeting
passed some six months “ago, and it --McDoxoUuGH
Q... M., with the Willett church,
The opening | pec. 3-5. Oliver Coo perto preach the opening

partments of church wotk. = Next Sabbath ev- sermon was by Rev. E. W, Ricker, in connec-_ ening thé pastor,” Rev. Joseph Taylor, will or- tion with the re-dedicatory - services of the
© dain two deacons,
recently elected at the meeting liouse, which had been repaired at an
expense of about $500 and paid for, under the
monthly ehurch meeting, viz.: Bro. Geo. A. earnest labors of the pastor, Rev. E. Tattle.
Fox and Bro. Wm. H. Phillips.
Other sermous were Breached b ‘Revs. A. H.
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number§. and in interest.
A baptism took
place on the Tth inst., and on the evening of
the sayne.day, three new. members received the
‘hand of fellowship.
;
than
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NEw DURHAM Q. M.—Held its last session
with the ehurch at Strafford Corner.
There
Quarterly Meeting Notices,
was a very urge attendance through the whole |
meeting; neagly all the churches represented
SAUK
Co. (Wis) Q. M., with the church in
by delegates! The hiest‘of barmony prevailed.
Kickapoo, commencing oen-Dec. 10, at 2 P.M...
y
;
Tr
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R. ¥ Q.. M:, with the Moring Star
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Oneida church Sept. 17—19.
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the meetings of worship were intgpefting
spiritual.
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Archibald Forbes will give sketchesof Royal Persona,
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*s Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
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Henry T. Barnard, of the 1st Ossipee & Wakefield church, was ordained.
The whole meeting was characterized by deep solemnity Gnd
Christian fervor. A collection of $8.40 was
taken for Foreign Missipas,
~~
Next session with the 1st-Wolfboro’ church. |
B. F. PARKER, Clerk.

has ac-

cepted a call from Lyndon Center church and
we learn seems to be the man for the place,
and has already made a good impression......
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most mild, bland, and nutritious form iwwhich|
Q. M., realized about $50,00 as the result of
the card system during the quarter.
4 Cod Liver Oil canbe used, and with more benefit
The January. session with
the Divison
secured to-the patient by a single teaspoonful of.
church.
E.M. COREY, Clerk,pro tem.
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
WorFBORO’ Q. M.—Held its last session at |
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
Leighton’s Cor., Nov. 5—7. A heavy rain
;
1v6,
* Platt 8t., New York.
storm occasioned an unusually small attend<<

of the
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Harriet Beecher Stowe,
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More

morning, which was effectively followed by
Rev. C. B. Mills in the afternoon. We were also
favored during the session by the presence and
_preaching of Rev. G. B. Cutler, of the Sanilac
% M., and Rev J. Rodgers, of the Odkland Q
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Harriet Prescott Spofford,
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ple, supplying nature with just the assistance re.
quired to heal and restore the diseased lungs. A1B. WILBOR, Borton, proprietor.
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" The Peruvian Sypup has cured thousand
GENESEE (MicH) Q. M.—Held its October
who were suffering Pi
gel
Debility, Livesson at Rich, The session was preceded by
er Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
the dedication
of the neat-meeting-house just
Seth We
‘which is paid for.
a
it
completed: in”
that place.
Rev. C. B. Mills: ete. - Pamphlets free to any address.
Moe
i
. 38°
a very interesting didjeatory sermon’;
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
In connection with the November session of preached
2s
after which $160.00 was raised on the indebtedthe Wolfboro’ Q. M. held with ‘the Ossipee & ness of the Society on the building. About
AN ESTABLISHED REMEDY. Downs’ Elixir
‘Wakefield church, Bro. Henry ‘T. Barnard, a $300,00 more was subscribed or donated on
has been widely know and used asa cough rememember of that church, was, on Sunday, Nov. Sabbath morning leaving only $100.00 unpro- dy.for fifty years. No other cough medicine has
vided for.
The church cost $1700,00:“ The stood the test half this length of time. The people
“7, ordained to the work of the gospel ministry.
lettersto the Q. M. from the churches were on stand by that which is good.
_ dnvocation and charge, by Bro. C. E. Handy; the whole encouraging, The question respect.
Dr. Baxter's Mandrake Bitters are pureto a
‘reading’ of hymns, scriptures and ordaining .ing thie division of the Q. M. was referred
Com. which Com. requested that a vote be take <1y.vegetable~thé product of the hills and valleys.
en
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“and on the battle-ficld.

with the Lime, which is itselfa restorative princi

lowship, Bro. J. M. Woodman; hymu ind ser- ‘next session of the Q. M. Rev. Hiram Whitcher
mon, Bro. O. Butler; address to the chutch, preached a powerful gospel sermon on Sabbath
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Archibald Forbes, the famous war correspondent of the London
Daily News, will glve personal incidents and adventures incamp

wonderful efficacy, given the articlea vast popu-larity in New England. The Cod-Liver Oil is, in
this combination,ro! bed of its uupleasant taste,
and rendered doubly effective in being coupled
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sprayer.Bro. Ira Emery; prayer and hand of fel-

send.

instructive, yet never dull; and by the variety, excellence,
4 and comprehensiveness of its reading, it endeavors to inter-

also thoroughly repaired its parsonage and
put up a two story addition and piazza, all of
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baptism «» + During the past three months eight
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and Bible Students |
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appears to be ¢ the right man
place.”

_ On the first SundayIn November, one was
“added to the Broadway church in Dover by
ssix of whom were baptized.
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State is steadily increasing. Bro. Williams
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* ‘Por those distressing diseases peculiarto women
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water.
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yet if we will but work and wait the” harvest
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days.
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happy to say I am now a well man, and entirely as the result Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liv-

_Rev.'T.S. Williams organized a church of
of the church in West Waterville, and has ac- | thirty-three members at Little Mudlick, Johncepted [jo
invitation to the pastorate of the son Co., Oct. 9. This makes four churchin
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neys and liver for over twenty years, and: dur-

seems that the seed is scattered to the wind,

"Rev. L. Giveti.has closed his labors as pastor

churchn Houston, Minn.
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prominent feat-

conducted one of the most prosperous Sundayschools.in the Q. M. Although it sometimes
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“ to leave for his new field of labor
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ing that®ntire time I was never free from
pain... My medical bills were enormous, and I
bap= ‘visited both the Hot and White Springs, noted”

«ence of Dr, Gordon, has for theghust five years+

who have done a large share towards the pay-

”
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the Sunday-school work, was that two entire er Cure. With such glorious results I am only
classes, thoseof Mrs. Gordon and Mrs, Under- too glad to testify regarding the remedy which
| ‘wood, made
; a profession of religion and were "has made. me ‘so happy.
~
baptized. Our church, under the superintend-'|. pte
ep
Re
(Rev.) P. F. HARKLEE.

a very nice meeting-house, which is almost free
from debt. Thanks to the enterprising sisters
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“field have in union with the Close Baptists bu
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Allof these were candidates for bup-

tism but two, and 11 of the number were
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have been. greatly troubled with my kid-

pleas- 1| meeting resulted in-nineteen accessions to the

~ant visit frony about forty of the young. People| chyren.
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| ed'by Revs. W.R. Wilson, Bradley apd Gor-1
‘Newell and wife,of the Lyman don. The church was much revived and the
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1 ¢ Treason!"

5

Torons nerself. Tn order to do this, ii |
Was necessary to destr.y all’ those who
I had auy claim fo the crown,
So the

bloody wom.n set her executioners to
wok, ‘What a time it was! She spared

cruel MOL
Er

Was

Spare or

thoy

neha

ap
dion

she
innocent

States, the’

|
:
:

J

.
-

Pacific slope. Its Executive Comittee, which
is not yet filled up, how compises Prof. W.

the:

Or

an

‘old

blanket,

It

had

not already

who wotild like to know h¢w

3

]
[
§

>

West.

2

dynamite, he would have

brought’

powder-mill
a reformer,

he

has

found

many followers. Buch-

ver’s famous book, Kraft und Stoff,
is looked
0300. by the students
us the expression
of all
h,

-

trut $d Sohupesimuery philosophy is most
ing,

Lory is Someniing child.
gh-going
ef that many.

educa ed Russiuns feel for ‘what the rest
of the

world look at with less sinvish

Sdberence,

Ibis quality is but another form of the
same
docihiy that lower orders of the Russians
show

for their Czar;
Kuces that have

only directed to new idols,
an outlet for their energies

are able to nssimildte a vast number of
theories

of ‘Political Education, boxed in sets with ufi-

—the more contradictory they are, the better:

form binding, and bearing the name of the
Society on the cover.
G. P. Putnam's Sons, of
New York, and
Jansen, McClurg& Co., of

they dre got able to give so lasting attent
ion to
any one system of philosophy as to be
able or

willing'to adoptit for a religion; they

Net

are dis:

tracted by a thousand ares, duties; aiid “pleas.

‘year another set of books will bs selected, and
it is planned to extend the Library gradually

ures, Butin Russia it was different: the our:
tai was lifted for a moment, Buchuer and
Schopenhauer were standing iin full view, and
the impression. was at onee made, as on a prépared plafe of a photographer, where the torpor

uatil

attention shall bave been given to the whole
range of subjects comprised
under
Social
Science. ' In addition to the Library, a series

of Russian life gave no chance for blurring
and, confusion,
Moreover, the ‘hopelessness
that the views of Buchner and Schopenhauer
encouraged chimed in with the despair of the

of tracts-are 10 be published.on economié- and
political subjects, including among the earlier
ones: ** What is a Bank?” by Edward Atkin-

better-bred

f

but a destroyer,n madman,but, as event
s have

be issued in a cheap edition, costing only $3.00,
specially published for the Society as a Library

growth of the Society,

P=

led the revelt against

civilization to the condition of
after. an explosion, He wasnot

Young Americans,” Prof. Perry’ 8 ** Introduction to, Political Economy,” Johnson’ s “ Hi

according to the

Bakunin

1]

It.he could have procured a suffic
ient

quantity of

of New York city; Franklin Mac Veagh and
M.L. Scudder, Jr., of Chicago, Ill.; Gen.
Biadley T. Jolson, of Richmond, Vi; Hon.
John H.” Ames, of Lincoln, Nebraska; A,

oppressed Slavs, and they were

the.
‘and means.subject the plainer/personages
United States, and, so far as known, ‘only once
to distressing embarrassments.
“J don’t. traoslated and, published in the. English Jan.
feel at-ease!” is the cry oftén uttered, a guage, and {hen most impertectly, in a pamphlet, which appeared in Londen: at the -com-

darned,

ay, stem.

-R. Bowker, KE. M. Shepard and R. ‘L. Dugdale,

‘Chicago, willbe the publishing sgests.

and

was to be learned from the ‘sociulism of

Fry

of

=

ern Euroye. Bakunin was most wild
in. his
statem-nfs; everything was to
80° by the
board, and on.the_ruins,-after-they—
were reduced to chaos, was to be built & new
social

G. Sumner, of Yule college, New Haven; Hon.
David A. Wells, of Norwich, Coonn,; Charles
| Krancis-Adume,-Fro-of-Bostor. Mise: 7G eo. 8]
Coe, Horace White, Geo. Haven Putuam, R.

"The Society has selected as a Soles of id
ing for the first Year, NordhofP’s * Politics for

those

:

the powerof despotism, awd withthei
r hatred
of a revere government they combined
ail that

North:west, the South=ast, the South-west,and

third longer than if spread ppou-the

tionalist.,

bare

: pe

‘ready

emough

to applaud the men who, if they had tried,
could not have flattered them ‘more dexierously than by giving to their gloom the sanction .
of a system of philosophy.
The Germans have already shown us something of the same disposition to be greatly

moved py theories in the paucity of m re active

interests, just

as

in

ouy

own

country

we

see

COORN- STALK OATTLE.

Perhaps

she really theught

that all those sg
her, buf she was much

would
mistaken!

help
Some

of the stern war riors took hold of: her and

her bold

tongue

still ‘eried, “Treason.

This was thie end of the. wicked igrandmother, and
the throne.

her young grandso

took

We should like to tell you more about
him. How when he was a few years old:
ef. he married the young and beautiful

activity, will be continued, including a revision

‘Frankie's mamma and I were sitting one
rainy morning with

our

work

ttle | for the sacred service,
le

but you can read

all about it in the Bible

rete all lead: ‘but 88 king was Joash, t e great,

.

Money - League 6f the Nortawest , which did | Bo¥ervment
has warpedrdthe minds: of the
j
;
such Strongueugsewvice for the country ‘duriiig its | YOURE
by absurd restrictions
is notorious, and

before

of Mr. Thomas M. Nichots effective pagphlet

a

on * Honest Money.”

It is proposed

to

also

it hus only itself to blame if, aftef, so to speak,
diggi
itsng
own grave, it happens to- full -into
it. The theories of the yong Russians may be
as crude as the wild notions with which, say,
young colleginns half “appall and. weary their
¢lders in their vaéations, for every - genera-«
tion bas to “worship for a season the false
gods in fashion in its day, but the only ‘eure

and a napkin at each place. Besides great wood fire, when Frankie and his _issue lists, recommending desirable courses
these,bave knife, and fork laid straight|, bosom companion, Abe, a young darky, of reading on econoniic and political subjects.
Two such are now ready: s hist of books on
and side by side at the right hand, a clean came in‘'Wwith an armful of long, dry cornpolitical economy and paliticul science, recomtumbler or goblet, and an ¢ individual” stalks, a hiihdful of chickens leathers and pended by Prof. Sumaer. of Yale, ard another
for §uch enthusiastic narrowness is more
butier-plate. The fashion of using ‘these’ two kitchen knives.
4
on the Constitution ‘of the United States, prela-t is not only cleanly but economical,
+ * Now, Frankie, you are going to make | pared: by W. E. Foster, Librarian of The light, not repression. Repression bas made
Nibilism the ‘expression of political despair, since the bits of butter left can be collect a mess, 80 get some papers and. put them Providence Public Library.
What would be a healthy effervescence is
There are two classes of membership : Active
ed after the meal and used for cooking down 6n the floor, said Frankie's mamma.
“and Co-operyting.
Active -sembers are such - turned by subjection into a most
slurming
without clinging associations of gravy Abe ran to get the papers, and very soon persons ns will pledge themselves
danger.— October Atlantic.
to, read the

crumbs or sweets. Do not

let the boys

wash in the eating-room ; nor comb

the two boys were down on their knees,
peeling the stalks. I noticed that the

their

bair with
a family comb
hung over ‘the
sink ; nor yet pioduce each his pocketcomb and make straight and sleek his

books recommended ‘by

stalks were old and brittle, and that the

boys preserved the hull. After’ watching
them for some minutes I begii' £5. make
locks
in sight of the assembled family. ‘inquiries as to what the stalks were for.
"Iti: almost as objectionable, make him
““Deseis fur Saitle,” said Abe, grinunderstand, to clean or pare his nails at ning.
table or in the parlor.
If obtuse on this
- I then asked how they made eAttip.
particular point, impress upon him, at the
‘“"Wa'al, we just tuts ‘em. Hyer waits
risk of seeming coarse,

that

the cuttings

‘and scrapings of the human body- are

a minute I'll show

yer. no,

teresting only to the

possessor thereof. | about four inches long, then split the hull

The shock of the idea

may

-prevent

him

into four pieces about a quarter of an inch
wide and two inches long. He stuck two
of these pieces near one end of. the IH
for hind'legs and the two others at a quar:
ter of an inch from the other end for front
ones.
He then cut a piece of the stulk

from falling into the habit of cleansing
and trimming his finger nails during divine service, after he becomes a city #illionaire, in the persuasion

that

it_ is

When the food 1s properly.

cut, let

a

* Now, den,” said’ Abe, triumphantly,

holding it up, don’t yer see dat's a cow?”
I smiled, bug’ Abe was too good-natured
to notige it. This animal 1 found, with

slight variations, Was ade to represent

slowly,

with

the

in pubdic and: school

libraries.
Members of the Society will, in addition to
receiving without charge’ the tracts issued each
year under the direction of the executivé committe and the above specified recommendations
of courses ofreading, have the advantage of com-

are fovited totéommunicate with R. L. Dug-

dale, 79 Fourth

Avenue,

New

York,

or

M.

L. Scudder, Jr., 40 Portland Block, Chicago,
Ll.
rE
PN
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@

were much smaller, and had only two
legs. In the course of the morning
Frankie and Abe manufactureda big pig

official

little pigs,

two cows,

a mule,

ly as possible like Frahkie's

father's.

WEBSTER DURING TYLER'S
ISTRATION.
Daniel Webster

ADMIN-

continued to pass-his

ters at Washington

after

he

left

ment of state, attending to ‘his large
before

the

supreme

win-

the depart:

court, .. He

prictice
hud

been

coldly received on his return to Massa ‘husetts,
after having been recognized préwfieriof John

Tyler's sduiinistration, and he spoke
friend with some bitterness of fomeof

solid me n of Boston ” as

sixty-day

to a
¢ the

fellows,

a

with their three days’ grass,
In his mina’
eye he doubtless saw some of them wondering
whether certain promissory notes upon which

théy bad put their names

would

be paid

4

by

him or by them.
Nor would he admit that,
because of the pecuniary aid given him, he
wag modestly to retire into the rear rank and
let a wealthy cotton-spintier stund foremost
ing into- diredt: communication with 4 bodyof among the whigs of Massachusetts,
experts who witlaid them in sejecting judic ious
“The most
important case
conducted: by
ly from the mass of books which issue yearly
Mr. Webster was an action brought by the
from the press, and will enable them to obtain
heirs of Stephen. Girard, to recover his becertain classes of books at lower rates than if -quest for the establishment and maintenanee
bought singly of the booksellérs,
ofa college. Mr. Webster took. the broad .
Those interested, or- who can interest others in the work,
ground that the plan of education at the Girard

mony we

can obtain

world

goes to show that the

is foul with, corruption.

From

Gogol's Revisorand Dead Souls down to the
Iatest book about Russix, the- dishonesty of
officials is and has been a prominent mark for

satire, The censorship,
about alinost évery other
ernment, seems here to be
courage, or at least mot

which is very: rigid
criticism of the govdisarmed and to ento discourage, any

It had stopped raining, 80 thebors asked if [ would not like to go out an
see
their farms.
Under a shed in the yard: ‘wrnountof ridicule, Certuinly, Russia is not
were these two farms, arranged as near- the only country in which there are dishonest

subversive

ion, contrary to sound morals, abd
of law,

He

spoke.

for

the

lips

and

°

Christian. relig-

college was derogatory to the

he

duys; but

three

could not answer the arguments of Messrs.
and Sargent, the ablest lawyers of.
Binney
Philadelphia, who defended the bequest and -

gained the suit. Mr, Justice Story, in deliver- ing the opinion of the court, said that the case hud been ¢ argued with great. learning and
ability.”
Mr, - Webster

visitors,
and his.
was’ délightful.

entertained

a “great

4 |

many

demeanor in his ‘own house:
Naturally
generous and:

hospitable,he welcomed his guests ** like a fine

old English gentleman,” and

bad. for each a

pleasant word, of a reminiscence /of Lhe

past.

Sitting ut the Headof his table, Mr. Webster

always carved the principal

dishes

dexterity

seasoning the

of an avatomist,

pust ‘with witticisms, anecdotes,

with

the
re-

and quoa-

tions.— 'ovember Atlantic.
bat, if all accounts are true, * our
»
own "William M. Tweed wus buta clumsy
apprentice by the side of some of the descend-.
pews were made of bricks on a very-small|‘Mr, Douglass bad a lercalean Pome, with
‘ants of Rurik.
vim
scale, and inhabited by corn-sialk cattle.
.» Then a~ to the severity of the government : ‘| the exception of ‘his lower limbs, which were
A wagon made of a chip tied to twp | It is almost impossible Tor an English, French, short and smull, dwarfing what oflierwise
spools was hitched up with’ two corn- oreven German speaking person to read
of “would buve been a conspicuous figure, and be
stalk oxen, their feather tails standing up the uawisdorii of those in authority “without a was popularly known as “The Little Giant.
desireto buy a bottle of petroleum and join - | Hig large round head surmounted 8 massive
in the air.

Barus, stables, wagon-houses,

the plate. and the fork be taken in the
nd. Teach the children, next to
and

kindred literature

That Russia’ is abominably governed, not
even Mr. Gludstone will deny.
All the’ testi-

with seven

Tig

well

published by

the Society. There are nd other conditions or
obligations of “membership.
The number of
tractsto be published snnually
will depend
chiefly on the amoupt of subscriptions received.”
It is ulso desired to establish a fund’ for furthering the general work of the Soci ity, and for
facilitating the placing of the- abeve books

and

}

for the

horses, cows, mules, sheep, dogs, dnd
pigs, and even chickens, which,of course,

and a horse.

‘knife be laid on one side-OF At the back of
chew

member to receive all the tracts

He cut off a piece of the peeled stalk!

in-

the: Society

official year find included in its Iabrary of
Political Education; and will pay an annual
fee of50 cents (which may be forwarded in
postage stamps). Any person may become a
Co-operuting member ou the annual \pay ment
of $5.00 or more, which shall entitle such

officials,

pig-

~

neck, and his features
were symmetrical, alclosed to avoid the soundof crunching
and | —=Tthought-my
little friends would like |{ the Nibilists. Fortuna-ely, the
tions cdme just in timeto refute those _pessi- | though nis small nose deprived them of digsmacking. Fast eating has more to do this new breed of cattle. They struck
nity. His dark eyes, peering front beneath
mists
with our.national . dyspepsia, than have we as being much easier to manage than warld who saw, or feared they gaw, the whole projecting brows, gleamed with energy, mixed
making. ready for social wars by’ uring
pies and fresh bs6hd. Never allow the those of Noah's ark, for there iis hardly a civilization against brute force, by asking for a with an expression of slyness and sigacity, and
|
sopping or wiping up of gravy or molasses-| bey who * has not had’ all manner of paternal, or more exactly a sort of step-father- bis ull fips- ‘were, generally stained at the eorners of hiv mouth’ wjth tobaceo-juice. His.
| wiih bits of bread when the soli d contents ‘trouble in making Father Noah's cows ly, government for protection ‘against the Té- Volo
was nether music, nor soft, and his ie | 54 * |
| of the plates are consumed. If the young | and horses stand up. Gather” together iii Med ows injusiee
rl
paternd
gestures
‘were not graceful, But he-‘would-;
people use water as a table beverage, see | some corn-stalks this ‘autumn, lot them | wisy
tay be seen by observation of the present. spedk for hours in clesr, wellsehunciategrtonés, :

the lit- | Jehiomidan of Jerusalem
for his ‘wife, how | that they acquire the habit of wiping their | dry, and stock 8 farm for yourself— | condition of Russia. Yet with this’ illustration
the | he repaired the famous tgmple and pro- | lips before drinking) thus leaving the | Florence EK. Tyng, in Harper's Young bef ire us, in the reaction
from excessive faith
| vidi 'nuimetous got snd’ silver- vessels pls unsuited; - Tea andcof, must. be People.

rye a

ee

Middle

are to |

I receive scores of letters that fell me,

1 boards.

a cloak|.

grat) As soon as she heard that her son led her out of the temple and slow her,
ize—tie | while ber fierce gyes glared at them and

palace.

illustrative

if my own observation

ed as a druggist makes up. a prescription,

| Now there was living in the palace
"with them the king's wother, a woman of
.. middle wge, haughty, fierce-eyed aud

: floor:uf the

the

Mobile, ATi

Said a lady of this class

to me, thé other, day,

‘of .‘the

with a jeweled diadem, and placed him on the knife taking the place of the spatula.
a throne, and the warriore and the priests Especially, inculcate the; principle that
father, rode away in his chariot, with his. and the' captains clapped their hands’ and the specific and only use for the knife is
lion banner carried before him-and a clashed their shiclds and shouted, id God for cutting the’ food and dividing the
train of servants behind him, to, visit his save the king.”
Joints. Putting the knife into the mouth
"Who should come into dioter illo thén is always, everywhere und essentially, a
unele, a neighboring king.’ Perhaps the,
young mother held her year-old haby to ‘but the wickéd old grandmo er, her yalgariiy.
the casement when the train
departed. dress all in disorder and her ’ fidrce eyes
- Yes, Mrs Homespun, I know‘ some
How the dittle fellow would have clapped, blazing. She had heard the: poise and very nice people do it.” Dickens tell us
the tumult, and she mistrusted gomething that the Cheeryble brothers ‘ate with
was wrong. For all sho ‘was so cruel, their knives.” ;But their. mother,’ we
, the yr chariot wherein stood his fothe she wus very brave, and she’! came in also learn, died early. And nice (otherer, tue nandsome young king. ‘Puor ba- now all alone toese what the trouble wise) people would never have fallep into
She entered clear in fill she saw a babit so incorrigible that example; ridiby privce! It was the last time he ever. wus.
the
enthroned
byy crowned and “royally cule and self-walchfulness often fail to
saw his father alive, .The banner and the
chariot aud the armed men. cathe buck, arrayed, andthe great chiefs, and the cure it, had not ‘ mother” tolerateg the
Then she stopped abomination as of ‘no. consequence”
and with thgm' came the dend king. The priests around him,
" prince was ‘fatlerless.
Alas! tuis was, surprised, rent her clothes and ¢ried out, when they were
ravenous children,

tle buby prince

the East, including

Herzen

be iin

platitudinal utterances of one who thought
he was bestowing useful information :
'*“ Such tiresome triteness ! I should as
soon have tholight of enunciating portentously, ** I eat with my fork !”
““Bu(,” I could not help retorting,
** you see there are those who do not!"

fulfillment: of

About-the time that the little prince
was eauing his first teeth, the king, his

wat

to

seemly and not. ungratefal diversion for
the time and place.
‘about an inch long for the head, FS niche
When seated at table let thé helping be | for the mouth, two pins for eyes, and nardone in decorous turn as the parents shall
the thousand eyes gazing on him. «He decree. An overloaded plate is, in this row bits of hull for horns; another little
strip of hull was stuck first into the head
stood very. quiet and very dignified as a. day, considered unsightly. Nor should
and then into the body to form the neck, a
young king should, while the gray-haired the few articles taken at, the Same time
priést poured sacred oil from a horn upon
| upon it be stirred together and compound- chicken fehther put in for the tail, -and
the job was finished.
.
|-his golden head. Then they crowned him

only blow trumpets, have a great proces-

oe
queen
Juung gaver

knows already:

gather
all lie more smoothly, . look
much beta’ . certain: | 4.. quality of napery, andlike:a
keep clean a

fastened on the breast by a big golden
brooch. His head was bare and the
glossy locks of golden hair fell on a ‘neck
-as fair as a girl’s.
:
.
~The old priest placed him by a pillar
where
the ‘kings were ny
stationed at their corvnations.
Iivery thirg
was strange to the prince, but the little
“fellow, for all he had lived so secluded,
never blushed nor trembled as he saw

had a

cities of the kingdom, where she lived
until she came to the capital to reign as
queen. How proud she must have been
when her handsome’ litle son was born.
In these days they fire cannon and make
. bonfires on such occasions. But when
ahis young prince was born they could

a

————=

‘The wholé bistory of Nihilism
is one of the
most interesting studies of the presg
it times,

who will wonder that I. have thought it
worth while to take pains to say what! tory of “American Politics,” and MeAdam's
everybody—that is ‘their - everybody— “¢* Alphabet in Finance.” These volumes will

“Haye mats of
some
kind—
who was them] crotehiet of basket-work—under the dishes,

:

——

resembles that of Zeus i
5
mythology. Yet there are few
ge
priv
Cron
ate citi
k zens

‘Sydney Biddle,of Philadelphia,
Pua.; .A.
work, Mitchell, of New
2V
Orleans,« La. ; Geo. Muson, of
Gulveston, Texis: and Peter Samjion, of

I hav&.not writteh Sul all this for

the

Your table-cloth may be coarse.

purpose.

room of the wicked woman
reigning
over them. Thy captains and the
A long time ago a little baby prince
was born in a great palace.
The palace” priests did as the old man told them, rand
stood in a very famous city. It was came with a great crowd to ‘the temple.
moreover a very ‘beatiful city. "All around The bigh piiest armed the Levites and
it were fertile valleys where orchards and the priests with the spears and the -buckcornfields and vineyards flourished, and lers that were in the old king’ . armory,
beautifully rounded hills, covered with’ and “stationed each body Where. Jthey:
olive and palm trees. In'the eity were would be of the most service. One body
"pany splendid buildings. The grandest was placed at the gate leading from thé.
was a magnificent temple which one of royal palace. A second kept all the avethe old kings had built; then there wdb' nues, a third was to guard the young
the royal palace where the baby prince prince. : |
When all was ready, the high priest
lived, which was built of precious cedar
appeared
in his sacerdotal robes, a great
wood, and had so much rich metal about
miter
on
his
head, "and a breastplate of
it that'it ghistensd in| the sun. Jost like
precious stones shining on his breast.
gold.
He led by the hand the last scion of the
Of course the father of this prince was
The litle prince's
aking. . He was a young man, only old royal house.
twenyy-two years of age, asd had just crimson tunic had a border of white, his
sandals were fastened with *embroidered

5100

of

must be clean. My
John
maintains people behave at table, and to conform son, of Boston
; and Turgot’s celebrated essay
gravely that there is something demoral- their usages to a higher standard than “ On the Creatjon and Distribution of Wealth.”
izing in - a dirty table-cloth, degradation
that which prevails iin their own homes, This latter work, by the great finance minister
of Louis XVI, although first published jp 1766,
more serious than the damage sustained Some have come into sudden possessio
n , andacknowledged’
to be onerof the. most valuby appetite and stomach. Put under the’ of riches, or into communication
ith | able contributions ever made to economic
linen cloth (don't use cotton) a sub-cover
neighbors and ‘entertainers whose ways literature, bas neydt : been
published . in

but

bring out the child and make him ruler in

. but the beginning of evil,

>

:
;
=
—_——
+e
"
nobil is cloge- $
A
i:]orto desire any change; 3 the
"he nobility.
olitics. 4 lycleardependent upon him,-andehis¥' position :
ly

shown,’

interior, my talk wilt
be mainly with her. convil ced me of it, that there. are many

he shall be our king ”

BY FRED MYRON COLRBY.

ov’ ’

asta

==

‘head. The correspondence of the ‘Society is to
be divided hmong five Secretaries, one euch for

dishes and plates, the presence of mere
lookers-on will be unwelcome.
If the

this and other duties involving the adornment and general pleasantness of the

day come to the temple, when they would

standard with a lion couchant

——

=

_

how a su called practical life by its intensity
Be old oriestiold th
both
{ washed and kept for-this use only, will do | thousand times oftener sniothered in Very |. mencemeiit of the present century.
diminishes
the chance for interest in intellecthen the old priesttold them wha
ey. if jou canspire it. . The upper cover will | shame.— Marion. Harland,
in Congrega- ~The valuable pamphlets of the’ Honest | U8! Mat ré, How thoroughly the
Russian
most do. | He said they-wust

T

. THE BOY KING.

“and she was

did

saw the bright eyes gleaming under the
waves of golden hair, wey cried out with of thick Canton flannel if you can not afone voice:
ford the heavier * table felt” sold for this
“ He is indeed a prick of the lineage

Like that revives and springs again!

name

as

great-grandson

want of an English word, we name
*¢ etiquette,” in each department of the

as they lovked on the fair, noble face, and

But hfe, though falling like our grain,

Her

Exact from the chance laggard a sentence
yourself. To

of apology, addresse
to
you, also as hostess, dshould.
)

Here there is no more a fixed rank | « Father” and the boys are
Apt

cleanliness; order

handsome and intelligent for his age, and

Than waking dreains and slothful ease.

i

much:
priest

and told them thata prince of the royal
house waslive. When they doubted he-led
them to the room where the lad sat dilgently reading one of the sacred chroni-

“The hope, the trust, the purpose stayed,
"The fountain, and the noonday shade.

mother.

selves at the same time and without bustle.

course of time coatrol senates and _ sit in.
the presidential chair.
I write it down, then, as good common-.
sense—if not, as my friend would imply,
Christinnity—that the head of every
household should insist ‘upon .and conscientiously maintain a certain degree of

| some ofthe leading men of the kingdom,

And ours the grateful service whehcs'

Comes day by day the recompense;

good

his

‘tanners and canal-boatmen .may

ple were getting tired of having a woman
rule over them. Still he thought it best
_| to be very cautious. So he first sent for,

i

And whatsoe’er is willed ‘is done.

must

all the members of the family seat them-

for any family or individual than an estab- | tfja way, loth as-the kindly women
lished church., Mill-boys,
rail-hewers, | hint at this.

‘I knew this, and he knew too that the peo-

Tn unison with God's great thought,

that the young prince

|

reeking blade, eats

grandfather—as

ica.

iy

the crown; the _young prince had
the better right to it. = The good

Yet where our duty’s task is wrought

He

with the same

his

Although his” wicked grandmother won

Nor ours to hear on suthmer eves,
The reaper’s song among the sheaves.

come to the throne.

-_
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moht Would be a long task. “Their 8x
be conjectured from the violence of
So ty
that the Nihilists are making upon
society, If
scope. The. Society is to be managed by an
we_could put’ourselves for a
few minutes
|.Executive Committee of twenty-five’ embers in
tho powitiont of these fanati
cs, our views
selected from different sections of the United
migh
t
‘be
changed. ‘We - should Probably
States, many of them being experts in different
,
| departments of the study ofsocial aud political jpereeive that action and reaction were not only i
A singular featiire
of i
ization | °PPOtite but equal, and that the bitterness of
| once: Citin Feature

fingers, thrusts-peas by the knifeful down | room,” is an excellent rule in most househis throat and helps himself to butter holds. If* servants are to clear away

pious high priest he way taught a knowledge of the Lord. All his young troubles) had been creative of much good to the
little prince.
J
And greater thiogs were

The'sickle in the ripeged. field;

“

of his

prince- was. liv-

coming to him.

wield

=

.
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young, should be permitted to quit’ the
table until all have finished, put spoons in
emptied cups, laid knife and fork in close
parallels across the plate, the handles to
ably, rack for rank, with fureignems, that
the right, folded napkins‘and left them on
four yeomanry and mechanics are far bet- ‘the same side between plate and cup or
ter behaved than those of England, Ger- goblet. YWhen all rise the
chairs should
many and Russia. The reply to this is be lifted;-not-pushed
backand—set- quite’
plain and pertinent. The German or
out of the way of the turning figures.
Irishman who tears bones apart with his
‘“ When you leave the table, leave. the

ld
ioP CO
?
|eping
with the heathenism that-had swept ov"er the land.
In the . household of the

—RBy the Rev. W. B. Robertson, 3.70,

Familp
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[overlapping
the brim, while be imbibed { - POLITIJAL EDUCATION,
who woutd care to change places with him. +
the
contents
at one mighty quaff, succedd- | There has recently been established a ‘mew y Ld pres Dojeraiely full account of the ‘©
ed by a ‘loud *¢ Ha!”
axsociation - under the name of The Society for
gs
inflicted
on
fen

In no other country upon earth is the
:

2 gar

Is mere moving breath,
One heavens surround and screen us;
And where art thou—0 Death? *

-

save

ing

Andye within the veil!
The thin floud-veil between us

@.

| the cup with his whole hand, the thn]

god, and made her adoration 8 in a tem-|[ will—unless
ww he should emigrate
»
- to Amer- | mother and daughters perform the
ple of her own. God seemed to be watch- |.
mls
or

‘We at the blood-stained portals,

—John

4

reigning, feeling perf: ctly secure upon
her Stolen throne. She never visited the
| temple herself, for she worshiped a false

Hi, perfeeted immortals! |B :
*n now we bid you hati!

:

I

Be

Se

| D., LL. ; D., andn F, F.p,- V., who made me | : 2.
| tremble for the dainty china by grasping’|

BEH A VIOR.

person, to a friend of mineg -

wife.
His wicked grandmother never
mistrusted such a thing. - So she went on?

Alike tot ous and cave;
“I Awartite, from Christ eutflowing,

.

priest

4's. cure a moment if the fierce eyes

Are one vast tidal wave,

Phe

the

® | cruel grandmother had got a glance of

Are they departed friends?

not be our lot to

-

="

and the pleasant eyes of his aunt, the
most frequently made te kindly “strictures
| old priest's wife. But there he was safe upor¥our’ notorious carelessness in this
and in the palace he would not have been
regardis that we do not compare unfavor-

‘What thin veil stilesmnay hide them

HM may

.
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wah
Basie
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emi

Departed, or.Come Nigh?

-

-

Demand that request for food, accept~1 “Political, Education, non-partizan in its char‘It is not a sin, perse, for a man to
th,”
ked a |20C8 and ddeclination of the sume, be con- acter and; in the best sense, national in its
put his knife into his mouth,”
remarked a ‘Veye A Sasst and. courteods phrase; that

It must have

pe

‘fighting men, only the
game le
oh y
«of his little chamber,

Dear friends in Christ more visit
Than leave us when they die.

:

A

be directed
g -ident,. ot Nyala
tha the, | the assault that is made upon society on the
dull
‘gray colors
:
3
avoids
th a J white | CVluvation of the minute courtesies of | 4, =, Please excuse me,” or ‘May I be | risk of having _its
aims confounded
with the whole ‘only counterbalances the Wrongs the
the
long,
daily life—domestic and social—so nearly
“excused P" without which no one, -old or dick yocrasies of any individual chosen for its ‘people have suffered,
beard and grave face-of the old. priest,
a-Christian dury as with us. - The answer

y
THE DEPARTED NIGH.
* Peparted, say we? is it

<scodng

TABLE

:

s+ No?” half-interrogative and relucBut I wish it were! Then Chrisbeen a very dull life for the young prince. tant.
He could see no waving banners, no lines tians woald notido it.”
:
d
f
;
.
of gilded chariots,

:

Phat

"

I

.
El
,

‘| and his wife in the temple.

When earthly loves decay.
oe

. The many tides of ocean:

chamber, where they

ed grandmother rei igned.
Six years he remained with

There is an Arm t]that never tires’
Whenisahuman,
strength
There
love that
never gives
fails__way;

:

ion

(THE MORNING STAR, NOVEMBER 7, 1880.

‘kept Kim concealed 411 théygme is wick-

_There is an ear that never shuts
When sink the beams of light.
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best
snd
Wisest rulers
rule of all his race. Hisi
killed. A
good Woman passing through/I'best
and Wisest
the palace er saw the little fellow | long reign extended over a period of forty
breathed, and she togk him canefully. up | years, so that dhe boy king | must, ave
"and carried him’ inty “the “temple where | been = man st Tast:—
:
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ber husband was the high. priest. They
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ik, noiselessly not
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For this boy, | si of he cup, leaving the spoon in the
great, great, hip oF and the cup be held by the handle.
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1m the people, thére are some who think the Fonomper Alaptic,

millenuiam sure if we put all the power in

Sun Francisco licensed Yast year 2,058
placesto sell intoxicating liquors, and

bio
made S400 ara

for desukonnusa,.

aug the.
sbitp. Iiinoin attorney soon ‘develop:
into - the Statesman a, Washiogion.— .
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She jute of ane mat. To Ruta the plan
0. ria 0fle MAN ls excep lopally favurable; the
vast mass
of the population is “blindly

him and Shsingly
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: Mr: Gindstone's speech atthe Lord Mayor's
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| eous circolar iron-clnds; but that a vessel

To

accomplish

this

Signor

thought and are governed by solid convic-

needle is thus reduced to almost nothing,
whilst the needle itself acquires a remarka-

.

mora.

;

ian

"We clip from the Christian Union:
The trup Christian life is essentially a
life of benevolent activity, but itis

given

to few of us to spod in open places, with
large

resourced,

and

which the world

do

will

great works

see.

Most

Chris-

tian lives must be hidden lives. The late
James Lennox, of New York, fouhded a

great library and a great hospital, but it
is said by those who know: that both of
these munificent.gifts together boré only
a small preportion te the private and
unnamed charities of which his life was
full. We must be willing to have ‘out

work buried up and hidden away

in the

general work of blessing which Christ
- and his church.are doing in the world.
If faithfully done it will come out some
day, andif it never come out, no matter.
Vo

When

of

the

either towards ‘the right

the needle at

the

ves-

ordeft,

once resumes its natural po-

sition and touches a metallic point in com-

munication with an electric battery. This
establishes a slight electric current, in its
turn liberating a second and stronger current, which puts in motion a hydraulic machine. of a new eonstructfon, and which

has power enoughto move the largest rudder. By means “of a little instrument
which
represents the helny ‘of the ship,
the captain ‘may, quietly sitting in bis cabin, control the course of his vessel.
By
the slightest motion of this little instru-

ment the ship can be steeredin any direc-

tion. It has taken Clselli six years to com‘plete his machine, and now he asks the

could eat

the meal

faster’n

you

said

inclusive. More than that, a comparison
with the first and last official matricula-

tions of slaves, after making al] allowances

therefore,

that

the

small

slavery party now forming

anti-

here

will

receive
every
encouragement
foreigm sympathizers.

{rom

ty

Right royal words are printed in
per's Weekly as to corruption in

Har.

polities :

The cost of elections” can be
greatly
reduced. The election tax upon ull good
citizens is enormous, and one of the chief

qualifieations of a candidate is the *‘ bar’l.”
Many of the highest offices are now prac-

tically put up for sale and rich men

to

opened a subscription to obtain the funds,
and it is’ hope that the subscription will
soon be filled.
:
*

THE ENGLISH CHANNEL

TUNNEL.

The works which are going on at Abbot
cliff tunel, between Folkestone and Dov-

er, on the Soiuth-eastern railway, in connection

with th&

testing the

sinking

geological

of

a

shaft

formations

for

of, the

slow,”

“I

it.”

Moose

commissions in the English army. These,
of course, .are the

- are observable

exceptions,

mainly

in and

and

they

around

- great cities. We know a nomination to
Congress which was practically bought,
Mke a joint of meat in the market, and
newspapers gravely congratulated the
country that rich young men were willing
to enter upon public
life. - This is the
rottenest borough system, and«a travesty
of popular government.
But it is not ‘a
reason for despair, nor for cynical con-

ern railway
of $30,000

company
for the

American.

he

MEXI00.
Upon the whole, Mexico, in the hands
of other than those who now control it,

would soon become one of the most wealthy

under a bushel.
her song see

True it is that some of
the disadvantages under

which she labors, and strive to correct the

evil, butthey are.so few in numbers as to
be almost powerless.
Wars and revolutions, and apprehensions of their recurrence paralyze all enterprises.
All the
money

required

to develop

the

resources

of the country mustbe usedto maintain
thearmy~ Itis the old, old story as told
of-all the Spanish-American republics, and
what prospect is there of a change for the
better 7 The Sovereign people are surroanded” by a cordon of bayonets; those

ruler are quietly

disposed of in front of a

file of soldiers, that is, arrested, and, without judge or jury, shot.

who,

from

There -afé many,

interested motives, will deny

that such
a state of affairs exists here, but
those who are honest, who know and will
tell the truth, do pot hesitate to say all

that'T have said

and more

irr the observance,

and with a

government

that is nothing more nor less than a
military despotism “in its worst form, is
there uny- prospect that Mexico. will be.

The effortsof all ‘more prosperous in the future than she

un ideal

politics

has been in the past ? It is hinted

directed wisely and hopefully to- the
constant elevation of political standards

assassination of
Mr.’ Greenwood
was
brought about by those opposed to the,
construction
of railroads within : the
republic. A military guard accompanies

and methods.

may

be

The chief.enemies of such

endeavors and of honest politics are not
those who openly buy

and sell nomina--}

- inations and votes, but

those

who

sneer.

at faith in the possibility of cleaner meth‘ods as super-celestial.
Emm a an ot

4 SOS,

PP.

THE LIVADIA'S TRIAL TRIP,

that the

his death.

An enormous

feetrlong

by

iron

150 bread,

turtle,” 230

snpports

thesa-

loons and cabins, the staircases, conserva.

tories, and colonades, which go to make up
thé separate parts of this gigantic floating’
palace.
Stability - of a high order may
‘certainly be predicated of the ungainly

*

tion .of sin.

“

monster,

some

.who will assert that law apd ‘order

prevail in Mexico.

The idea is

laughable,

that the assassination of Mr. Gieenwapd
was a subject of congratulation
with
the
‘masses because another Yankee had
been

of.

disposed

= Of course’

ceptions to’ this rule.

are

there.

¢x-

intended to be sweeping, but taking every
thing into consideragion, I think I may say

SER

absence

By

i

of the; rocking motion which renders a
L} wie

seg voyage under ordinary circumstances,
except in' the calmest weather, so pecu~liarly disagreeable to the majority of lands* men.

Stable

she

ought

to be with

“such

A Ghlveston school-teacher had a

great

deal

of trouble making a boy understand
his les‘son. Finally, however, he ‘succeeded, und
drawing a Jong breath, remarked to the boy:
«If
it wasn’t for me, yon would'be the biggest

Abnormal} breadth
amidships; but we fan- donkeyon Galveston Island.”
cy that ueither seamen nor
shiip-builders
It always sounds pretty fo say, ¢ The sun
. were quite prepared to find such a remarkia. hatizop id Rat a
able “ercation developing
a speed of 16 “had snake betleath ED

‘knots per. hour. * We have’

had_attempts.|

‘made before now to Yary the.us

ony of shape in ‘the build

-

- Steamers, as witness’ Admiral Popoft's hid-

Be pun

ati:

of ocean-going"

Whittemore

ago

was

ginia City, Nev., they each

some specimen as a present,

received

a

hand.

:

“at

Gen, Grant hag rented the residence of ex| United

States

Senator

will

hereafter

make

his

+

;

:" 4.8.

will

to

the dust beneath the tread of

some

Her sense of the enorniity of sin was

his

Piles,

CE

» be called in for

_.

‘wood~

She was déeply

a
\

outs

moment's
nly:

\

B. Bickford,

She gave her heart'to
the Saviour when sixteen years old, was baptized by Elder Getchelf and united with the
Newburg church,
Aft-

that
f reflection
shiowsshows that
th tha%
g
eo
Sink

about
ner

have in Jesus” being often on

fy
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St he¥

i

Miss ADDIE

L.,

daughter

Oct.29, aged 20 years.

© The

of

John

SAVIN

WANNWANAY

hey

and

came

suddenly and unexpectedly. A few
hours before she died he repeated the Lord's prayer
and then
Began to sing; showing that the Sav:
jour had aceeptpd ber.and that she was confi-

ent of

safe

sed”

passage over the dark river. and
:

nd.

Hes sudden

death

2s
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WELLS, RICHARDSON & C0. Proprietors,
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Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
is prepared atthe proprietorsi aboratory.
No, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass.

Bro.

of ong standing. - For Sale

{08

now

pre-

¢in cans.

Itsaves the necessity of preparing,

is always ready,
most people.

and is more

easily taken by

Price, $1 per bottle.

LIQUID AND DRY SOLD

BY

;

DRUGGISTS.

WELLS, RICHARDSON& CO., Propirs,*
A

a
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a

|

Burlington,

Vt.

DOWNS: LIN
"Ts a sure remedy for
8 Coughs, Colds, Whooping

Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season.
_ Fifty « years ago, Elder

Downs was given up by his

this’ Elixir, was cured
and lived to a good old age:

You can try it for the price
of one doctor's visit.
For sale everywhere,

THE GREAT CHURCH LIGHT.Gives the most powerful the safest, cheapest, and
the best Light known 1or Churches, Stores; ‘Show.
windows, Parlors, Banks, Offices, Pieture-Galler-

ies, Halls, Depots, etc. New and elegant designs.
Send size of room. Get circular and estimate.
A lieral dircount to churches and the trade.
LP. FRINK, 531 Pearl St, New York,
atd0eow

:
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OYFUL News for Boys and Girls!t
Young

FOR £10
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GENTS
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for the Best and Fastest«

Selling Pictorial Books and Bibles, = Prices re' , duced 33 per cent. National Publishing €o,, Phila-
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faves St., Boston, Mass.
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Fire Alarms,

WARRANTED.

y Knitting Machine ever invented.
Will
knit a pair of stockngs. with HEEL and TOE

complete,
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BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Church

-

EVERYWHERE
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EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Maas,

“they
Recommended by leading Physicians who say
should be always kept in the house.”
All Druggists sell them.

8 Samples and Catalogue of best sell.
ing
articles om
earth.
old
Mfg
Co. 122 Nassau
87.
N. Xo

IN-

,.. Fret aud Scroll Sawing, ®urning,
Boring, Drilling, Grinding. M8lishing,
Screw Cutting. Price $6 to $60.

|’

JAR.

50 Cts. PER

PRICE

A NEW

just patented for them,

for Home use!

by

i 18, mineral
ifcathartic
il waters, salts, senna, rhu.
‘i barb and otherdrastic pur.
The medication
if eatives.
d
§ & BiL! OUSNESS§ Fh AL rely vegetable and
healthful,
a

e

and Old!!

TION

iICONSTIPA

Bull's Cough

Dr.

already prepared, the pro-

Kidney-Wort

pare it in liquid form as well as dry. It is
wery concentrated, is put up in large bottles,
and is equally efficient as that put up dry in

Price, $1. Six Bottles to one address, $5.

which

could.

a d

prietors of this celebrated -remedy

Mrs. PinRham fracly answers allletters of inquiry,
Send for pamphlets. “Address as above.

to make

in

I

In qu
to the urgent requests of a
numbers of people who prefer to purchasg &

PINKHAM

a

Vt.

Burlington,

.

(Will send post paid.)

Syringe:...

Medicated or

. Ferthecure of Kidney Complnints of either

Syrup when all other medicines fail, a8 a cers
tain core for Bronguitje, Sore Throat, “and

N. H,, died

messenger

E.

sex, this C

H.F. W,

Physicians recommend

a

mstancese: Whenhe feels Tike sinks} “is
a wa n ng to all to be * also ready for in|
‘he alwys
s€lects the western horizon; in such an hour as ye think nos the Son of Man

hie section, .

{ ever and ever.”

:At last she ‘passof faith, and her
comfort.
Services
R. L. H.

Annie M, Stitson, ol Effingham,

Your Druggist has it, or will get it for
you. Insistupon havingy!. Price, $1.00.

RPA

the blessed assurance that the dear ones are all

Her

suffering in her last sickness was severe/but/
borne with great fortitude and patience, ‘What
lips as her end approached.
pi hh
in full assurance
triumph is her loved ones’
by the writer.

= -_

.50¢., £1.00 and $1.7
Catarrh Cure....
75
Plaster...... ......

LYDIA E. PINKHAMR,

‘LYDIA

But they ali gave the clearest evidence that they.
were ** ready” when called.
May our afilicted brother, and the sister, who is also a member of the family, find support and comfort in

marriage she. with her husband” united | | Coughs of Colds
with the Dixmont -&" Monroe church, of ‘by all druggists.
which both
were members at the time”
of her. death. - Her life was that of a congistent Christian, and -she' leaves a family

a friend we

Tt is a dry vegetable compound ang..........

One Packagemakes six quarts of Medicine.

Zz

theirs still, though on the other side, and are
now waiting to greet them im that bright world
where ‘¢ God shall wipe away
all tears from
their eyes,” and where * they. shall reign for

once present together and all bore a part in
witnessing -for Jesus in the same meeting.

ns

BO

J

of dis

KIpNEY-WORT Will cure you. Try a pack”

interested

py, but in the church

was always ready to do what she

of righteousness

Specialties,

bécause

age at once and be satisfied.

Extract, Toilet Arti-

Ointmeht. P reas

oe took | haps interest and in whose work she

‘

way

Piles

80 Jearful

the words “Peond’s Extract’ blown inthe g]
and our pi
trade-mark on surnounding
:
wrapper.
None other is genuine. “Always ingist
on having Pond’s Extract.
eno
other preparation. Its never sold in bulk, or by measure.

cles and

itand yon

t

CAUTION.

POND'S EXTRACT...
Toilet Cream...... 1
Dentifrice..........

have be

b
2?
bear such distress from Con=

No family should be without
Lydia E. Pinkham
years and 11 months. Sister Hadley was conver-}
LIVER PILLS,
They cure. Constipation, Bilious.
ted when about 18 years old, baptized by Rev.
ness,
and
Torpidity
of
the
Liver.
2) cts. per box,
S. P. Fernald and united with the F. B, church.
At the time of her,death she had been a faith- } GEO. C..GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents.
;
Sold by Druggists,
.| ful member of the Concord I. B. church for

twenty-five years.

of a mother’s labors.

“Thousands

and all these
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directions accampany
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KIDNEY-WORT

Hajrity of female diseases

the » xtract be

because the blood is

with the humors that
“expelled naturally.

Female Complaints. ieaainced

SISTER MARY C., wife of Moses C. Hadley,

of a Christian family, two of her brothérs being
ministers of the gospel and her fathér and nine
of his children,of whom she was one, were

all walking inthe

re developed

and
No

died in Concord, N. H., Sept. 29, 1880, aged 62

Esqy, died in East Dixmont, Me., Oct. 22., aged
6h years and four months. : Sister Bickford was

part of the fruit

.
Sediment in the Urine, Milky
grasnect or Ropy Urine; or Rheus
matic Pains and Aches,

Sore Nipples. Jefxtractiaso

er and two other daughters with other relatives.
are left to mourn-their loss. But their loss is
her gain.
re
5
CoM.

light and

B., wife of Sumuel

a

Breast

Headache, Dyspepsia, Jaun«

_ dige, Constipation and Piles, or Kid| ney Complaints, Gravel, Diabetes,

cious ous that mothers who have once used it
never
be without it. Our Olntment is the best emollient
that can be applied.
v

visions of the better land, and shouted. repeal-|

is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible,
MRgs. MARY

TERRIBLE SUFFERING. .
Biliousness,

strong.

1| in ttie’home which she did,so much

:

es to follow with
dreadful diseas
are sure

isesing. 0. chi

For Broken

|

i

:

and

Bina) Phar sit Taney
3 pi
when
other’ medicines ha: ve fail
edicated Paper
xtract
] for closet | |
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‘edly, “Glory to God inthe highestiA'noth-

* . @bituaries.
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" VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

The Popular Demand.

:

all iio sichim and ‘soreness

;

os

So great has been the popular
demand for
in all that pertained to the welfare of ‘the
the celebrated remedy, Kidney-Wort, that it is church of Christ on earth, and especially the
having an immense sale from Maine to Califor-"] church with which she was connected. While
nia.
Some have found it inconvenient to preshe loved all God's people of every name, she
pare it from the dry compound.
For such the had a special
ove for the people of her
n
{proprietors now prepare it. in liquid form. choice, and that love seemed to grow stro¥ger
This can be procured at the druggists.
It has
and stronger as she advanced in years. She
precisely the same effect as the dry, butis very
was uniformly cheerful, trustful and hopeful,
concentrated so tbat the dose is much smaller.
and this helped her to shed light upon, and
—Lowell Mail,
7| give encouragement to all with whom she aspd
i
sociated.
She will be greatly missed, not only
wll

and the KIDNEYS.

great orgaiis are the natural cleansThese
8
prea If they work well, health
b 3 ers i
Will be perfect: if they become clogged,

f harm,

Miss ELLA, daughter of Rev, David Champlin, deceased, and Mrs. L. Champlin, died at
Waterloo, Iowa, Nov. 1,aged 24 yrs., 7 mos, and
23 days. The subject of this notice has suffered,
:
The Positive Cure
declining health for two years, suffering much,
For all Female Complaints,
especially during her last illness. She became
THIS PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLQOD TO ITS
early pious, was baptized - by, her father and
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
joined the F. B. church of Waterloo .of which
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THR UTERUS
she was a worthy member to her death. DurAND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND “|
ing her last few days she conversed much with
STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE IS radical®and en=
tire. It strengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC REincoming friends upon religion, urging ChrisGION; IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS 8Y 84
tians to be faithful, and others to become
TEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR
Christians without delay. She invited to, her LEATURAL
POSITION. THAT “FEELING OF BEARING
room the class of little girls she had taught in the DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, ‘WEIGHT AND BACK ACHE, I8
Sabbath-school, conversed with and prayed for
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE.
:
them, and requested that they be given 4 place
It will, at all times and under all circnmwith the mourners at her funeral, which was
stances, act in harmony with the laws that
done. When near her end, she had beautiful
govern the female system.

mud

turties and I shall bring home a tame
chuck if T can get ’em in my trunk.”

without

i

-

LIVER,

THE BOWELS,

Eyes.

used without the slightest fi

IRS.

didn’t know

home

That Acts at the Same Time on’.
b{ THE

Prepared only by POND'S EXTRACT (0.
This mysteriqus providence, with the care of
the children, all under twenty, left the pressing |. 2:50)
NEW YORK AND, LONDON
:
responsibilities of family and farm. life tb her “For sald’by all Druggists and Farey Goods, Dehlers."’
remarkable skill and judicious man gement. | Ordera-for 82 worth, carriage free, on redeintof
$2.95. Orders for #3 worth, carriage free, on receip
This wih the help of God, enabled herto keep
her family together, till, one by one, they Wave of $5, if addressed to 14 W. 14h St, NéWw York.
found a home
either here or above, two
daughters having gone to live with Jesus some
years ago.
Of the eight that remain, the
three sons and three daughters have: families.
But few have been blessed with such a ChrisoO EC ILXY INN, MASS,
tian mother.
She began tq serve Christ in her
youth, and her earliest experience was’ with
the Methodist church.
Soon after she with her
husband became identified with our church at
the Province Road, where she proved herself
an eminently useful and successful Christian
Her religious experience was clear and vivid.

nothing for a good long while. The other boy
has got "to be buried after they find him.
His
mother come from Chelsea and she cries all the
time. A hoss kicked me over and I have ‘got
to have some money to pay a doctor for fixin
oy head.
We are going to set an old barn on
re to-night, and I should smile if we’ don’t
have bully fun. .I Jost my watch ‘and I am

bring

THEONLY MEDICIN

Ointment

Faceache. sessing
to die

the midst of active life, was suddenly called
from the church onearth to.that in heaven.

to the country and after a"week.of anxiety has
received this letter: ** I got here all right and.
I forgot to write before; it is a very nicé pldce
to have fun. A feller and I went out in a boat
and the boat tipped over and a
n got me

I shall

Usasour

Earache, Toothache

MRS. DEBORAH §., widow of Asa Lanipery

wind up by having theif, husbands arrested
for asshult and battery.— Philadelphia Times.
A Cambridge mother gent her small boy in-

very sorry.

.

| quickly? alaying

2d, died in Belmont, at her.home-with her son,
Oct. 29, aged 72 years,
Mrs. L. was the mother of 10 children, and they all came to manhood and womanhood before death made any
separation.
Thirty years ago her husband, in

irresistible and indomitable energy and fixity
and courage. I require he should make me
worship and fear him, and that, instead of
guiding and protecting me, he sho
master
me.” Lots of young women think
e that.
Many experienced wives, however after starting in on the same lay as this emotional female,

out and I was so full of water I

:

Bahrh ain

an

t

BURGESS

And hér faith in the power of Christ to redeem
was full of assurance.
She loved souls and
A dear creature writes toa contemporary : gave to spread the gospel in the world.
Her
-“ The markfor me to love is vastly my supehouse was always the home of ministers of
rior, not so much in accomplishment, nor even
Christ. - She was. gifted in praver and exhorin ‘intellect, but in irresistible force of -charae- tation and sometimes spoke with power and
ter; 4 man who will compel my spirit to bend” to
edification of others after sermon. And
its knee to his; who will command my soul to
when the Master came to call her away, he
stand still and shine on him, as Joshua
found her waiting and watching, with her
communded
the sun;
who
can
trample
light burning.
M. A. QUIMBY.

my

5

Inflamed or Sore

* By

di

3 our Nasal

itis unrivaled, and should be leptin every family
ready
forusein case
of acciden
our On
ent will aid in
ng
and prevent

loth to

Mie,

bi

and by we hope to meet him.”

his home there. Mr, and Mrs. -U.. 8. Graft,
Jr., will also reside at- the same
place.
ExSenator Chaffee has taken up his abode at the
Union League club.

Hed

Burns and Scalds. heat
fo: sains

Of large affections and confiding,

by his deeply afflicted and devoted

] Lung and Throat Affections

Tigume sare De-

ve.

5,

part with one so dear, and on when
‘§he kindest ministries had beeti“employéd, Especially

Jerome B. Chaffee on

Fifty-second street, and

its superiority over all other remedies of the

for use in catarrhal affections, 18 simple

unex;

EES

intelligent,

attended by many relatives who werg

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidenceof

Sores, Ulcers, Waunds, |
: Sprains and Bruises. ItLeis’

joyful in the assurance of eternal peace and
restin heaven.
He praised God most earnestly for his great and wondrous love to sinners,
exciaiming in the last dying words,
Jesus
will bring me into glory.””
His funeral was

My remarks are not. er

ag'in her passage, from

on board experienced a delightful

valufible

and

very tender and trustworthy io his family relations, generous as # “neighbor, kind-towards
the poor and afflicted, honest in his dealings and

and her traveling companions inspected
Mrs.
Mackey’s collection during their visit to Vir

Ea

with perfect safety thet there are more
the South of Ireland-to. the coast of France secure places whereil a citizen of th
she was found to roll only the fraction of United States can reside than Mexico,
a degree crosswise,’ while. her longitud- unless His habitation is within a city, and
inal oscillation, or ** pitch,” is about one not always - there.— Mexican CorrespondS degree, the consequence being that those ence of the Saw Francisco Bulletin.
looking

Bro.

promptly.

Jropertics of the Extract

every train. The working parties of the
Hadley has often been afflicted before. A forroad now under construction have their |’
mer companion and all his three children,each
PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries. should be of
flanks protected by Winchester rifles, and BRIKF
whom had grown to maturity, had previousand for the public, For the "excess over
his aged
yet, with this true picture of the condition ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and tor those sent by per-- ‘ly passed to ‘the other side. And
of peaceful enterprises, and the manner in sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it mother passed over also but a short time ago.

The masses of the Mexicans are suspicious
of lost gringos [YanBesili
In fact, they
tonishing fact that the Livadia could be hate them ; the recollections of 1847 still
forced through the water at upward. of 17 exist. They still celebrate the anniversa‘ miles an hour, & prodigious speed ‘when ries of Molina del Réy and Chapultepec
the shape of the ‘unwieldy vesselis con- as glorious battles, #nd ‘I really believe

sidered.

eleven ears

and ‘generally correct in his opinions and
judgment. = Well versed in" the Bible, which,
he fully believed ‘and dearly loved; He pos
sessed an ardent nature, earnest
and enthusiagtic in whateverhe undertook,. bold in defense of the truth, and fearless in denuncia-

every train on the Mexico and Vera. Cruz
railroad, and at every station a guard is
drawn up under arms on the arrival, of

which they have to-be protected, there are

That eccentric and enormous pleasure
yacht of the Czar, the Livadia, has proved
her steadiness in an ordiuary Atlantic swell.
The triaktrip had already disclosed the as-

Some

¢ ¢ Be you good?” asked a bright little chap
of Miss Bud, his Sabbath-school teacher, the’
other day. *“Oh, no,” was the becoming reply. “You ain’t? Well I always knew you
wasnt pretty, but I always thought you "wus
good.
:
‘|
.~ An aristocratic papa, on being requested by
a rich, vulgar fellow for permission to marry
‘* one of his girls,” gave this rather crushing
reply: * Certainly, which one would you prefer, the waiter or the cook?”

besides. With

rulers possessing'neither honor nor honesty,
with laws more honored in the breach than

sourd-minded citizens who do not expect
in

Hill.

srsboiog ‘Toierid

€atarrh. oa tome oi

in Lewis-

church relations were removed to the Pine
St. F'. B. church, where he remained a cons
sistent and worthy member up to the time of

.Aletter has been received at the post-office
department from the British superintendent
of foreign mails, inclosing two postal-cards,
mailed at Philadelphia for transmission from
point to point around the world and final delivery to the sender, with the remark that the
number of such experiments has increased so
largely that it is now considered time to stop
the practice, there being no provision in the.
postal union treaty for the = transmission
of
correspondence from place to place, except
Our a
have made a ‘grant in cases of genuine re-direction:—
intendent.
of
foreign
mails
is therefore
purpose.—Sefentific
requested by the English authorities to prevent such cards, etc., being
forwarded in the
J future, and orders will be issued accordingly.

tempt and indifference.
perfection

died

The astonishing success of this {Elixiz, ana

d

man

* How long do you think you could do it, my
lad?’ quoth the miller. - * Till I starved todeath,” answered the boy.

Canada ‘hus imported $8,500,000 more of
locality, with a view to the formation ofa
tuner between England and France, wére | British goods than she did lust year, while we
huve
practically madé” ourselves independent
inspected July 20, and pronounced satisof the United States, since our imports thence
factory by M. Leon Say and the French have decreased during thewgwelvemonth $7,engineers, including'M. Duval, M. Oreton
500,000.
The reason why our imports from
and the Count de Montebello.
A shaft Go
the United States have fallen off'is simply that
‘feet deep has been sunk from the level of we are making largely classes of goods for
the engine house at higk water, and a ourselves whigh were formerly obtained from
heading bas been driven to the level of the States.— Toronto Mail.

bay "snspected
of disloyalty to the republican?)

official eivil positions as they once bought

a good

Too the Extract

ton, Me., Aug. 31st, aged 52 years.
Bro.
Whittemore embraced Christ at fifteen years
of age, was baptized by Elder Badger and became connected with the F. B. church of

Mr. James. W, Mackey, the bonanza millionofficers have fire;
is a-coliettor of agates, When Mrs. Hayes

I alian naval

several

chine,

for a ship. on which

is undoubtedly due to defective. statistics,
prosperous among the nations of the
but the larger part is certainly due to the and
earth. Rich beyond estimate in minerals,
illegal subjection of free persons to slave-- capable of producing everything, she only
ry. If left to itself the problem of eman- requires a population of the right kind in
cipalion in Brazil will not easily beg ,.jer to show, and quickly too, how much
brought toa just solution, and it is to be light has been for solong atime hidden

- hoped,

Truly

the

from

Diphtheria & Sere Throat.

professions of Christianity, he made many
friends and was highly esteemed as a citizen
¢ [shall find another channel for my arti + and Christian... Bro, Whittemore. suffered sevmake practical experiments.
The Govern: cle,” wrote the author of a rejected contribueral years from sickness, which’
was borne pament is willing to provide the ship, but
tion. * That’s right,” was the answer of the
tiently. In the last’few weeks of his earthly
declines to provide the necessary fands to’ courteous; country editor,
¢ The
British
life, he approached very closely to Christ.
affix the machine! to the vessel.. Perceiv- . Channel would be an excellent place for it,”
Found the grace of God sufficient.
Sad only
ing the practical importance of such a ma-.
in leaving numerous “4nd very dear frieuds,
Italian Government

for deaths, liberations by gitt, ete., shows

-thét there has been an illegal increase in
the slave population between the matriculation of 1873 and the end of 1878 of
about 126,000. A part of this number

bleeding.

Upon whom shall his man3
O0.H. T,

CHARLES H. WHITTEMORE

looked

grind

work.

rests from labor.
tle fall}

aloud-mouthed fellow on a street corner, ‘‘he’ll

said an impatient farmer boy to a miller;

RatEo o1%) ses grout si

ballot. He agitated the Anti-slavery cause
and rejoiced in the
ultimate overthrow: of
slavery.
The light of the Star ever shone in
his home, and hé-was deeply interested in our

denominational

Bleeding

Lung Ly Sto

or from any cause, is speedily con

Christian he was devout and spiritual. True
to his early conviction, he cast an Anti-slavery

A letter inf the New York Evening
high-water mark for the purpose of dePost from a correspondent at Rio de positing the chalk. Powerful machinery
*Janeire, Brazil, speaks of emancipation has been fixed for the purpose of driving
an atmospheric driil, with which it is inthat does not emancipate :
2
to drive a heading as far as Dover,
It is ¢lear that the emancipation law of a.tended
distance of three miles, under the line of
1871 is not producing the results anti- railway, thé heading at Dover to be 300
cipated, as only 4,584 slaves were liberat- feet deep. The experiments are being cared under it during the first seven years ried out under ‘the direction of Col. Beauof its active operation—1873 to. 1879 mont and Capt. English. The Southeast-"

__

’

the church and civil affairs.
As a husband
and father he was kind and affectionate.
In
business be was prompt and eflicient. Asa

‘“ What did the Puritans eome to this: coun=
try for ?” asked a Massachusetts teacher of his
class. - © To worship in their own way and
make other people do the same,” was the re-

just have his hands full.” The crowd
at ‘the man’s ears and smiled.
:
“Pears to, me your mill goes awful

Hemorrhages.
A

ored the positions he wad called to fill, hoth in

my of Sciences.

Ply«
wg
‘ If Jones undertakes to pull my ears,”

Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections,

Outfit

Supra
y19.

”»

=.

Dinners are now held at .8-30 or J.
The opeta and chief theaters are seldom
over before midnight. It is felt that this
might be prevented with benefit to all by
some -one -setting the fashion of dining:
at least one hour and a_ half sooner.
‘|
_know not if midnight has any-&pecial
attractions, except for, those who seek
*‘to practice their. witcheries,” but London’ festivities are from midnight" till

ble magnetic sensibility.

sel turns

point

M.

1261 GSYIST ¥)0U LYE

high society: .

suspension

Sarah

b
r 30 TOI) UI0FT)
‘qui ‘Buy wool | wuosiayY ‘0dixo
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London correspondence. in the New
York Times reveals the fact of interest to

the

Miss

7

BAL

on

married

on

by his opportunities.

attrition

he

—-

weather.

Caselli has enclosed the magnetic needle
ofa compass in a Kind of boat, which floats.
in a mixture of alcohol and glycerine. The

tions, and choose your reading of books
with. reference to your- stbstantial intelleotual improvement, if you wish to
deserve respectas one who has profited

?

the

Rin
good newspapers,
deal in vigorous

mtn
York Sum:
Read. strong and
newspapers which

hy

est

hens from a doctor in Delaware. =
Mrs. Harriet S. Brooks, associate editerof

says

| ships can be steered by it during
the rough-,

In 1837,

Walker; in 1855 moved to Wis., and settled at

When a man says,“ I hear a noise,” it prob= Monticello, and with his wife was of the band |
organized into the F. B. church of that place,
ably never occurs to him thas there is nothing
in this wide world that anybody can hear but where he again bore burdens in the erection
of a meeting-house. Moved to Hillsdale, Mich.,
a noise.
:
;
=
-| that his children might enjoy su rior educaThe penalty for knocking down a lawyer in tional advantages.” Returne to
onticello in |.
New Jersey is the same as for stealing two
1869,
where he resided till his death.
He hon-.

the Omaha Republican, bas been appointed
chairman of the department of botany and
largest | | vegetable physiology in the Nebraska Acade-

who

ship.

PULMONARY

©

Montville. He was largely instrumental in
providing that church with a house of wor-

Cars.

from ‘the New

Caselli,

(or.N. 6. WHITE'S

boy

. | E. ST. JOHN, Ger A Lkt, and Pass. dg’t, Chteago.:|
¥

Nike

i

Gift

40
|.

“tin

Giovanni

Wis,

with Hotel

a

Monticello,

nek

countries and great hopes are entertained
for:its success.
The ‘inventor's name is

Gen. Grant informed Horace K. White, his’
host at Syracuse, N. Y., thut he had abstained.
from the use of Wine and stimuifants for two
years.
!
i

Tound thes # Cars

advice

but it has

Ads

BE

A bit of good

It has not'yet been

been inspected by naval officers of several

‘it

culprit,

the fair

‘s Because; sobbe

was the one he liked best.”

-a helmsman.

practically experimented with,

PN

2%

T. F. MILLETT,

i

‘without

employed. * Why did you use that poi-.
presiding magistrate.
son?" asked the

who sét the

We wai Palace Sleeping Cars for Sleeping pu rposes, and
Dining Uary for Eating purposes only.
an cotire Meal.
Poot con
: Five Uents p: ays for.
}

Tt was proved that arsenic was the medium

|

Posted,

;

SEARS ‘died in

Sept. 24, aged 67 vears, 1 month and 5 days.
He was born in Knox, Me.. At the age of~22,
he was converted at Augy~ta under the labors
of Rev. Silas Curtis, was baptized soon after
and united with the 2d F. B. church of No.

cake she bad buked for a picnic out of ‘doors
one cold night to be

HYDRO-MAGNETIO HELM.

.

* DAVID

"

famous for his researches in toxicology,
was on trial for poisoning her. husband.

“(Pa.)
go

{
[ i

chemist,

French

of a

* 40+

It was a young housekeeper

§ iE

"A Rome
correspendent-of the Hour
writes :
;
he
Italian genius is not quite dead. Inventors dre springing up and there may be
seen at the Galileo Museum, in Florence,
an invention whichis causing the great—
est interest among naval men. It is a
hydro magnetic helm, for steering a ship

* feminine

tenderness sometimes creeps out in queer
places,” and continues :
:

widow

T

ly ones.

anniversary of

0) rrr

A

-O--6

62d

‘sesumy

7
i

celebrated the

hele wedding at their Kennett Square
ome,

in the art 6f ship-building—ZLon-

don Telegraph.

:

Bayard Taylor's parénts, Joseph and Rebec-

ca, recently

‘ou
‘sysudgey

changes

‘mourning ones and give them grace to bear
patiently his will till sorrow shall be exchang‘ed for joy and earthly taberpacles for beaven-

gvho hunt for happiness,
are

continually findtng fault.— Whitehall Times:

of the

ordinary type, is an unlooked-for ‘event
J hich .may possibly ‘lead to ‘considerable

«¢ gomplete satisfaction as a vulgar frame

The

. Many people

horse-power, as

a0) q5Y *

of nearly 13,000

fast as a swift passenger steamer

She leaves a father and mother, one

80102 GNV.8HBNO0D 00000}

engines,

“The Springfield Republican regards

The Hour remarks - that

cometh.”

brother, three sisters and an intended companion to mourn their loss. May God bless the

could

be driven even by the Livadia’s powerful

R 17,,1880.
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of mind.”

it is broad

<

longer than
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onlya little
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The Morning Star.
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“The Morning Star—1881.

Hews Summarp.

A

President élect of the Unitea States: a distine-

:

Star more useful and valuableto its read-

before. ' Like the bestof its ‘cotempora
ries, in order to give strength and variety|

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :
Pro¥. J. A. HOWE, D. D.,
D. D.,

and

and thought in brief paragraphs

to
life

as .well

“a8 in more extended articles.

We are able to announce the

names

of

‘with more or less fregilency during the’
yeh: :
Rev. C. F. Penney, Rev. 8». A. H.

Quint, D."'D., Revs C. A." Bickford,
- Rev. Geo. H
Bal,
D.
D.,
Rev}
E.

Biker,

Rev.

S.

D.

Bates,

Rev.

A.D. Williams, D. D. , Rev.Dr. B. T.
Tanner, editor of the
of Philadelphia,

«

Bangor

Prof.

theological

F. Hayes, of Bates

S." Sewall,o
Prof.

‘college, Rev.
George

Botterworik,

Banta, Esq.,

Seine

seminary,

“Bailey, D. D;, Prof.

He#ekiah

Christian
J.

Rev.

B.

E.

Foster,

D.

Rev. Fr. 5 Chase, Prof. H. IL.

M.

Dudley,
Chapman,

of Bowdoin college; *¢ Gainsborg,” Mrs.L.

R. Burlingame, Mrs. V. G. Ramsey, Mrs.
M. M. H. Hills, Mrs. J: A. Lowell, besides
others whose names and productions

will

" appear in due time.
The Star wil] be stronger in its dephitmens of contributed articles the coming
year than ever before.
SPECIAL TOPICS.
Special topics will be assigned to differ-

nl

.

Baers

:

cons

01 lon of

agiatio

Nutional

been painted.

He says that slave’ hunts still go

Mr. George Willium Curtis calls attention

‘the scand lous mannerin which

to

nominaiions

have been made this year, solely on account of

which

the

canvidates

could and would put into the canvass. . This 1s
ceriainly a growing evil, and it is- one
wijl not easily be checked; but, even

which
though

“the difficulties in the way of arresting this disorder in our political system’ may . be -oumerous, it is none the less true that they must be
overcome if we are to hold “to the traditions
upon which our. protem of government is
founded.
When 0;
nly to be obtained

let-

ters have long been prized by our readers,

will continue to present important phases
of religions life and thought igGreat
Britain. Dr J. L. Phillips will send us a
monthly letter from India, the late lady
principal of the female. department of
‘Hillsdalescollege, who is now in Europe,
will-send us pccasional letters from’ the
Continent, and a correspondent at Con-

stantinople will keep us informed of great
movements in Turkey.

At home, we shall have a weekly letter
from Washington’ during - the session of
Congress, and letters also from special
” correspondents in-New York, Boston,and

* Chicago.

All

notable

religious

gather-

ings during the year, of Whatever denomination, will be duly reported.

' DENOMINATIONAL.
et toppe

Yenonilnational

EAN

and

movements

meetings will be faithfully reported, and
- articles discussing denominational needs
a

and enterprises will frequently appear.
‘We already have, or soon shall have, a

- special reporter in every Quirterly Meeting, who will furnish all items of news.
The Star will, in this department, be in-

dispensble to every Freewill Baptist:
THE SUNDAY-S8CHOOL. “1

Europe.

.

MISSION WORK.

Rev: G. C. Waterman

will

remain

ip

charge of this department, and will present » weekly survey of our owd ‘miasionary fields, at home and abroad, and of no
lg movements in all other missions.

French

|

OTHER DEPARTMENTS.

The page devoted. to family reading
and book notices will be prepared with
care, and with a view to benefit all who

aks

may evnsult it.

The news department, both secularhid

religious, will be conducted with referenoe to giving
reportof each

a complete
week's

eveuts

| cavalry

*‘ Market

Repo will be corrected weekly and at
_the latest gomsivia, opr. before ‘going to
press.
concuusion.
A gingle paper, made up: in acoordance

with ths announcement, would ‘cost,

« 4

is master of the

with the Ute Indians this winter, and
utes the outbreak of Victorin’s band

( From the American
guptiies

the

11

8

6

12%c;

@

States with

800,000

; Pea, Western,

H. P

,170 & | 85;

Worcester

$1'80.a

$1

Lon Sweets, Jerseys 2 25 & 2 56 f
ohONIONS.
Bed, Zool, $2508275;

White300

CRANBERRIES. “ Country, ¥ bbl

83.00 @ 450;

,Cape
$5 00 @ 6 00.
GRFEN APPLES.
Common 50 @ 75¢.

There

is some excitementTn the hay

Addison Co., Vt.
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year.
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are excellent
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are ~heap. mel is nok
vance and to-day the
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Wellingtonia, which was planted
Prince
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Timely

Christmas
Senvice No. 3.
A new and beautiful Concert Exerclse,
J.

for E. G. RIDEOUT

Yora.

& C).,
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Burclay/

St,

Sepd for their Catatogue #nd terms,

Have

Wistar's

always at

hand.

Balsam
It cures

chids, Whooping Cough,
Throat

of Wild

Coughs,

Croup,
and

sen for not now receiving\a cure.

for a Treatise and a Trial
rémedy.

you.

‘It costs

Bottle

Colds,

Dr.

ill

you

nothing,

and

Hi. G. ROOT,

183 Pear:

5t., New

4td6eow .
To

lots of other
every house-

O OMPL

ne

paper,

teut

C. ©. ieP12

WESTERN

ABSORPTION,
Forlahi

» Bl

to the patient: I po Tn

cure for those painful and ranch

Diabetes

and

der,
in

Urinary Organs

jts Loa)
an

son

dreaded affections,

Bright’s Disease,

. while its cures 6f Gravel, Dropay, Oatarrh of the
Bladder, Brickdust Deposit, Palofal Urinating,
Wigh-Oolored Urine, Nervous Weakness and Pain
in the Back scem more like miracles than casesof hat"ural healing. The price brings-it within the reachof all,
and it will annually save many times its costin doctors
bills, medicines and plasters, which at. best give but tem,
porary relief. It can be used without fear or harm, and
with certaintyof a permanent cura. For sale byalruggists

generally,

or

sent“by

* receipt of tHe price.

mail

(fre¢

of

postage)

mr;

-

Address

5. w, Caner
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distinctly.
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to

warn
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Veluntaries,” ($1.50). *¢ Batis e% 50 Pleee8,.,(250) or *‘ Ovganist’s Reliance,” by
Thayer, 10, Nos,, each, $1.25. complete, $6.
Johnsofi's New
Method for Harmony
($4

re

nnutl Oo.

Clarke's

above.

on

OLIVER

pt

DITSON &. CO, Boston.

For Restoring

Gray

TO, ITS N ATUR. AL COLOR

&CO., GENTRAY, AGENTS,

Hair

AND

VITALI?Y.

Adv ancihg years, sickness, ‘care,
disappointment, and hereditray predispostion, all tw
the

BosToy.

08 Washington §.

i

; Catalogue

mediately; often renews the growth ; and always
surely restores its color, when faded or gray,
MH
Thus

plia-

; lost hair grows with lively

‘I sume their original color. Its operation is sure
and harmleés. It cures dandruff, heals all humors
and keeps the scalp

Agu.
hy

:

5

Free,

and valued for the soft lustfé and richness of tone
«*

Practical and

007i AGENTS WANTED

SUNLIGHT ANDtS

4

Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or
Life Element, IRON, Jusing Strength,
YANG andHR New ae 2 into all parts of the system,
ALCOHHOL, its energizing NG
J ik ed
by corresponding reacs

SETHW, FOW LE & SONS,” Propristars, 26.
Harrison Avenue, Baston.

Sold by all
ll Druggists.
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| THEORY OF MUSIC
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1s the ONLY work that tediches
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4th St..
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from the Telegraph

MORNING

$2.00 per
. TurMS:
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and COMPOSITION
ie)
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and Read
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Now tommpion Commercia
Dn
New Hampton, N JH. Send for’
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we wily send the
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ths on trial.
~
befogged systems are too complicated to be practi:
Hale TORTS OB awill please “notice the
cable. ¢ Palmer’s Theery of Music” makes
his paper, and
of
| of payment on the label
it clearas the sunlight. Price, hound: in eloth, | allow it to be in arrears.
$1.00 by mail.
i
The Star 1s not discontinued when the
may be called & SELF INSTRUCTOR.’

For the price

sons, you can

The old

f two or three les

ave ¥. W. Root’s

Star
date
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quest it; and it is discontinued w

been more than oneo your in arrears, after
notice and time shall have been given.
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rs or bank-checks if possible, or in ®
ey-orde
a large collection of beantiful songs.
vegistergd letter and at our risk and expense. .
Price, $3, Wy mall,
mal
posiupaid.
“In writing to this office, persons will please
{

or

SINGING,’

JONN CHURCH « CO.,

CINCINNATI, omo.
Or 8iBrondway, N. Y.
gen

st MEN ature.
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‘ FOK MUSIC SEUDENAS.
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Analytical Chemists.

; SOLD BY. ALL DRUGOINS

abroad.

SINGERS

amine

Son

JOHN B. GOUG H'S new book,

PERUVIAN SYRUP
:

PREPARED

| DR.J. C. AYER & CQ, Lowell, Mass.

Fever, and
il
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

tign, but are permanent,

soft—under

it imparts.

id

Humors, Female Com.
plaints, Liver ComDE

clean’ gnd

sible.
As a dressing for ladies’ hair, the VIGOR is
praised for its grateful and agreeable perfume,

BOSTON.

UR E Se

cool,

which conditions. diséases of the scalp are impos»

eral
es , Neuralgia, Fever

s with 4 full Sets of Reeds, 15
soya EhDrgangk, and Music are now offered for
$58. New and Beautiful Styles as low as $30, and
* A
4 210 32 SBtups,
Pianos from $125 to
600. These instruments are fully guaranteed
pe
ears. Besidesee
hippo
on pleat

e SKATERS will fing in the advertisement. of Brad.
ford & Anthony, the great Boston dealers ixf every
kind of sporting goods, informution of value to all
ynasalchtul Josnation of atat

—C

{

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, Gen-

15 srop ORGAN S $58.

and
ad found just as represented,
i
on
et
of New Styles Are now being
for the Holiduy season. Read Mr. Beaty 8
vertisement,Ne Souso
send to Washington,N
ow or i8 lutest Alustrated Catalogue just ‘issued
with a beautiful steel plate engray
sent free to
ul who apply.

Gen. Runugers

i | up the- System, Makes the Weak
#7
Strong, Builds up the Brokendown, Invigorates theo
Te
Brain, and

\

BE

for quantities.

AYER’ HAIR VIGOR,

for:

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood, Tones

Prussian War. Mr. Forbes has been six times a
prisoner.. Few men have had more remarkable
experiences, and ne ong whose pen 1s 80 graphic
in plotting yim,
-

19

:

expression ; Malling hair is chacked and stablishq£d; thin hair thiékens and faded or gray hairs re-

37

Jrequ

Reduction

able and strengthened

flelds’of Turkey, Zulu Lfind, and the Franco

0 money

Liberal

brashy, weak or sickly hair becomes glossy,

Con-

Coughs,

arc

stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy cativity,

" ARCHIBALD ForBis.—The famous’ war corres.
pondent of the London Daily News 1s preparing
for the Youth's Companion Eseries ofarticles relat.
ing his personal adventures on the great bittle-

?

($2)

(§2 per year.)

Welcome Chorus for High Schools. ($1.)
Song Bells for Common Schools. £0 cw.)
<Any book mailed forthe Retail price men tioned

© |

peculinr to women 1 Warner's Safe Kidngy and
Liver Cure.—Mother’s Maguzine.

‘Eight men ‘in Bardell City, Peon.,
were
burned to death Wednesday evening, und another is expected to die!

Melodies

Record.

AYERS HAIR VIGOR, by long and extensive use,
has proven that it stops the falling of the hair im-

The remedy that will cure the many dfseases

and hive now gone LoSan Francisco.

Organ

Muakical

maturely.

Colds, sore Lungs and Croup?
Give it a trial.
| Adamsow’s Balsam will do it.
Trial bottle,
10 cents,
:

Savings Bunk and the Bank of Bergen County
is-a défuulter to the extent of $100,000. .
Moody and Sankey, beld crowded revival
me: tings in Salt Leke City for ‘eighteen days,

Re

splendid.

hair gray, and either off them incline it to shed pre-

Complaints.

that will cure

eaploest.

Take the

Ne

‘Why throw away so much money trying
worthless medicines, when for 85 c nts a reme-

day can be precured

1s

Winner's
New Schools, (ea. 75 cts. For all
instruments. Capital cheap instructors.

circular,

‘DAY'S KIDNEY PAD, and take 00 other stm. sm
For sale by B. F. RACKLEY,Dover, N. H.

GEO. C. GOODWIN

Violin, Cor-

Organists need “Harmonic School’ for the
Organ, ($+) by Clarke; also * Clarke's Short

Regular Pad, $2.00 ; Child's Pad (for

affiited

Bondage,

for Plano, Organ, Reed Organ, Guitar,

the history of this new discovery snd & largo record of
most remarkable cures sent free, ‘Write for it. Address,
DAY KIDNEY PAD 0O., TOLEDO, OXIO.
PAUTION
Owing to the many worthless Kidney Pads
«now seekinga sale on our reputation, we
the

WILL

net, and all
1, String and Reed instruments.
‘Send lor vur lists. 500 such nooks are published,

incontinence of urine in children), $1.50; Special (extra
s1ze), $3.00. Our book,’ “How a Lifo was Baved,” giving

it de

-

THE BEST INSTRUCTION BOOKS

moni

Send Sex
for

York.
Chicago.

treet,

practice of Choirs and Socleties.
Send for, lists]

Garmore's Artificial Ear Drums
versation and even whispers

entértain.’

($1.25 ; and many others for winter

RESTORE THF. HEARING and perform the
work of the Natural Dram.
Rein
ition
without aid, and are not observable.
All Confer to those using them.

properly ren.

holiday

Jerusalem, (31 ); Joseph's

DEAF]

THE

when

Claus,”

ty

Pitsburgh,
Py

Lr

ha per

REMEMBER,
OUR
NEW
nthemm BOOK
($1.25),
American
by JOHNSON, TEaNEY afc
ABBEY;
an’ excellent
collectivn of easy anthems.
Also-one thousand or
more of sepurate Anthems; lees, ete; costing
about
6 to 10 cents each,
A great conve nience for
occ isional Sih aug.
AS ~Christmas, ($1); Fall of
1 NEW CANTA

SoA Pa!

30) 2

Price,

:

an

SiiDrats ih ncen

0 cts. each

ks: Randolph

CHOIR

be bh

o, STANDARLAMER.

Dr.J. 2. Vincen!

INEW MUSIC BOOKS.

Clear

\ELEIN, WATCHES,
Be

THE

ever offered to the public.

tr

keeper wants to kno
he most ETE.
interesting
ond useful Home Book ever published.
Fully endorsed
* by cal TT Sfoulare, the Press, and thousands of Prac.
usckee

by Dr.
AND

BICLOW
4& MAIN,
:
6 Last Ninth Street, New'

Te

p forr Catalogue.
Rifles, Shot Fig Revolvers, sent ¢. 0. d. Yor
- : 4 Gecovery viet Gon by the natural process,

ment

Care for Slek, Behe Children: orTocentAAsuitenin
Ent rta'n .COl
PL ET
Beautiful a
Happy. 3 ad
things wh ion

MAGI

“Price for Music and Words™ coiuplete, 25 cents.
=--An edition of Words only is issudd at 10 cents
per copy.

JoENTe MAKE THEJ UEnorsyine

This

By

dered, 1s the‘ most effective
_

York.

:

* THE

tractive, and the Cantata,

cure

Address

1y3¢

The only Stomach Remedy in jue, world, gnaranteed by your own druggisg, is D, R. V. rig Dyes.
pepsia Remedy.

|

entitled

“ Santa

infallible

Give Expressand Post-office.

GREAT

Bron-

0 cents and $1 a bottle.

about the 10Lb

Vincent,

MESSIAH.”
Price for Complete Serv oe, 10
© cents; $7.50 per 100 enfies, Leaflet for use by
Congregation, $1 per 190
® aad

Christmas
Cantata, »"*%* fowis
NE. Lhe music und words are very at

Send at once

of my

Cherry

Influenza,
Lung

H.

with appropriate Bynes.

ie]

Two colored meu were killed by a land- -slide
near Orange Court House, Vu., Tuesday.
Ce

uluce and countiy-sest of the cardinal archHishop, government wolroo, and cigar Mand.

Turkeys,

=

Contains 16 pages; surpasses all other Sollee.
tions In quantity, quality and variety. @4 pe
100 copies. Sent on receipt of 5 eents, No. 1
to 10 supplied at same
me prices.
’

(stamps taken.)

I warrant my remedy £4 gure
Because others have tatled
1s no

Ll

of

cy-

south-

10 -@ {Yen

Jair

i

and preserves both the hair and its beauty.

Make from $35 to $50 per weék a

-

throughout

a Iife-long study.
the worst cases.

MAINS

Christmas. Annual Ne. II.

|

ICAN Ate

nie

Stop
| see regular advertisement of D. B, V.G. in
another column. Try it.

Agtam, in Croatia,

i5c, pos paid,

.&

MUSICAL PUBLICATIONS,

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS

‘will con-

aThe actual cost of the postal service of the
‘country
10 the general treasury for the fisal
year endinz June 3), 1380, way only $2,786 341.
“Ine total revenues of the pos fie os, jh ment for the lust tiwal year we
and the total expend, tures Were S50 3310 315.41

Ferns, &e.

Y 4 iy

March

changes

RIGLOW

O. il. BARNES, Lansing, Mich. -

\

Hint.

its' sudden

a

47-select quotations and a 32 column story
paper
Jree with each album. Agents wanted. Address
Ameria Home Journal, West Haven, Ct.
ow

0a

on theday

of ‘Wales,

TERMS

and HOME

type. Be saul
HOM
Eu: Low Trice, Sells
everywhere, Full description snd terms free. Address
J.C. MeCURDY & co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Jdeem

In our climate, with

vene Tuesday.

of $4,935,000 in exports.

to

13; Northern,

PORK.
Extra priwme,¥ bol B13 00 8 13 by; West.
ern mess, 15 50 @ i8 00; Boston Clear,19.00 g 19 50;
Boston backs, @ 20 00.
.
BEEF.
Western mess, # bbl, $950 @ 1000;
Western extra, 10.504 11 00; Fxtra piate,11 8 11 50;
Beef hams, 17 50-@ 18 70; Beef tongues 26 00 @ 27 00
HAMS.
We-tern, smoked, ¥bh,
10 & llc; Bos.
ton, 95 @ 10Ke .

feet and seven inches in circumference.

sumption, and all

with the wime month lust. yeur,and an incrense

Northern—Chickens,

Northern, Common

ch’ rice 14 @ 17¢; Common to fair 10@
13; Western
Turkey, choice 12 @ 15; Chickens 10 a fac: Partridges, pair 50 @ 75; Grouse, ¥ pair 20 a 90c;

trees

© -*

For Christmas Eentanmats!

GORE ATS!
Scrolls,

Stuart

can

100 copies; by a,

are going to clear a

girdle

TIME

Ro

"Tree of Life.”

it will

10, 1863, is now, six inches above the ground,

Thereductions of the national debt for Octo-

J)

be;

when

Elizabetn

D. Lothrop" -& Co. Pubs.

Fits, Epilepsy or Falling Sos

1 diseases of the Kidne,

of the marriage of the

the first week in December.

(N.

8

Boston:

N.Y.

ELEGANT Ho iday Present. 48 page Gilt
bound Floral Autograph Album. Centains Birds,

contracting for all

insignificance when compared

The Canadian Parliament will assemble on

County

4%

Try it.

‘the World. Easy payments.
Low rate of interest, For terms, address

in

The total exports of 1879—80 were $824,000,000
of which $680,000.000 were agricultural p:oducts,
or 82 1-2 per cent
All other exports dwindle into

Kentucky has 80 Po- t offices.
General Garfield bas resigned us & member
of Congress,
Py

ruined by
casualities

sl ced

# wn—Choice, eoarse $2000 @ 21 -0; O.dinacy 817
00
@ 13; Fine 600..@
170v; Poor 2 w @ 1400;
Swale
Hay 11 00 @ 12 00; Rye Straw :2400 @ 2500;

temperature, it is no wonder that our "chil
Irish question.
Rumors of dissensions” in the |
bdren, friends and relatives, are so frequently;
cabinet are already rife. Everythiug is quiet
tuken from us by negleciéd colds; half the
at Boycoit's farm, the relief party, however,
deaths resulting from this canse.
A bottle
have suffered Fxtleinely on ‘account of Heavy
of Dr. N
G. White's
Pulmonary Elixir
rains.
Kept in the house for imthédiate use, will prevent much sickness, and By the use of a few
doses, save many
doctor's bills, or sale
Miscellaneous.
everywhere.

been
other

York,

:

In Australia,

that ansenrly session of the British. Parliament
will be called for the consideration’ of the

Farragut

New

Cure

Rochester,

D.T. Whitney,

Enstern and Northern, quartered 48 bc; Eastern
and’Northern, sliced 4 @ 5¢; Evaporated, cho.ce |
When I say cure, I do not mean merely to stop
8 g 8)¢c; Evaporated, guod 4 8 Tic.
wwpthem Tor a time and then have them return again;
HAY AN» STRAW: Hay, Eastern and Northern,
I mean a radical cure. - I have made the dis. ase of

reach 235,000,000.

the season Sunday.——If seems quite probable |. -

+The bronze,sfatue of Commodore

4%c;

BUY onyoi" OWN

Long tiie.

~ It is said that there are less hogs this year than
last, in the United States, by 325,000: and in France
and Gerulauy. there is also a great falling off from

differeutly ‘in regard to projected
railroads
running through lodian
reservations
until
Congres~ changes the Jaw in regard to them,
and treaty stipulations are made ard observed.——The population of St. _ Lohis,
as
shown by the renumcration, is 333,000,—\
Petersburg, Va., bad iis first 8hOw-storm of

will be unveiled at Waehingion
roximo.
=.

125

CO,

X

Phelps. Sophie May, Nora Perry, Surah Jewett,
Celia Thaxter, Rose-Hawthorne Lathrop, Xe. .» and
will probably remain a standard ory: hook In
generalditératpre for years to come.”

With the BEST MARKETS almost at your door.
300. 000 ACRE
F.nest Farming Lands in

they can obtain at $13 and $14 per ton.

Boiled apples and mes}

A town in Louisiana was destroyed bya

8

DRIED APPLES. Southern, quartered, ¥ b..4 @
5c; Sonthern, sliced 4% '@ bie; New York,

&

Fine FARM

E glish statist’ cians say that England” will pay
$60,000,000 less for grain the coming year than she
did |ast year.

fattening hogt ;
-spples
dear, pork continues to
outlook is a profit ih pork”

clone Wednesday evening.

bbl. +» $100

H. agen

.

.

in

of deputies

Choice,¥

g

Diabetes

Largest bottle in the market.”

i Your time or moyey rentizeMee
fogm

proved. 185 ¢ 110; Reg'Kidueys1 50g 170
PEAS.
Canada, choice, ¥ bu, $1 00 a 1 05; Can:
ads, common 8) @ »dc;
Green
Peas,’ Northern
1 0a, 1-35; Greco Peas, Western 150 . 175
POTA | OES] Arvostook Roe, # bu, 55; Maine

Rose 50; No thern Ros e 48 g 56c; Prolifics
; Peeriess 40c; Sweets, Norfolk, v bbl 1 50 |

Safe

writers as Mrs. A

NEVER WASTE

York and

It is esttmated that the when crop of California
will amount this year to 1,000,000 tons, or about

atiribto. th

agency

H.

Pea, Western,

the

For Sale by Druguists and all Dealers at $1 28°

per battle.

Quail, ¥ dozen 1 50 [3 175; Live Fowls 8 § 10.

85,000, ou busheis.

inh tes. use Warner's

9c;

:

13; Northern, Fowllo'@

Cultivator.)

United

declines ‘to act

Carlos

Arizona.—Secretary Schurz

Later particulars “from

choice

gkim

Pea, Nor thers, H.P..#bu

choice 14 @ 16¢;

bags of coffee annually.
Chicago packers have slanghtered 12 2,4004000
since March 1,an increase of 845,000 over last
To be a successful flock master, you must
your flock young, feed well, and breed

“of:#he-1ntefior department g |

concerning the _enrthquake

factory,

Oat Straw 9 00 @ 10 00.
POULTRY
AND
GAME.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.

sprouts, which causes tke trees
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